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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

_t

This is the first annual project report of NASA Grant No. NAGW.2924. This report

documents the efforts and outcomes of our research and educational programs at NASA-

CORE in NCA&TSU. The goal of the Center was to establish a quality aerospace research

base and to develop an educational program to increase the participation of minority faculty

and students in the areas of aerospace engineering.

The major accomplishments of this Center in the first year can be summarized in

terms of three different areas, namely, the center's research programs area, the center's

educational programs area, and the center's management area. In the center's research

programs area, we focus on developing capabilities needed to support the development of

the aerospace plane and high speed civil transportation system technologies. A research

plan is in place. Each center participant is assigned with a specific research topic in line

with the center's hypersonic research. More than twenty (20) technical papers are published

or being submitted for publications. In the center's educational programs area, we

developed an aerospace engineering option program ready for university approval. Two

aerospace engineering courses are being offered this semester. In the center's management

area, we are able to develop our long-range plans for the next two years. At this point, we

have successfully recruited minority students and faculty researchers needed for the

program. One tenure track faculty member and two adjunct research associates are

recruited by the center in various research areas. Twenty (20) U.S. citizen students are

recruited to the program. Among them eighteen (18) students are Ah-lcan.Americans. We

are pleased with our development and wish to continue with our effort. -- .

A. MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN RE.SFARCH PROGRAMS

The NASA-CORE at NCA&TSU provides a common focus for basic research and

innovation that link aerospace engineering disciplines in a productive way. The Center

focuses its research on the development of the hypersonic plane and high speed civil

transportation system technologies by integrating four interdisciplinary components into an

effective system. These components include Aerospace Structures, Controls and Guidance,

Computational Fluid Dynamics and Human Engineering.

The center has initiated a number of sequenced and coordinated projects that focus

on hypersonic research to support high speed transportation and single-stage.to-orbit plane

technologies. These research capture the integrated aspects of structures, controls, fluids

interaction and human.machine interface that are required for the initial and evolutionary

aerospace research. A list of center researchers and their associated research tasks are

given in Table 1.
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Research

Components

Structures

Controls

Fluids

Participents

J.Y. Shen
Res.Auoc./t_

A. Homalfor

Y.D.Song

D. Dram

Resa_ssoc./Lai

S. Chandra

G. Elbert

K. Jones

Hassan/McRae

S. Ntuen
E. Park
J. Deeb
J. Kim

Table 1 - 'l'ae Center Reuarche_ and Research Tasks

Research Tasks

A. Fmimate Structural Dymml_ of Vchklo
B. Deslgn/Fabrkate Structural Test Article and

ValidateDesign m LaboratoryFactory
C. Study Structural Design of Hypersonic Vehicle
D. Refine Integrated Design (Structure/Control)

,6,.Determine Optimal Flight Path for Lunch to Orbit
B. Calculate Flight Dymmflcs of Hypersonic Vehicle

(@ Subsonic & Hypersonic Cond.)
C. Study Vibration Characteristics of Vehicle
D. Incorporate Deformation Effects into Flight Dynamics and

control Analysts
I

,6,. Develop New Approaches for Turbulence Modeling for High

Speed Compressible Flows
B. Radiation Heat Transfer for Hypersonic Chemically Reacting

C. Design/Fab 6 DOF Balance for Wind Tunnel and Measure
Low Speed Aerodynamics of Vehicle in Tunnel

D. Research on Improving CFD Algorithm for Better Accuracy
and Fdlklency For Hypersonic Flows

A. Develop Flight Simulator for Hypersonic Vehicle
e. StudyNASPnandUngQuaUees
C. Study Effects of Flexibmty on Handling Qualities
D. Study Effects of Flexlbmty on Control System Performance

Structures Resealgh

The goal of the structures research group is to develop accurate analytical and
experimental models for hypersonic vehicles to be powered at Macb 4 or above. The group's
long range research focuses are to (1) establish the geometric parameters for an hypersonic
plane, (2) specll_ materials and component sizes for the various components of an
hypersonic plane, (3) apply aerodynamic and thermal forces to the structures, (4) establish
analytical models for a hypersonic plane and determine its dynamic characteristics, (5)
provide the dynamic model to the guidance and controls group, (6) establish test procedures
and perform tests to verily theoretical results, (7) train graduate and undergraduate
students to perform specific tasks in the development of the above, and (8) develop the

structural laboratory to enable the structures group to provide governmental and private

clients with appropriate expertise in the area of aircraft structures.

The structures group Is currently working on the following tasks including (1)
evaluation of the accuracy of the plane truss-beam model, (2) modification of the plane
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truss.beam model to Improve the accuracy of prediction, (3) expanding of the analytical
model to three dimensional models, (4) modification of computer programs to incorporate

the expanded model, (5) provide the guidance and controls group with rough analytical
hypersonic plane models with sti_ess and mass matrices, (6) preparation of two technical
articles for publication.

The structures group holds group meetings once every two weeks. A joint meeting
with controls groups was established. The objective is to develop a realistic structures-

controls integrated model through group interaction. It is expected that the group will also
interact with the CFD and the human eng/neering groups to acquire aerothermal loading
data and requirements for handling quality to build a complete system model. The
structures group currently work closely with the Spacecraft Controls and Controls
Technology groups at NASA Research Centers.

In summary, we value our structures research group as one of the Important areas for
hypersonic research. At this stage, the group has an excellent head start. One hypersonic
prototype plane model was constructed and ready for experimentation. One research

associate, Dr. Ji.Yao Shen, was hired on the project. Dr. Shen's expertise is in space
structures modeling. His expertise will benefit the structures group in characterizing the
dynamics of hypersonic planes. Four undergraduate students are recruited in this program.
They work closely with both Drs. Abu-Saba and McGinley. Two technical paper have been
published by the group and one is in preparation.

Control- Resem'dt

In order to achieve the objectives stated in the NASA-CORE proposal, the controls
group has divided their research tasks into four categories: (1) the study of optimal
trajectory and maneuvabillty of hypersonic vehicles, (2) The study of flight dynamics at both

subsonic and supersonic range, (3) The investigation of smart materials for high speed
sensing and controls, (4) The applications of intelligent controllers for hypersonic vehicle
control.

The control group is currently offering a course, Linear Systems and Controls, for
the Center. The group will offer another new course in Flight Vehicle Stability and Controls

next semester. The group Is currently developing a Control Systems Laboratory to be used
for both course teaching and research.

In summary, we view the controls group as a vital and productive group. The group
is pleased to hire Dr. Y.D. Song as a senior research fellow. Dr. Song will help the group
in various research tasks stated above, specifically in the design of controllers incorporating

flight dynamics for hypersonic and supersonic vehicles. Two graduate students and three
undergraduate students are recruited to the program. They work closely with both Drs.
Homaifar and Lai. The group would like to congratulate on the graduation of Mr. Ed.
McCormick, an MSEE student, partially sponsored by the NASA-CORE.
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The controls group holds a weekly meeting to discuss research projects and share
research outcomes. The group meets with structures group once every two weeks to discuss
the integrated model for hypersonic research. Five technical papers were published, two
submitted for Journal publication, and another two are in preparation.

AdvancedFl.ld Dpmn P.cemreS

The focus of research in the CFD area is two-fold: (1) to develop new approaches for

turbulence modeling so that high speed compressible flows can be studied for applications

to entry and re.entry flows, and (2) to perform research to Improve CFD algorithm accuracy
and efficiency. The short range plans for CFD group are (1) modeling of the pressure
dilatation term as well as the compressible dissipation term and using the SPARK code to
predict useful parameters such as the shear layer growth rate for compressible high speed
turbulent flows, and (2) development of emclent numerical algorithms for high speed flow
fields. It is hoped that a new research associate can be hired in early 1993 to initiate
research in this vital area.

During 1992, Dr. Chandra supervised the M.S. thesis work of one graduate student
(Cheryl Sellers). Both Dr. Clmndra and Ms. Sellers spent the bulk of the summer in 1991
and 1992 in NASA Langley Research Center at Theoretical Flow Physics Branch. Ms.
Sellers focussed on the study of compressibility effects in modeling turbulent high speed
mixing layers. The accomplishments to date are: (1) incorporation of the extension of the

compressibility dissipation model of Sarkar et al. of ICASE in the SPARK code using two-
equation turbulence modeling, (2) extensive Hterature review to delineate work done or
being done in the study of compressibility effects in turbulent shears flows, (3) comparison
of results in (1) with the results of a large number of experimental and analytical studies.

The CFD group will continue association with the Theoretical Flow Physics Branch
at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC). It is anticipated that Dr. Chandra and/or

one faculty member and two students will spend most of 1993 summer at LaRC. Such an
association enables faculty and students to (a) use the LaRC technical library; (b) interact
with faculty and students from NCSU and other universities; and (c) interact with NASA
and ICASE researchers and facilities on a daily basis.

Dr. Chandra is the area coordinator of the CTD research. A research associate, Dr.

Gregory Elbert, is recruited aboard on October 15. The new research associate will initiate
our effort in the area of radiation heat transfer for hypersonic chemically reacting flows and
will, therefore, complement the turbulence modeling work for high speed flows. Detailed

short.range and long-range plans will be developed for work in the radiation heat transfer
area after the new person joins our center. Mr. Kenneth Jones has joined the ME

Department this fall as a tenure-track faculty member. He is scheduled to defend his Ph.D.
dissertation at NCSU in early September and is expected to be an asset to the CFD area in
CORE by virtue of his experimental/analytical background in CFD research. Mr. Jones

plans to apply for participation in one of the NASA/ASEE summer institutes in 1993 with
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the objective of becoming closely associated with appropriate NASA facilities and personnel.
Dr. Chandra, Mr. Jones and the new research associate will work closely with Drs. Hassan

and McRae of NCSU in accordance with the attached subcontract, which delineates the

loq-range research plan for the CFD area.

A course in computational fluid dynamics is being offered by Dr. Chandra this fall.

This course will have a mix of undergraduate ME Seniors and graduate students. Dr.

Hassan A. Hassan will offer an advanced course in combustion and reacting flows at NCSU

in spring. Some faculty members and graduate students in the CFD area at NCA&TSU will

enroll in this course if their schedules permit. The group will continue recruitment efforts

with the objective of enticing two graduate students and two undergraduate students by

January 1, 1993, (2) offering u advanced course in CFD at NCA&TSU in Spring 1993,

A paper entitled "Study of Compressibility Effects in Turbulent Shear Flows" was

presented at the ASME Fluids Engineering Conference, 1992. Ms. Sellers defended her

M.S. thesis on August 10, 1992. She has been admitted to the Ph.D. program in ME at the

University of Hlinois and has begun her doctoral studies this fall. Dr. Jones published a

paper entitled "Boundary Layer Study on Nozzle Wall at Hypersonic Velocities," in AIAA

conference. Dr. Elbert has two papers to be published in the near future.

Haman Ealineer g Remu 

The research of HE group is to study the existing handling quality studies and the

information in order to develop a prototype training simulator model for hypersonic

aircraft. The research platform adopted in this study follows the NASA task statements:

(1) develop flight simulator for hypersonic vehicle, (2) study NASP handling qualities, and

(3) study effects of flexibility on handling qualities and on Control System Performance.

Following the above statement of work, the group has developed three research

strategies involving: (1) the study of existing handling quality studies and the associated

aircraft and develop flight simulation data characterization, (2) the development of a profile

for flight simulation data acquisition based on objective statement #1 above, and (3) the

development of a simulator and an embedded expert system platform which can be used in

handling quality experiments for hypersonic aircraft/flight simulation training. The

development of a successful knowledge-driven flight simulator shall have at least three

utilities. These are: (1) flight data characterization, (2) the derivation of real-time pilot

rating over a set of flight test data, and (3) the derivation of aircraft performance data over

a set of defined environment and aerodynamic parameters.

The Human Engineering Systems group has come up with a research plan listed as

follows: (1) development of theoretical model for human.pilot response in hypersonic

aircraft system (short term), (2) purchase and installment of flight simulation platform

(short term), (3) experimental test (validation) of the human pilot response models (long

term), (4) experimental test of human pilot (subjects) in hypersonic aircraft handling
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qualities (long term), ($) 3-D Visual and Motion system reconstruction for flight simulator
(long term), (6) handling quality database for pilot performance simulation (short term),
(7) expert system platform to support flight simulation and handling quality experiments

in hypersonic nircraft domain (long term).

The HE group Is able to attract one graduate student and two undergraduate

students to the program. A bi.weekly group meeting is held by the HE group. At this stage,
one paper published and three hypersonic research related technical papers are being

prepared for publication.

PUBLICATIONS

Cemar Director

lo

,

H.Y. Lai, 1992, "Dynamic Characterizat/omb Monitoring and Control of High-Speed Rotating Beam-
Mass Structures Via Pie0m-Embedded Techniques," Space Exploration Science and Technologies

Research, VoL AD-VoL 31, pp. 131-134.
H.Y. Lai, 1992, "Smart Sensing and Control of A High Speed Rotating Plezo.Embedded Graphite-

Epoxy Beam.Mass System," submitted for publication in the ASME J. of Engineering For Industry.

Am'mim_ SU'aam_

Le

1

.

J.Y. Shemb E. G. AIm-Saba, W. M. McGInley, and L. W. Taylor, Jr_ 1993, "Plecewise Continuous
Timoshenko Beam Model for the Dymunk Analysis of Tapered Beam-Like Structures', Submitted to
the 1st SES-ASME-ASCE Joint Meetinl_ Univ. of Vlrglnls.
E. G. Alm-Saba, J. Y. Shen and W. M. McGinley, 1993, "Lumped Mass Modelling for the Dynamic

Analysis of Alrcralt Structures', Submitted to the Ist SES.ASME-ASCE Joint Meetinl_ University of

vuq_
J. Y Shen, J. If. Hung and L. W. Taylor, Jr_ 1992, "Likelihood Estimation for Distributed Parameter
Models of Lmle Beam-Like Structures', Journal of Sound and Vibratiomb 155(3), pp. 467-480.

CemWuis J G,lidamm

,

7.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A. H_ and F. McCormkk, 1992, "A New Approach for the I)esign and Implementation of Fuzzy
Controllers', The IEEE Preceedlngs of the Southeastern Symposium on System Theory, and Third

Annual Symposium on CSA.
A. Houmifar, H.Y. Lat, and Ed McComlck, 1992, "Design Opebmizatlon of Turbofan Engines Using

Genetic Algorithm&" submitted for imbrication in the Journal of Applied Mathematics.
Y. D. Soq, et ml, 1992, "Rolmst Motion Tracking Control of Robotics Arms Based on theGeneralized

Energy Accumulatleu Prlndple," Proceedings, rk'EE. Int. Conf. on Decision and Control.
Y. D. Soal_ et ai, I992, "System Stabmty and Performance Analysis Based on Generalized Energy
Accumulatlem: Part II - Applications," Proceedings, IEEE Int. Conf. on Decision and Control.
Y. D. Som_ et al, l_J_, "Nonlinear Robust Controller Design for Multi-Robotics Systems with
Unknown Payloads," Proceedings, the Fourth NASA ConL on Mnll-Robot Systems.
Vance E. McCormick, LM_ "Full Design of Fuzzy Controllers Using Genetic Algorithms," M.S.

Thesis, Delmrtment or Electrlcal Engineering.

ce_m_ m.M _j_m.tm
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Chundra, S., 1992, "Study of Compressibility Effects In Turbulent Shear Layers', ASME Fluids
Engineering Conference, Los Angles, CA, June 21.23, Abstract published in "Fluids Engineering 1992
. Abstracts, FED-VoL 133, ASMF_YF]UldsEngineering Division, 1992".
Jones, K.M., DeJarnette, F. R., GrilMth, W.C., and Yanta, W. Jr 1992, "Boundary Layer Study on
Nozzle Wall at Hypersonic Velocities', AIAA Paper No. 92-4013, presented at the AIAA 17th
Aerospace Ground Testing Conference, Nashville, TN, July 6-8, 1992.
Sellers, C. and Chandra, S., "Compresslbmty Effects In Modeling Turbulent High Speed Mixing
Layers', Accepted for Presentation at the 1993 ASME Forum on Turbulent Flows, Washington, DC,
June 1993.

Elbert, G. J. and Cinnella, P., "Truly Two-Dimensional Algorithms for Radiative Non-equilibrium
Flows', 13th International Conference on Numerical Methods in fluid Dynamics, Rome, Italy, July
1992.

Elbert, G. J. and Cinnella, P., "Axlsymmetric Radiative Heat Transfer Calculations for Flows in
Chemical Non-equmbrlum', AIAA Paper 93-0139, 31st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada,
January1993.
Sellers, C.., "Compressibility Effects In Modeling High Speed Turbulent Mixing Layers', M. S. Thesis,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, North Carolina A&T State University, I992.

-m Eusinea_

L*

2.

3.

1

Kim, J.H., Yoon, S.H_ Park, E.H. and Ntuea, C.A_, 1992, "Recognition of Partially Occluded Threat
Objects Using the Annealed Hopfleld Network," Prec. of SPIE OE/Teclmology Conference.
Ntuen, C.A, Information Theoretic Models of Human.Machine Interaction, Submitted. International
Journal for Information Sciences.
Ntuen, C.A., Park, E.H., Deeb, J.M., Creiger, C_ Mansfield, E. and Winchester, W_ 1993, "Development

of Flight Simulation, Database Using Handling Quality Studies," Submitted, 15th Annual Conference
on Computers and Industrial Engineering.
Ntuen, C.A., 1993, "A New Approach To Modeling Human Response Errors In Synthetic Flight
Simulator Domain," Submitted. 15th Annual Conference on Computers and Industrial Engineering.

B. MAJOR ACCOMP_ IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Concurrent with the above research effort is an academic program designed to

prepare students for careers with direct relevance to aerospace engineering. The center

plans to offer a sequence of courses in the areas of aerospace engineering including flight
vehicle structural design, controls and guidance, aerodynamics, and system performance.
Dr. William J. Craft serves as the head of the educational committee. He coordinates the

educational and training aspects of the program which will eventually lead to an established
aerospace engineering program in the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

The Center for Aerospace Research will have both a positive and significant impact
upon this institution's recently authorized Ph.D. Program in both Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering. Historically, North Carolina A&T State University has been most successful
in attracting high academic ability minority students. Of the more than 1200 students
enrolled in the School of Engineering, better than 85% are minorities. North Carolina A&T
State University ranks first or second annually in the production of black engineers

receiving degrees at the baccalaureate level. Recent graduate program admissions data
indicates that more than 30% of all students admitted to these programs at our institution
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are At_can-American. Many of these graduate students will have heavy Involvement with

ongoIng research tasks associated with the Center of Aerospace Studies fUnded by NASA.

Graduate programs of study in aerospace engineering will be offered leading to degrees at
the masters level. Once these students are In the program, they are eligible for graduate

fellowships supported through the Center, thereby providing a natural progression for a

high number of these students to obtain Ph.D.s In Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

1. Ik'vetopmmtt

Undeqrad te Aenmp OpUm

Work on the educational component of the NASA Center of Excellence began in

earnest In May'92 when fUnds for release time first became available to the group. This

report covers the period of activity through August 14, 1992. During the summer months,

undergraduate and graduate curriculums for aerospace options were developed as part of

the proposal requirement. Both of these curricula are described in detail In sections

following this general overview.

The undergraduate aerospace option presented particular difficulties since, at least

In the near term, it must exist as an option within the current mechanical engineering

program and must meet all of the accreditation criteria for mechanical engineering

programs as specified by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET).

We have attempted to construct an aerospace program option that: 1) meshes well with the

existing mechanical engineering curriculum; 2) meets the required ABET criteria and; 3)

provides sufficient background in aerospace engineering to allow a graduate to work in the

aerospace field while retaining sufficient fUndamental mechanical engineering training to

permit a graduate to fUnction well as a mechanical engineer if he/she does not enter the

aerospace field.

The aerospace option includes ten courses that are unique to the option as

contrasted with the standard mechanical engineering curriculum. Aerospace related

courses begin In the second semester of the Junior year while the first five semesters

remain unchanged from the existing ME program. One of the most critical ABET criteria

is the requirement that all engineering programs must Include a minimum of 16 credit

hours of engineering design content IncludIng a capstone design course In the senior year.

The proposed aerospace option curriculum outline Indicates design content credit hours

in parentheses beside the course credit hour column. With some difficulty, 16 credits of

design content were maintained In the program.

It is important to note that the aerospace option Is in the proposal stage. Both the

curriculum outline and the new courses proposed for the option must go through a lengthy

approval process Involving the Department of Mechanical Engineering, the School of

Engineering, the University Faculty Senate and the University Faculty Forum. This process,

which normally requires u entire academic year, must be completed before information on

8
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Table 2 - Aemqmce Eml_aeerlag Curriculum Phase-in Time Table

Cou_ Ne, & TIIim

EE 4L0. IAhleer SJmems md _
ME _S. Compum_m,J rbdd DyumnSm

L

EE 4L0 - 12msr 8yll_m md Cmm_
ME 41S - A_ro and C,m I)y_amics
ME 422 - Aero Vehicle Siructuree I

ME S76 - Propulsion Syslems

ME 6.51. Aero Vehicle Stability end Controls
ME S78 - Flisht Vehkk Pm'tormsnce

Time Table

Spflu_l_3
SprinkLe3
Sprl_L_3

Fan, L_3
Fall 1993
Fat, L_3

Luslructor

Homaitmr

Chsndra

Jomm
Shen

Joll_8

Sons
Ntsen

Supporttns laboratories

Controls Lib.
I_L_- Fluid8

E.E. Controb Lab.
CORE CFX_Clha_ lab.
A.E. SWKturu, Lab.

CORE Propulsion Lab.
EE Controls lab.

LE. Slmtem _ Lab.
EE 668.._tomtic Conk'_ S,_k,,,-

ME 41S. Aero and Gm Dymunks

ME _3. Aero VehJcb Flight Dynamics
ME Stl0. Aem Vehicle Dad_
]VIE 652 - Aero Vehicle Slruetu_ I

EE 410 - Linear Sysle,,,- end Coulrob

Fan, L_$

Sprb_ t_J
Sprtw. t994
Sprtw. t_
Sprint. tS_
SprUq. t_

Homudrmlfur

Join

lad
Sba
Abu-Smbe
Homsltar

E.E. Conh-ols Lab.

CORE C'ln_ L_
CORE Sys_ms
CORE _Jsn/CFD Lab.
CORE S_n_tm_
COaE Conlrob Lab.

the option can be included in the University Bulletin. Nevertheless, a phase-in plan has
been implemented beginning with the current Fall'92 semester. This Is possible since one
of the courses currently exists (ELEN 410 Linear Systems and Control) and others can be
offered on a temporary basis under a Special Topics course number. The phase-in time

table is shown below. Under this plan, current first semester juniors can begin the option

in Fall'92 and graduate under the option in May'94, assuming that the plan gains eventual
approval from all reqnisite university committees.

There are currently two ME students enrolled in ELEN 410 and 9 students enrolled
in MEEN 655 including four undergraduates. The number of students who enter the option
should increase significantly next year when it can be officially advertised and promoted
through the University Bulletin and the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Handbook
and brochure.

GraduateAermpaceOp6ua

Creation of u aerospace option under the Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering program is significantly less complicated than the undergraduate option since
ABET accreditation Issues are not involved. The five new aerospace courses at the 600 level
that are being proposed will be open to both undergraduate and graduate students.
Undergraduates can take them as technical electives (two required) and graduate students
can take them as part of the eight courses required under the MSME thesis option.
Graduate students will round out their programs with existing 600 and 700 level courses as
listed later in the section detailing the graduate aerospace engineering option which
includes examples of two possible programs of study. The undergraduate aerospace option
will provide a firm foundation for continuing study with aerospace specialization at the MS
level. The graduate students in this option will be actively involved with the ongoing
research of the center.

9
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2. Student _t

Two undergraduate students are currently supported under the educational

component oftbe NASA-CORE. These are Miss Shiryl White and Miss Kimberly Musgrave,

both mechanical engineering juniors. Both students work 10 hours per week under the

supervision of Dr. Craft. Miss White's efforts are split about equally between clerical and

research activities. Her research work involves investigating possible finite element models

for orthotropic braids used in composite materials for aircraft and spacecraft applications.

The purpose of the research is to develop better modeling techniques to determine global

material properties.

Miss Musgrave is also doing both clerical and research work. Her research involves

running a finite element computer model of a composite sandwich shell for varying cases

of skin and core thickness to find a minimum weight composite structure with adequate

strength characteristics for possible application as an aembrake.

Two additional undergraduate students are currently supported by the Center to help

develop laboratory tools. These two students are Miss Monica Smith and Mr. Jerry

Hoggard. Miss Monica Smith is working with Dr. Lai to develop computer programs for

NASP simulation. This includes the development of NASP plane model ud the computa.

tion of flight dynamics. Mr. Hoggard's effort is to develop ualytical and numerical

procedures to compute the optimal trajectory using the NASP plne model.

3. Facm'tyInveivemat

Dr. William Craft, Chairman of Mechanical Engineering, heads the educational

component of the Center. Other faculty involved with the educational component include

Dr. David Klett, Undergraduate Program coordinator, and Dr. Hsin-Yi Lai, Center
Director.

Mr. Kenneth Jones was hired as a new faculty member in support of the Educational

Component. He has many years experience working in the aerospace area and is currently

completing the requirements for the PhD in aerospace engineering from North Carolina

State University. His research work is in CFD and experimental hypersonic flow and his

expertise will be u important complement to the CFD efforts currently underway as part

of the center and also in helping to develop new laboratories in Propulsion and

Aerodynamics. Dr. Jones will teach the Aerodynamics course during Spring '92. Other

faculty involved in teaching aerospace courses this academic year include:

1. Dr. Suresh Chandra, Prof. of Mech. Engr.. Teaching Computational Fluid

2e

.

Dynamics, Fall '92

Dr. Abdollah Homnifar, Assoc. Prof. of Elec. Engr. - Teaching Linear

Systems and Controls, Fall '92 and Spring '93

Dr. Shen, Adjunct Asst. Prof. of Mech. Engr.. Teaching Aero Vehicle

Structures I, Spring '93

10
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AEROSPACE OPTION IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (Effective Fail'93)

FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER

Course cr Course cr

FRESHMAN YEAR

ENGL 100 Ideas & Expres I 3 ENGL 10t Ideas & Exprcs I1 3

IIIST Elec 3 MATH 132 Calculus II 4

IIATII 13I Calculus I 4 GEEN I02 Comp Prog for Engrs 2

GEEN 100 Intro. to Engineering 2 CIIEM 101 Gen. Chem. I 3

GEEN 101 Intro. Engr Graphics 2 CItEM 111 Gen. Chem. I Lab I
SOC SCI Eiec 3 IIISTORY Elective 3

IIEALTII/PE Elective 1

Total 17 Total 17

PIIYS 241 Gen. Phys, I 4

PIIYS 251 Gen. Phys. I Lab 1

MATII 23I Calculus llI 4

ECON 300 Prln of Economics 3

MEEN 226 Manuf. Processes 2

IIUMANITIES Elective 1

Total 17

SOPIIOMORE YEAR

MEEN 210 Num Methods in ME 2

PHYS 242 Gen. Physics II 4

PIIYS 252 Gep, Physics lI Lab 1

MATH 33t AppL Engr. Math I 3

MEEN 335 Statics 3

MEEN 360 Materials Science 2

MEEN 300 Mech Engr Lab I 2

Total 17

JUNIOR

MATI[ 332 AppL Engr. Math II 3

ELEN 200 Elec. Circuit AnaL 3

ELEN 206 Circuits Lab I

MEEN 336 Strength of MatrL 3

MEEN 337 Dynamics 3

MEEN 441 Thermodynamics I 3

IIEALTIIfPE ELECTIVE I

Total [7

YEAR

*ELEN 410 Linear Sys & Contrl 3

MEEN 440 Mechanism Des & Anal 3 0.5)

*MEEN 4t5 Aerodynamics 3 (0.5)

*MEEN 422 Aero Veh Structures I 3 (1)

MEEN 474 Engineering Design 3 (2)

MEEN 400 Mech Engr Lab II 1

Total I6

MEEN 560 Mod. Engr. Materials 3 (1)

MEEN 565 Machine Design 3 (2)

* MEEN $76 Propulsion 3 (1)

* MEEN 577 Aero & Propulsion Lab I

* MEEN 578 Flight Veh. Perform. 3 (I)

* AEROSPACE Elective 3

Total I6

SENIOR YEAR

MEEN 562 Ileal Transfer 3 (l)

MEEN 58[ Mechanical Vibration 3 (l)

* MEEN 580 Aero Veb. Design 3 (3)

* AEROSPACE Elective 3 (I)

HUMANITIES Elective 3

Total 15

(Numbers in Parentheses Indicate Design Credits)

TECIINICAL ELECTIVES

* MEEN 651 Aero. Veb. Structures II 3 (1)

* MEEN 652 Aero. Veh. Stab. & Cont 3 (1)

* MEEN 653 Aero. VeIL Flight Dyn. 3

* MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion 3 (I)

* MEEN 655 Computation Fluid Dyn. 3

MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory 3

ELEN 668 Automatic Control Theory 3

CONTENT

Engineering Design: 16

Engineering Science: 52

Math. and Basic Sch 35

Ilumanltles & Soc Sch 18

Other:. 11

Total Credit Hours: I32

11
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C. MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN CENTER MANAGEMENT

The NASA-CORE at NCA&TSU is managed by the Center Director. Dr. Steven H.-

Y. Lai is the Director with responsibility for overall coordination of the program. He

manages the Center and integrates all components into a productive team. Ms. Jocelyn Foy

is newly hired with the center as a Graduate Student Recruiter and the Director's Assistant.

She helps the center recruit minority graduate students and establish a board of directors

consisting of the Dean of School of Engineering, the Department Heads of participating

faculty, and two representatives from collaborating NASA Centers and aerospace industries.

The board has a rotating Chairman, elected by the members for a one year period.

1. Center's _t Plan

A detailed two.year management plan for the center is listed in Table 3. The

following are what have been accomplished in the first year. These accomplishments

include (1) development of both long-range and short-range plans for the Center, (2)

recruiting of six graduate students and thirteen undergraduate students to the program, (3)

recruiting of one tenure-track faculty and two adjunct research associates to assist research

in various areas, (4) hiring of one recruiter/industrial specialist for student recruitment, (5)

renovation of center omces and hiring one full.time secretary, (5) participation of the

outreach program NU.SPIN to visit on November 22, (6) preparation for the site visit of
the technical monitor team on October 27, (7) Submission of the annual area report and

three technical papers from each group by December 10, and (8) Submission of the annual

report and renew the contract by December 30,

Several important tasks are to be accomplished in the next six months. These are:

(1) hiring an associate director to establish Industrial Advisory Group (IAG) before March,

1993, (2) preparation of an aerospace brochure by Mach 31, 1993, (3) Publication of the

first issue of NASA-CORE newsletter by June 30, 1993, (4) preparation for the first NASA-

CORE symposium on A&T campus, and (6) submission of the proposal to the U.N.C.

system to establish the Center For Aerospace Research before June 30, 1993.

2. Center's Permanel Involvement

In the past six months, the area coordinators of the NASA-CORE have worked

diligently to recruit faculty researchers and minority students at both undergraduate and

graduate levels. Within the limit of area budget provided by the center, we were able to

recruit two research associates and one student recruiter to the center. One tenure track

faculty position was provided to the center by the university as part of match commitment.

Dr. Kenneth Jones joined us in hypersonic CFD area to fill that position. With the addition

of new participants in various areas of hypersonic research, the center can now be operated

more productively. The proposed work is now conducted by fifteen faculty members from

NCA&TSU, and two faculty members from NCSU. The personnel involved in the center are

listed in Table 4.

12
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Table 3- _ Chart ofthe NASA-CORE |I N_

P_m_

Orien_tion

Grmst lnithdimtion

Phnnlq

Student Recruitment

Cm'rlculmm Develo_

Office& Lib _nowtlon

Personnel

Semf4nnuti Report (9fl5/92)

MU.SPIN on Cmnpm (II/6/Y/)

2 Aero. Com_s Ofbred

Center Propmud to N.C.(II/30)

• amud Site VWt (10/27_P2)

Annual Report (10/31_2)

Conh_,ct Renemd (11/13/92)

Amociate Director

Attend Seminm_

Aro. Indm_ Contact

3 .term Cem'ms Offer_ll

First NA_.CORE Symp_m

omr_ x_ozrm SemUmm

Summer S_minm Serri_

PIs Seek for Fu_llng

PIs Travel to NASA siC.

3 Aero. Comw80ffuml

IAG Meetlu 8

Annul Sit, VIsii

A/mind Report l_e

ContrKt Renewal

tm t993

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Q3
I993

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

=

qrmm
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Groap

Center

Stnactn

Controls

CF.D.

M.M.L

Education

Table 4 - "lbe Oumrent Smms of P_*mnnd Involvement
r

mmmm Lml

Ja_slymIroy (Grad. R_ruUmen_ New)

_ss Al_-e_

Wemsm McGbdey
JJ.Y_ _em (]bm_rcb ke_ds_ Hew)

Al_iolJ_ Homaffar
I)eRomJ I)mum

Y,D,_ O_h Amo_ N,,,)

Sarmh ChMdra

Kenneth Joum (kmkltut Prof.; New)
Grqmq, £11bert (Rmearch Amc4 New)
Haman Haman (NCSU SubeouUzctor)

Celesdm Nlmn
EsJ Ps/k
J_ De_

JuS Ki_

WilIimm Cr_
Dram KieU

Stidents

Monka Smith (B.S.)
Jerryeowme t_)

j,m_ Cox (B._)
mmmndDobbLm _)
r.a,m rim _)
JeromeRedmond (B.S.)

EdMcCormick (M.s.)
KevtnBarnbart (M.S.)
John Bosmm (M._)
ChrkteuWUlbu_ (ILLS.)
LmmrkChance (Lq.)
Nu_ Smah (s.s.)

Ii Gr_ 0s_._)

WoodrowWinchester(M.S)
Chdmopb,r _ (_)
ErUmMmm_M (_._)

mm-_w_ (B.s.)
M_Srm (a_)

3. Center's Prolpmm Activilks

The dirctor calls for area coordinator meeting on the first Tuesday of every months.

The management of the center Is discussed. The center policy is made with the consent of

area coordinators. Each area is asked to hold a regular meeting to discuss the technical

information and exchange research finding. The meeting is held eith bl.weekly or monthly.

Distinguished guest speakers are invited to campus to educate our students and educators.

These speakers are well.known and well-respected scholars in the area of Hypersonic

Research. The details of the I992 program activity are listed in Table 5.

4. Strategks to Recruit Umderrelmmmted Mluority Stodeats

The majority of our undergraduate students are African Americans. We are

recruiting our current undergraduate mechanical engineering students to enter the

aerospace option through announcements about the program in classes and on bulletin

boards. Certain aerospace courses have been offered under special topic headings for the

current Fall '92 semester, and about six undergraduate students have enrolled in these

courses. When the program option receives university approval and can be officially

14
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advertised, a brochure will be printed describing the aerospace engineering option and it will

be included in the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Handbook and the University

Bulletin. The brochure, in particular, can be used as a recruiting tool at university days,

etc. Ms. Jocelyu Foy Is currently hired by the Center as a student recruiter. Her job is to

recruit minority students to the aerospace engineering program for the Center.

The aerospace options in the BSME and MSME programs are currently under

development and must pass a lengthy university approval process during the Spring '93

semester, before being officially offered beginning in Fall '93. Tracking of students in the

aerospace options will begin at that time.

Table $ - Meeting and Semlmu_ Conducted by the NASA-CORE

Group

Center

Meccas net.

ee_/tz

10/07/92
tlflg/92

Spuluem/Pm_ntem

LM. Blaulmeu

L.W. Taylor
W.K Gm

Presentation Topics

t l/'m/_ K Waldm

Center 1_ Tam. of' the Month area _ordtmutiom Center MmmMment

Structures bi-weekly area mu_.mb,m Technkal Discussion, Progress Report,
(faculty end students) Student Presentation

Controls biweekly 8ree unmberJ Technical Dbcusslon, Prolptss Report,
(faculty m_l students) Student Presenta/fon

CFD monlhl_ area, membem (_'ulty) Tedmkal D4scmmiou, ProMrem Report

MMI biweekly arm members Technkal _n, _ Report,
(faculty and stadents) Student Presentatfon

Educatlem monthly arm members (bcalty) Todmkal _ion, _ Report

Hype_ Rmesrch
xtrm,n _ Semiu',,ttyxnsb_
Global IJnearimtion and Motion Control of

Noa/lnear MechsnJad STsJ*ms
NASA-Goddard MU-SPIN Trainl_ Workshop

qmm

g

w

w

s. Prozn.n hnpact

The establishment of the NASA-CORE at NCA&TSU bring lots of excitement to the

minority student body on campus. Many students are interested in research work involved

in the center. We tried to accommodate as many students as possible within the budget

limit. To ensure the quality of our research programs, we carefully selected students with

two criteria: (1) minority undergraduate students interested in graduate study in Aerospace

Engineering with GPA higher than 3.0, and (2) minority graduate students who would like

to pursue Aerospace Engineering research as his/her professional career. At this stage, the

center was able to attract 6 graduate students and 14 undergraduate students. All twenty

(20) students are U.S. citizens. Among them, eighteen (18) students are African-Americans.
The detailed information of student data can be found in Table 6. In terms of student

recruitment we are doing better than what was proposed - $ graduate students and 10

undergraduate students, as given in Table 7, for the first year. For the second year, more

minority graduate stdents are recruited to the Center. These include:
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Grnp/DepL

Center

(School)

Controls

_)

C.F.D,

_LM.I.

(LV-)

F__lhKatJon

Table 4;- Student Involvement in the NASA-CORE Programs

Student Name

Dmyyl Bowe
Montca Smith

Jerry Hotprd

James Cox

]ts_,md Dobb,--
Eddie Fire

Jerome RMmond

Ed McCormick
KJ_n Bernlum

John Hopm
Christen WUllmm
Lmmark Chance

NUdd Smith

Grade

M.S/2
Junior
Senior

Seuior/5
SenJlor/$
Senior/S
Seldor/5

M.S.(S/_)
M.S./t
M.S,/2
Junior
Juror
Senior

G.P.A.

&S0
3.34
&15

3.60

3..q2
&ll

&43

3.80
&50
4.00

&21
3.M

&rio

Ethnic Prefenmce

Ah4can-Amerkan
Ah4can-Amerkan

Ah4csn-Amerkan

Al_an-Amerkan
Alkkan-Americau
African.Amen.an
Mrkan-American

Ameman (born)
_-Amerkan
Mrkan-Amerkan
A,bican-American
African-American
AJ_icam-AmeHc.aa

Cheryl Seli*n, M.S.(s/g2) 3.50 African-American
Mkh_ Gray Senior/4 &t0 American (born)

Weodrow Wincl_r Senior &IS Abican.Amerkan

Christopher Geiser Senior 3.0S AlEkan-Amerkan
Erllm Msm_ld _ 3.2S Ah4mnoAmerkan

Sophomore
Junior

&20

&40
Sldryl While
z_ber_ Mmu_n,

Al_kan.Amerlcan
Ah4¢an.Amerkan

TaMe 7 - Proposed Pmmnd Iav em t

Group Name I_ Yesr tnd Year _v/Year 41 Year Sth Year GROUP- S_AL (man.year)

5TRU Group .Fsculty 3 4 5 5 5 22
-(;;red. Students [ 2 2 3 3 11

-UndmlPmd. Slud,nls 2 3 4 5 6 20

CFD Group -Faculty 4 4 S 5 5 23
-Grad. Students 1 2 $ 3 3 12

-UnderlPWL Studeugs 2 3 4 5 6 2O

C&G Group -Faculty 3 4 4 5 $ 21
•Grad. Stmdenk 1 2 3 3 3 12

.U.,,t.qgr_L St_,mts 2 3 4 5 _ 2O

MM] Group -Facs/Sy 4 4 4 5 5 22
.Grad. Students 1 2 3 3 3 12

.Umderl_d. Students 2 3 4 5 6 2O

_NTR Personnel -Facuily 1 2 3 3 3 t2
-GruL StnudenU I 2 2 $ $ [1

-Undeqlmd. Smdemb 2 3 4 5 6 2O
I ilJl

15 IS 21 23 23 100
S 10 13 IS IS 58

10 15 20 25 30 tO0

t"EAR.LYSUBTOTAL .Faculty
-Grad. Sludeul

.Und,rpuL St,&.*
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Minority Afrlcan.American students are mentored and encouraged in the senior
undergraduate year to consider graduate study at NCA&TSU. Two I.E. students will
be join the Human Engineering System group. Another two M.F_. students will join
the CFD group beginning Spring 1993.
More African.American students have been admitted to graduate program in IF,

M.E., and E.E. department beginning Spring 1993.
As a part of our pipeline recruitment process, several senior students will join the
research team in January of 1993.

6. University Commitmeat

Mr. Kenneth Jones was hired as a new faculty member in support of the Educational
Component. He has many years experience working in the aerospace area and is currently
completing the requirements for the Ph.D. in aerospace engineering from North Carolina
State University. His research work is in CFD and experimental hypersonic flow and his

expertise will be an important complement to the CFD efforts currently underway as part
of the center and also in helping to develop new laboratories in Propulsion and
Aerodynamics. Dr. Jones will teach the Aerodynamics course during Spring '92. Dr. Jones'
position Is given to the NASA-CORE by the University as part of university commitment
to the Center.

The University has also rented a huge office space for the Center housed in the
Woodson Building. At this time, we have three research associates working in the offices
in that building. We also hold our regular meetings over there. The center is in the process
of hiring a full-time secretary to sit in the office. By the end of 1992, we should have every
room occupied. The office should be functioning, effective and productive soon.

7. Center's Budget Summary

The budget allotment and current levels of spending are listed in Table 8. The levels
of budget spending vary from group to group. The average of overall spending for the whole
center is approximately 95%. This number reflects the fact that the project Is moving well
in the first year of its five-year performance period.

To ensure the continued growth and vitality of the Center, we developed the following
planned actions to ensure self supporting status:
1. A full time associate director position will be added beginning the second year to act

as an extensionspecialist with government and industry.

2. An Industrial advisory committee and affiliation group will be formed to allow the
participation I_rom the Aerospace industry community. This allows the industrial
expem to: (a) serve on the Industrial Advisory Committee to the center, (b)
participate as an Industrial Affiliate to the center, (c) participate in setting the
direction of the center, (d) establish aerospace research of mutual interest.

17
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The center investigators have begun seeking additional funding in support of the
center's research goals. The straetures group is developing proposals to work with
the Guidance ud Control branch in LaRC. The controls group is working with the
Marshall Space Flight Center for additional funding. Dr. Chandra in the CTD area
also submitted a proposal to the U.S. Air Force. The Human Engineering group is
working on proposals to establish external funding with the DOD and other

government funding agencies.
The center investigators travelled in the summer to government laboratories to
ensure integration of the center's research with that of the cooperating laboratories.
The visits included trips to NASA Headquarters, NASA Langley Research Center,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Marshall Space Flight Center, and NASA Lewis
Research Center.

Group

TaMe 8- Budget ReportSummry

nud_
Allotment

$Z46,0U

Levels of

Spe_

CenJer $147,721 tOt.t2_

Structures $12S,0N $106,1Sl 84._

Comtroh $L2_012 $t33,7_7 t0_99_

C.FJX St2S,031 SitS,476 92._

_L_LL $12S,095 $ _16 _L00_

Education

$80L403

NCSU Subcontrsd $ 37,153

$7_,609ToUd

10t.47_

100.00_

94J3_

w
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Prepared for

NASA CENTER OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE UNIVERSITY

w

by

Elias Abu-Saba

Williams McGinley
Ji-Yao Shen

Structures Group
School of Engineering

North Carolina A&T State University
Greensboro, NC 27411

December, 1992
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A. ARF_ SUMMARY

The main objective of the structures group is to provide quality aerospace research

within the Center for Aerospace Research- A NASA Center of Excellence at North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical State University. The group includes dedicated faculty and

students who have a proven record in the area of structures, in particular space structures.

The four students who are currently in the program have distinguished themselves

academically In addition to being leaders in various student organizations.

The participating faculty in the structures group have had several years of experience

working with the Guidance and Control Division at NASA Langley Research Center. They

developed accurate mathematical models and effective computational algorithms to

characterize the flexibility parameters of joint dominated beam-truss structures. Both

experimental and theoretical modelling has been applied to the dynamic mode shapes and

mode flx_quencies for a large truss system.

During the past few months, the above procedure has been applied to the hypersonic

transport plane model. The plane structure has been modeled as a lumped mass system by

Doctor Abu.Saba while Doctor Shen applied the transfer matrix method with a plecewise

continuous Timoshenko tapered beam model. Results fl, om both procedures compare

favorably with those obtained using the finite element method. These two methods are more

compact and require less computer time than the finite element method. The group intends

to perform experiments on structural systems including the hypersonic plane model to

verU_ the results from the theoretical models.

FoL_nm

Space technology has been going on a fast track. NASA has committed itself to

remain globally competitive in this field. The NASA Center for Research Excellence at

North Carolina A & T State University is aimed at providing NASA with the needed

expertise to achieve its goal of staying ahead in space technology.

The goal of the structures group is to develop procedures that can accurately predict

the dynamic behavior of a variety of structural systems which can be used as components

of space as well as sub-orbital structures. The evaluation of the accuracy of the predictions

will be verified by experimental methods.

Long ltau 

.

2.

3.

Establish the geometric parameters for an hypersonic plane that is capable of

operating at roach four and higher.

Specify the size and material for the various components for the hypersonic plane.

Apply thermal forces and forces due to fluid dynamics to structural systems and

veri_ their effects.
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4. Establish u analytical model for the hypersonic plane and determine its dynamic
characteristics.

5. Provide the dynamic characteristics to the guidance and control group.
6. Establish test procedures and perform tests to verify theoretical results.

7. Train graduate and undergraduate students to perform specific tasks in the
development of the above.

8. Build up the structural laboratory to a level that enables the structures group to

provide governmental and private clients with appropriate expertise in the area of
aircraft structures.

It. AREA ItESFARCH PRO_

Project Nc_ 1:

Dynamic Analysis ofthe Joint dominated Beam, Elias G. Abu-Saba, $20,000, NASA,
continuation of an on.going project. This project began in 1986 and will end on
December 31, 1993.

VsbUmeom Rasum_ erom eas Vrojece

.

o

3,

s

5.

.

_namlcs of the Joint Dominated Beam', Elias G. Abu.Saba, Archibald N.
Sherbourne and Raymond C. Montgomery; Engineering, Construction and
Operations in Space, ASCE Conference, Albuquerque, NM, August 29.31, P. 495-
50S.

"Design of the Scole Boom Based on the Dynamic Analysis of the Joint dominated
Beam", EHas G. Abu-Saba, Raymond C. Montgomery and William M. McGinley,
Conference sponsored by NASA Langley Flight Research Center and Flight Systems
Research Laboratory of UCIA, Lake Arrohead, CA, October 31- November 1,1988
"Mini-Mast Dynamic analysis Using the Truss.Beam Model", Elias G. Abu-Saba,
William M. McGiniey and Raymond C. Montgomery, Third Annual Conference on
Aerospace computational control', Oxnard, CA., August 28-30, 1989

"Simplified Truss-Beam and Space Teclmology", Elias G. Abu-Saba, William M.
McGinley and Raymond c. Montgomery, Workshop on Computational Techniques
in Identification and Control of Flexible Flight Structures, Lake Arrowhead, CA.,

November 1.2, 1989

"The Truss-Beam and Space Technology", Elias G. Abu.Saba, William M. McGinley
and Raymond C. Montgomery, Engineering, construction and Operation in Space,
Space H., ASCE Conference, Albuquerque, NM., April 22-26, 1990, Vo12, P. II12-
1121.

"Dynamic analysis of the Truss-Beam System', Abu-Saba, McGiniey and
Montgomery, Journal of Aerospace Engineering, ASCE, New York, VOL. 4 NO. 4
October, 1991, P. 347. 354

Project No. 2
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Distrilmted Parameter Modeliag of Imge Flexible Space Structures, Shen, J. Y.,
NAG - I - 1436, I-1- I992 to 12-31. 1994, $380,000.

Psbacatiom Zromeds hoJece

1

0

.

__dkelihood Estimation for Distributed Parameter Models of Large Beam-Like

Structures", J.Y.Shen, J.K. Hung and I..W. Taylor, Jr. Journal of sound and
Vibration (1992), lSS(3), pp. 467-480.

_Damping Models for Distributed Parameter Estimation of Large Beam-Like
Structures", J.Y. Shen, J.K. Huang and LW. Taylor, Jr, Pacific- Rim
International conference on Modelling, Simulation and Identification, Vancouver,

Canada, August 4-6, 1992.
*Application fo Transfer Matrix Method to Estimate the Model Characteristics of
the NASA Mini-Mast Truss", NASA Workshop on Distributed Parameter

Modelling and Control of Flexible Aerospace Systems, Williamsburg, VA., June 8-

10, 1992.

C. AREA PROGRAM AUllvrrtES

The structures group began its activity in the Center on May 16, 1992. Dr. Abu-

Saba put only five weeks during the summer of 1992 while Dr. McGinley worked for two
months. Four undergraduate students were employed by the structures group only for
the summer. Another set of undergraduate students were employed effective August 15,

1992.

Faculty:
Name:
Classification:

Citizenship:
Research Activity:

Telephone:

EHas G. Abu.Saba
Coordinator
US
Provides analytical support to the structural group such as

mathematical modeling for the hypersonic plane
(919) 334-7575
Room 455, McNair Hall
North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

Naine:

Classification:

Citizenship:
Research Activity:

Telephone:

William M. McGinley
_rdinator

Canadian (Permanent Resident)
Provides experimental support and consults on finite element

modelling of structures
(919) 334-7575

Room 454, McNair Hall
North Carolina A & T State University
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Greensboro, NC 27411

Name:

Classification:

Citizenship:

Research Activity:

Telephone:

Ji.Yao shen

Associate Researcher

China (Labor Permit, Applying for Permanent Residency)

Uses transform functions as an application to hypersonic

plane to determ/ne the eigen values and the mode shapes of
the mathematical model.

(919) 334-7575

Room 456, McNatr Hall

North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411
Students:

Name: James Cox, H

Citizenship: US
GPA: 3.597

Research Advisor:. Abu.Saba

Name: Raymond Dobbins

Citizenship: US
GPA: 3.110

Research Advisor:. Abu.Saba

Name: Eddie Fitts

Citizenship: US
GPA: 3.426

Research Advisor. Abu.Saba

Name: Jerome Redmond

Citizenship: US

GPA: 3.520

Research Advisor. Abu.Saba

The four students listed above are being trained in aerospace structures research.

They began participation in the center activities in August, 1992 and have been assigned

a number of specific tasks to accomplish. These tasks include the determination of the

weight of the hypersonic transport plane, its surface area, its overall density, its moment

of inertia, and the masses for the mathematical model. The Structures group coordinator

has been holding weekly seminars with the students and the co-investigators to discuss

the approach and the development of the mathematical model. Dr. Abu-Saba is the

academic advisor to these students.

D. FACULTY AND STUDENTS PARTICIPATION
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Dr. Abu-Saba provided the theoretical background for the lump mass modelling

for dynamic analysis of the truss-beam. The truss.beam system is widely used in the

construction of space structures and aircraft h'ames. Theoretical understanding of this

system is basic to any effort in the area of structural design of aircraft, space vehicles

and space structures. In addiUon to this contribuUon, Dr. Abu-Saba provided the

management requirements for the structural group.

Dr. McGinley has been responsible for the experimental component of the

structures group effort. He has devised the testing procedure, outlined the testing

requirement and acquired the necessary equipments to perform the testing of the truss.

beam specimen. He was also responsible for training and supervising the students in

exper/mental procedures. Dr. McGinley has also provided assistance in the finite element

modelling.

Several tasks have been conducted by the structures group. These tasks have been

primarily performed by the four students listed in the budget report above under the

supervision of Dr. McGinley. The various tasks that have been performed are:

1. Each student was required to read the project proposal and familiarize

themselves with the ultimate goals of the project.

2. The students were involved in general lab familiarization tasks which included

small demonstration tests, lab facility and equipment maintenance.

3. Strain gauging of the truss.beam specimens was completed and the resistance of

each gauge was verified and recorded. This had to be replaced a number of times

due student inexperience.

4. The support apparatus for the vertical test configuration was fabr/cated.

5. The static load application apparatus for the vertical configuration was fabricated.

6. The air pad supports are being modified to attempt to reduce some of the

apparent flutter.

7. The air compressor was torn down and inspected. The air compressor pump was

malfunctioning and was replaced.

8. The computer analysis program was being modified to incorporate a more
efficient numerical solver and to allow easier modification of the program for the

future analysis of more complex systems.

9. The acquisition and experimental analysis program is under development.

Short term goals of the group's effort are outlined below.

lo

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Evaluate the accuracy of the plane truss.beam modal.

Modll_ the plane truss-bcam model to improve the accuracy of prediction.

To expand the analytical model to three dimensions.

Modify the computer program to incorporate the expanded model.

Provide the guidance and control group with a rough analytical model for the

hypersonic plane including the sti_ess and mass matrices.

Write two articles and submit them for publication and present one conference
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technical report on the testing procedure for the truss.beam.

Work Schedule:

_3qt-Sebe

. May 16, 1992 - June 6,1992

Provided analytical model to MeGinley for use in experimental procedure and
assisted McGinley and the students in understanding the theoretical basis for the
model.

. July 20, 1992 - August 13, 1992

Review activities of McGinley and students and investigate transfer of
information learned previously into aircraft f_ame application.

. August 24, 1992- December 18, 1992
a. Evaluate the accuracy of the plane truss-beam model.
b. Modify the plane truss-beam model to improve the accuracy of prediction.
c. To expand the analytical model to include three dimensions.
d. Modify the computer program to incorporate the expanded model.
e. Develop equations of motion for a rough analytical model of the

hypersonic plane.

McG aley

ie May 16, 1992 - June 16, 1992

Introduced students to the project, familiaflT_ the students with the lab facilities
and supervised the strain gauging of the truss beam specimen.

o July 15, 1992 - August 13, 1992
Reviewed with students computer program for predicting dynamic behavior of the
truss-beam, modified existing program. Completed the gauging and calibrated
these strain gauges.

. August 24, 1992- December 18, 1992
ao

b.
C.

d.

Replace malfunctioning compressor pump.
Perform static testing on truss.beam
Perform dynamic testing on truss.beam.
Assist Dr. Shen and Dr. Abu-Saba in finite element modelling of the
hypersonic transport plane.

August 24, 1992- December 18, 1992
Assist Dr. Abu.Saba in the development of the theoretical model for the
hypersonic plane and prepare computer packages for the solution of the equations
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of motion.

Students

o May 23, 1992- June 19, 1992

a. Became familiar with the goals of the project.
b. Became familiar with the lab facilities

c. Performed some checks on the equipment in readiness to perform test on
the specimens.

e June 20, 1992-July 17, 1992
a. Continued strain gauging of specimen.
b. Modified existing computer program.
c. General lab familiarization and training in testing through demonstration.

o August 24, 1992- December 18, 1992
Students will assist both faculty members in completing the tasks Hsted for the
appropriate period.

Pu_t_m

.

e

o

*

*

"Piecwise Continuous Timoshenko Beam Model for the Dynamic Analysis of
Tapered Beam-Like Structures', J. Y. Shen, E. G. Abu.Saba, W. M. McGinley, I_

Sharpe ud I., W. Taylor, Jr., Submitted to the 1st SES-ASME.ASCE Joint
Meeting, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, June 6.9, 1993.
Lumped Mass Modelling for the Dynamic Analysis of Aircraft Structures', E. G.
Abu.Saba, J. Y. Shen and W. M. McGiniey, Submitted to the 1st SES-ASME-
ASCE Joint Meeting, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, June 6-9,
1993.

"Idkelihood Estimation for distributed Parameter Models of Large Beam.Like
Structures", J. Y Shen, J. IL Hung ud L. W. Taylor, Jr. Journal of sound and

Vibration (1992), I$$(3), pp. 467-480.
"Damping Models for Distributed Parameter Estimation of Large Beam-Like
Structures", J. Y. Shen, J. K. Huang and L. W. Taylor, Jr, Pacific. Rim
International conference on Modelling, Simulation and Identification, Vancouver,
Canada, August 4-6, 1992.
"Application of Transfer Matrix Method to Estimate the Model Characteristics of
the NASA Mini.Mast Truss', NASA Workshop on Distributed Parameter
Modelling and Control of Flexible Aerospace Systems, Williamsburg, VA., June 8-
10, 1992.
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F.. ARF.A FINANCIAL REPORT

Line Items Aflotment Expenditure

Facul_ _ STo,ooo Ssg_o
Frtnst (245) sad Indtr.ct Cmt (SS_)

Student Smbtry
Student Stipend $2&500 $19,522
IndJnct Cmt (SS'S)

Travel $ 4,000 $ &435

Sckntiflc Equipment $20,000 $19,405

Direct Coet

.race suppum $ 4,5oo S 4,soo
Sul_-rlp_lom

BoolmUom'm_

TOTAL $125,0_) $106,t$2

Equipment Purchased

le Vendor:.

Items :

Purpose:

Measurement Group Cost: $447.48

Bridge Completion Modules and wire

To expend the strain gauge monitoring capacity of the Structures

Lab so that the gauges connected to the truss specimens can be

Individually monitored.

o Vendor:.

Items :

Purpose:

Newark Electronics Cost: $299.05

Pots, etc. for strain gauge monitor circuits

To expand the strain gauge monitoring capacity of the Structures

Lab so that the gauges connected to the truss specimens can be

Individually monitored.

0 Vendor:.

Items :

Purpose:

National Instruments Cost: $3,199.72

Signal Conditioning Modules and Circuits

To expend the straIn gauge monitoring capacity of the Structures

Lab so that the gauges connected to the truss specimens can be

Individually monitored. This expansion will also allow for future

more complex testing to be performed.

e Vendor:.

Items :

Purpose:

Southern Calibration and Service Cost: $708.10

Repair and Calibration of Material Tester

The tension actuators on the Forney Material Tester are broken and

need repair before they may be used for testing the joint specimens

for the Truss Beam model evaluation.
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Vendor:.
Items :

Purpose:

Vendor.
Items :

Purpose:

Vendor:.
Items :

Purpose:

W. W. Grainger Cost: $1,419.92
Air compressor Pump and Welder Accessories.
The air compressor pump is malfunctioning and must be replaced
so that the air pad supports can be used for the testing of Truss

Beam specimens. The welding accessories are required for
fabrication of the various apparatus.

Ensco Cost: $1,741.00
Electric hydraulic pump and accessories
To expand the loading capability of the Structures Lab to facilitate
future testing of structural h-ame systems.

Strain SERT Cost: $1,590.00
Load cell

To expand the load monitoring capability of the Structures Lab to
facilitate future testing of structural frame systems.

r _

L

z

w

w

.

o

I0.

11.

Vendor.
Items :

Purpose:

Vendor.
Items :

Purpose:

Vendor.
Items :

Purpose:

Vendor.
Items :

Purpose:

National Instruments Cost: $6,$00

Signal Conditioning Modules and Circuits, Upgrade on A/D Board
To expand the monitoring capacity of the Structures Lab so that the
sensors connected to the truss specimens can be individually

monitored. This expansion will also allow for future more complex
testing to be performed.

Schaevitz Engineering Cost: $100,000.00

Velocity, large displacement and acceleration
sensors

To expand the sensor capabilities of the structures lab to allow
more complex monitoring of scale models of the HST structural
systems

Bibey Machine Cost: $8,000
HST Model for dynamic characteristic testing
This will be for the fabrication of the model of the HST structural

system that will be tested to com_flrm and evaluate both the
structural analytical models and, ultimately some of the control
strategies

Strain SERT Cost: $4,0000
Load ceUs

To expand the low load monitoring capability of the Structures Lab
to facilitate future testing of structural frame systems.
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A. AREA SUMMARY

The objectives of the control group are concentrated on research and education. The
control problem of the Hypersonic Space Vehicle represents an important and challenging
issue in aerospace engineering. The work described in this report is part of our effort in
developing advanced control strategies for such a system. In order to achieve the objectives
stated in the NASA-CORE proposal, the tasks were divided among the group based upon
their educational expertise. Within the educational component we are offering a Linear
Systems and Control course for students in Electrical and Mechanical engineering. Also,
we are proposing a new course in Digital Control Systems with a corresponding laboratory.

Organization

In this research, attention is focused on the development of control strategies for the
hypersonic vehicles based on adaptive control, robust control and (improved) inverse
dynamics control (see Figure I), and variable structure control. New control schemes are
under-way for the vehicle under consideration.

This area annual report is organized as follows.

Research Task I -
Research Task 2 -

Research Task 3 -

Research Task 4 -

Research Task $ -

Educational Component
Budget
Publications

Development of optimal trajectory
(NASA Langley): Investigation on Mathematic modeling and
Advanced Control of Hypersonic Vehicle
Design of Fuzzy Controllers for Autonomous docking and
rendezvous

Calculate Flight Dynamics of hypersonic vehicle
Vibration Modeling/Smart structure

Ares Focus _

The goal of the control and guidance group is to develop control strategies based on
conventional and adaptive control methodologies. The control strategies are based on linear
and nonlinear system dynamics. In considering hypersonic vehicle performance, subjects
such as: model uncertainties, trajectory, vibration, manuverablity, fuel consumption,
computer expert guidance, and others performance may be improved by using control.

lmmedinte and Lo_ Range Objectives

1. Development of adaptive control strategies for the hypersonic vehicle
2. Development of robust control strategies for the hypersonic vehicle
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Development of control laws for take, normal flight and landing flight for the
hypersonic vehicle

Study the feasibility of fuzzy controller for hypersonic vehicle

Computer simulation of controlling hypersonic vehicle dynamics and vibration

Optimal Tr_eetorles for hypersonic vehicle control simulation

Development of control Laboratory

Development of MEEN 652 Aero Vehicle Stability and Control

Experimental verification of control models

Experimental verification of vibration and dynamic models

Experimental verification of computer simulation of selected hypersonic vehicle

subassemblies in combination with the control system.

Development of adaptive guidance for hypersonic vehicle

B. AREA RESEARCH PROJECYI_

The specific tasks of the members for the control and guidance group along with

publications are listed. Also, the tasks done by the undergraduate students and the travel

made by the faculties/students to the international conferences and different NASA centers

are presented. We are pleased to announce that Mr. Ed McCormick defended his MSEE

through the corporate fund (Honeywell/Alliant Tech) and NASA.CORE in August of 1992.

Research Task I (NASA Langley): (Dr. Song)

One of the objectives of the control group is the development of optimal trajectories

and guidance for a hypersonic vehicle. The work described in this section is part of our
effort in developing advanced control strategies for such system. The fuel-optimal ascent

of a single.stage-to-orbit vehicle using air breathing propulsion is the focus of research in

advance control and guidance. Due to the high degree of complexity of the problem, we are

attempting to investigate the applicability of the many state-of-the-art optimization

techniques. Specifically, we will study the validity of the control laws based on the direct,

indirect, inverse dynamic, and numerically motivated methods based on evolution strategy

during take-off and landing. Difficulty arises in the solution of the two.point-boundary-

value problem (TPBVP) resulting from the application of the necessary conditions. During

the initial phase, the vehicle is a bench mark wing-cone configuration reported in the

literature. As the research progresses, we will also concentrate on development of advanced

control strategies and contact verifications.

Next, we consider the application of the methods presented earlier to the design of

adaptive controllers. Our interest in adaptive control arises from possible parameter

uncertainty in the rigid body dynamic equations of motion. Throughout the life of the

spacecraft, its dominant rigid body dynamics may change due to loss of mass or changes

in mass distribution, configuration, etc. These changes have the effect of modil_ying the

system inertia. The motivation for the design of the adaptive controller is to provide
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compensation for structural model uncertainty.

Resear_ _ Z (gS_ _) - _r. So_
Mathenmtle Moddhlg sad Advanced Coatrol of Hypersoak Vehicle

The control problem of the Hypersonic Space Vehicle represents an important and
challenging issue in aerospace engineering. The work described in this report is part of our
effort in developing advanced control strategies for such a system.

As we understand, hypersonic vehicle is a highly nonlinear and strongly coupled

system. Its dynamic behavior is fast time varying. Furthermore, due to the fact that there
always exist uncertain system parameters and external disturbances as well as structural

flexibility, the overall system dynamics is uncertain. As a result, precise model of such
system is not available, which calls for the control strategies that are not based on the exact
system model.

In this research, attention is focused on the development of adaptive control, robust
control and (improved) inverse dynamics control (see Figure 1). Motivated by our earlier
work on nonlinear robotics systems [6-8], new control schemes for aircraft systems are
proposed which achieve stable trajectory tracldng and vibration suppression. It is shown
that these strategies guarantee satisfactory operational performance in the face of modeling
uncertainties and external disturbances.

This report is organized as follows. The work on nonlinear robotics systems, which

is the direct motivation of the control strategies for aircraft systems, is presented first. This

include paper 1, paper 2 and pacer 3. Secondly, we report the new robust control scheme
for a class of nonlinear dynamic systems with application to hypersonic vehicle modeled by

lumped mass approach. In this work, instead of assuming that the mass matrix M and the
stiffness matrix K are exactly known, we consider the case where uncertain parts are
involved in these matrices. Such consideration is of importance in practice. Finally, a new

approach to controller design for aerodynamic systems is presented. Fundamentally, this
is the so.called inverse dynamics. However, the essential difference is that our approach
is an improved version, because an extra compensation is introduced, which make the over
system either adaptive, or robust.

The work on nonlinear robotics systems, which is the direct motivation of the control
strategies for aircraft systems, is presented first. This include paper 1, paper 2 and pacer
3. Secondly, we report the new robust control scheme for a class of nonlinear dynamic
systems with application to hypersonic vehicle modeled by lumped mass approach. In this
work, instead of assuming that the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K are exactly

known, we consider the case where uncertain parts are involved in these matrices. Such
consideration is of importance in practice. Finally, a new approach to controller design for
aerodynamic systems is presented. Fundamentally, this is the so-called inverse dynamics.
However, the essential difference is that our approach is an improved version, because an
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extra compensation is introduced, which make the over system either adaptive, or robust.

tesear Task 3 Space Center) - Dr.

This work examines the implementation of a fuzzy logic six degree-of-freedom

controller for a general purpose spacecraft. This controller will provide autonomous

docking capabilities for the spacecraft based on radar or other ranging data.

The six degree-of-freedom controller actually consists of six one degree-of-h_lom

controllers, one each for roll, pitch, yaw, range, elevation, and azimuth. Development of the

controller began with the inclusion of code to determine translation information from the

radar subroutine. Rotation information (roll, pitch, and yaw) was already provided for use

in the proportional derivative autopilot controller which the fuzzy controller replaces. Work

was then done fuzzifying the appropriate input angles, distances, and rates for use by the

controller. Fuzzification encompasses the partitioning of the input spaces into membership

functions which consist of separate but overlapping fuzzy sets. After fuzzification, the input

data is passed through the rule set and the output is determined by matching the

appropriate rules with the data. The output of the controller are three separate forces for

range, azimuth, and elevation and three torques for roll, pitch, and yaw. The specific goals

here can be stated as:

L Improvement of control system and guidance

2. Reduction of overall computational burden

Research Task 4 (NASA-tugiey) - Dr. Lni
Caketste nigit dynmics et bypersmie vehicle

The combination of collocation with non-linear programming has resulted in a

method of rapidly generating optimal trajectories. This method has been embodied in the

Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation (OTIS) program. The solution of optimal

control problems by direct transcription using collocation and non-linear programming will

be used to support hypersonic aerospace vehicle design studies. Applications of solutions

to hypersonic cruise, constrained fly.outs, and optimal approach to landing will be studied.

The flight dynam/cs optimixation Is a multi-disciplinary research area for conceptual and

preHmluary design and evaluation of advanced aircraft concepts. It consists of primary

research subjects:

1) weights, 2) aerodynamics, 3) engine cycle analysis, 4) mission performance, $) takeoff an

landing.

The weights estimation will use statistical/empirical equations to predict the weight

of each item in a group weight statement. We will incorporate a analytical wing weight

estimation capability available for use with more complex wing platforms. Centers of

gravity and moments of inertia will be calculated for multiple fuel conditions. The

aerodynamics esthnation will use the EDET (Empirical Drag Esthnation Technique) to

provide drag polars for performance calculations. Modifications include smoothing of the
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drag polars, more accurate Reynolds number calculations, and the inclusion of the Sommer

and Short T method for skin I_Ictton calculations. Alternatively, drag polars may be input

and then scaled with variations in wing area and engine (nacelle) size. The engine cycle

analysis will be based on the QNEP. It provides the capability to internally generate an

engine deck consisting of thrust and fuel flow rate at a variety of Mach-altitude conditions.

Engine cycle definition decks will be provided for turbojets turboprops, mixed flow

turbofans, separate flow turbofans, and turbine bypass engines. The mission performance

estimation will use the calculated weight, aerodynamics, and propulsion system data to

calculate performance.

Based on energy considerations, optimum climb profiles will be flown to start of

cruise conditions. The cruise segments may be flown at the optimum altitude and/or Mach

number for maximum range or endurance, at the long range cruise Mach number, or at a

constant lift coefficient. Descent may be flown at the optimum lift-drag ratio. In addition,

acceleration, turn, refueling, payload release, and hold segments may be specified in any

reasonable order. Reserve calculations can include flight to an alternate airport and a

specified hold segment. The takeoff and landing analysis included the computation of the

all-engine takeoff field length, the balanced field length including one-engine-out takeoff and

aborted takeoff, and the landing field length. The approach speed will also be calculated,

and the second segment climb gradient and the missed approach climb gradient criteria will

be evaluated. The system will have the capability to generate a detailed take off and climb

out profile for use in calculating noise footprints.

The study will include the analysis of a point design, parametrically varying certain

design variables, (for minimum gross weight, minimum fuel burned, maximum range) using

nonlinear programming techniques. The Fiacco-McCormick penalty function may be used

with the Davidson.Fletcher.Powell (DFP) or the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shano (BFGS)

algorithm. The configuration design variables are wing area, wing sweep, wing aspect ratio,

wing taper ratio, wing thickness-chord ratio, gross weight, and thrust (size of engine). The

performance design variables are cruise Mach number and maximum cruise altitude. The

engine cycle design variables are the design point turbine entry temperature, the maximum

turbine entry temperature, the fan pressure ratio, the overall pressure ratio, and the bypass

ratio for turbofan and turbine bypass engines.

R , rd, S - Dr.
Yibradom _ml Smart

A literature search was performed for reported investigations on prior National

Aerospace Developments (NASP) and the experimental version of the X-30. The objective

of this search was to obtain a list of various topics related to NASP research so that future

work would parallel and have possible applications to NASP development. Pertinent

information related specifically to integral systems engineering and programmatic

development was sought so as to pick topics that could be integrated into A&T's CORE
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disciplines of computational fluids, controls, structures, and human factors/tele-operations.

Also, a topic was sought that would broaden my own area of expertise while also providing

an additional area of expertise at A&T.

Smart (active and instrumented) structures and materials is another component

investigated within the control and guidance group. The focal points of this study are: 1)

structure flexibility and vibration issues due to the constraint of reduced weight, 2)

controlling the contour of aerodynam/c surfaces due to loading and temperature, and 3)

controlling the contour of surfaces inside a Hyper.sonic jet engine to enhance propulsion.

These materials could provide utility as integral sensors throughout NASP to monitor

vehicular performance and to announce trouble.

Significant smart materials work is underway, as reported in the literature, in the

area of composite materials which are combinations of traditional composites and

piezoelectric materials where the piezoelectric material provides the active actuation and

passive sensing element. An alternative area of prime interest is the development of

composite structures and laminates with internal pressurization to provide the active

actuation component to control the structures load and deformation response. By venturing

away from composites with lay.ups which try to approach characteristics of isotropic

materials, structures might be developed that would respond to loads advantageously and

allow internal pressure to control the displacement of the structure and adverse stresses as

needed. The working fluid used for internal pressurization may possibly be used to combine

systems. One possibility is that this fluid space could be used for fuel storage. Another is

that this fluid could also be utilized in cooling. Such combinations of functions for the

working fluid could have possible advantages.

C. AREA PROGRAM ACrlVITIF_

The control and structure group began its activities in the Center on January 4, 1992.

Drs. Homaifar and Lai had released time for both fall and spring semester, while Dr. Dunn

had released time during fall 1992. Also, Dr. Homaifar put two and half months during

summer of 1992. Dr. Song Joined the group as of August I0, 1992, where he is doing

research full time.

Educational Compomemt

The control group offered Linear Systems and Control( ELEN 410) during the Fall

1992. Ms course will be offered again on the spring of 1993. The course is open for

seniors in Mechanical, Industrial and Electrical Engineering. The course includes: control

system modeling and representation, features of feedback control system, state space

representation, time domain analysis, root locus, and design compensation. This course is

being offered to students in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. The course syllabus

and requirement is given in Appendix A. Also, _ 668 (Advanced Automatic Control

course is listed as an option for the students specialized in Aerospace discipline as an
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option in Mechanical engineering. Also, a new course MEEN 652 Aero Vehicle Stability and
Control will be developed as an option for the students specialized in Aerospace discipline
as an option in Mechanical engineering.

Computer System madSoftware P.rchases

In order to familiarize the student in ELEN 410, with different compensators and
to provide a thorough understanding of the different characteristics of the compensators,
the following computer packages are acquired:

Personal Computers: 3 (486 DX/50Mhz)
Visual Solutions' software package for PC (2 units)
MATHLAB for workstation: Control System Toolbox

Robust-Control Toolbox

The designs of the compensators are interactive, thus the students can visualize the
changes made in the coel_cients of the compensators.

IAb_,ate_ Deve_mmt (Target date Aegnm _3)

The analog control systems laboratory will have (as a goal) to teach the student the
practical aspects of continuous-time dynamical system modeling, analysis, design and
simulation, and will consist of the following experiments:

O

O

O

O

O

O

0

O

Scaling instrumentation variables and programming differential equations on analog
computers.

Determination of transfer function of dynamical systems using frequency response
methods.

Transient response of dynamical systems via analog computer simulation.
Stability analysis of dynamical systems modeled by differential equations.

Open.loop and closed-loop velocity control using analog computer models.
Position control using conventional cascade compensators (lag, lead, and lag-lead).
Minor feedback loop compensation techniques.
Implementation of elementary state variable observers.
Laboratory design project; e.g., analog computer simulation of a compensated

physical system which takes into account nonlinear effects such as back lash,
saturation, dead zones, etc.

Travel

lo

2.
3.

4.

HBCU Orientation Conference (Steven Lal, A. Homaifar)
Marshal Space Flight Center (Steven Lal, A. Homaifar)
Attend workshop on Distributed Parameters (Steven Lal, A. Homaifar)
Attend and Present Paper at International Symposium (SPIE) in Mathematical
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6.

7.

Engineering (Homaifar, McCormick)
Attend and Present Paper at Second International Conference on Automation
Technology (Steven Lai)
Attended workshop on Thermal Protection Systems (TIPS) at NASA-Langley

(DeRome Dunn)
Travel to NASA-Lewis for ten weeks as NASA.ASEE summer faculty fellow located
within the structures division in the fatigue and h-acture branch (I)elkm_I)mm)

w

w

w

Date:
From:

neninaam(s):
eurlm_
Cost:

DaM

Ikselntioa(s):
l'm-po.e:
Cost:

DaMe:

_tlm(s):

l'arpo_
Cost:

DaMe:

Deeemtioa(.):

Cost:

DaMe:

Desamtioa(s):

DaMe:

From:

Ik_.atioa(.):

Cost:

May 9-11, 1992

Greensboro, NC
Marshal Space Center, Huntsville, AL
To visit facilities at site
$ 472.00

March 24-27, 1992

Washington, DC and Hampton, VA
To participate in HBCU-NASA conference
$ 414.09

June 9-11, 1992
Williamsburg, VA
To attend workshop
$ 364.50

May 28-29, 1992
Hampton, VA and Washington, DC
To discuss project with technical monitor
$ 340.77

December 14-20, 1992

Tuscon, AZ
31st IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, and attend a workshop
$1624.80

November 17-19, 1992 (Professor Wei-Bing Gao)
Beljing, China
Greensboro, NC
To give seminar in control and guidance of hypersonic vehicles
$1010.00

w

w
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D. FACULTY AND STUDENT PARTICIPATION

lrt:l rartt,al ts

Name:

Classification:

Citizenship:

Research Activity:

Telephone:

Abbie Homaifar (Electrical Engineering)
Coordinator

Iran

Work on application of Adaptive control, Fuzzy controller strategies

related to hypersonic plane

(919)-334-7760

Room $37, McNair Hall

North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

Name:

Classification:

Citizenship:

Research Activity:

Telephone:

DeRome Dunn (Mechanical Engineering)

Group member
US

Development of computational methods
material

(919).334-7620

Room 636, McNair Hall

North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

for Vibration of smart

Name:

Classification:

Citizenship:

Research Activity:

Telephone:

Steven Lai (Mechanical Engineering)

Group member

US

Flight dynamics of hypersonic vehicle, and smart materials

(919)-334-7620

Room 623, McNair Hall

North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

Name: Yong-Dmm Song (Electrical Engineering)
Classification: Research Associate

Citizenship: China

Research Activity: Work on adaptive control, nonlinear control theory, robust control and

their applications to hypersonic vehicle

Telephone: (919)-334-7255

Center Office, Woodson Building

North Carolina A & T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

Studcat PartkilmntJ
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SUMMER. 1992

Uudergmdua_ mmdeuts:

Name:

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Christen Bonita Williams (Junior, Electrical Engineering)
US
3.21

Dr. Homaifar, and Dunn

Name:

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Lama Chance(Junior)
US
3.08

Drs. Homaifar, and Lai

Name:

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Robert Lynn Dismuke (Senior, Electrical Engineering)
US
3.60

Dr. Homaifar

Name:

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Christen Bonita Williams (Junior, Electrical Engineering)
US
3.21

Dr. Homaifar, and Dunn

Name:

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Lamark Chance(Junior)
US
3.08

Drs. Lai, Song

Name"

Citizenship:
GPA:
Research Advisor:.

Nikki Smith (Senior, Electrical Engineering)
US
3.60

Dr. Homaffar

Graduate stademts

FALL,

Name:

Citizenship:
Classification:

Research Advisor:.

Kevin Barnhart (Electrical Engineering)
US
First semester

Dr. Lni
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Citizenship:
Classification:
Research Advisor:

John Hogans (Electrical Engineering)
US
Third semester.GEM Fellow
Dr. Homaifar

Name:

Citizenship:
Classification:
Research Advisor:

Nadeem Bowe (Electrical Engineering
US
Third semester-GEM Fellow
Dr. Homaifar

Sumnml7 of Student Involvement

Each student was assigned several separate jobs that contributed to the overall

research activities. The tasks which were split among the students included:
1. Research on the dynamics and background of control systems and several documents

I_om the Marshall Space Program.
2. Analysis of the FORTRAN computer program which accompanied the

aforementioned documents.

3. Assistance for graduate students in their theses. One involves the design of fuzzy
controllers using genetic algorithms (GAs), and the other involves non-linear
constrained optimization by GAs and its comparison with other existing methods of
solution. Within this task, the undergraduate students were exposed to the use of
the C programming language.

4. Introduction to VisSim software, a package that involves creating block diagrams
and simulation with the use of advanced engineering graphics

5. Exposure to writing and preparing papers for publication.

John E Hogans IV

.

go

Development of real time adaptive fuzzy controllers. The research will include a
study of large population GA and Evolution strategies. ES will be used for the
adaptive control law development. Currently, he is reading background materials on
fuzzy controllers.

MRI Brain Scan images using Genetic Algorithms for Bowman Gray School of
Medicine. The amount of grey matter, white matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF)
contained in the image was to be quantified automatically using a histogram of the
MRI image.

Kevin Bamlmrt

Mr. Barnhart is working on the development of flight dynamic models. He is
currently involved in a literature survey of articles related to the guidance and control of

aircraft. In addition, he is studying the basic principles involved with rigid body dynamics
and aerodynamics.
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Nadeem Bowe

Mr. Bowe is working on the subject entitled "System Identification Via Evolution

Strategy Employing Group Method Data Handling Techniques." The central problem in

system control and prediction is the formation of a suitable mathematical model given some

small amount of noisy system measurements. In addition, an unknown system may be

potentially nonlinear and thereby difficult to describe by deterministic methods. It is with

this in mind that the attempt to employ the Group Method Data Handling (GMDH)

approach with Evolution Strategy (ES) is motivated. Two such systems to be explored are,

the Glass.Mackey Equation:

dx. oz(t-:) bx(t) (1)

dt 1.xl0(t__)

and the Logistic Equation:

x(t+l)-Ix(t)(1-x(:))

J

w

w

w

_z

w

Both of these functions generate chaotic data and would be difficult to characterize given

a small number of data points.

Taking cues I_m Kargupta and Smith's paper,"System Identification with Evolving

Polynomial Networks," the author will attempt to demonstrate that the GMDH/ES

combination is a more robust method than either GMDH or Genetic Algorithms alone in

deriving a suitable model for system prediction and identification.

E. PROGRAM IMPACY AND FINANCIAL REPORT

Drs. Homaifar, Lai and Dunn were the supervisors to all of the students who

participated in the research. They provided the background and documents to begin working

on the required tasks assigned by NASA and made all the necessary arrangements for the

students to work in the laboratory both on and off the computer. Dr. Homaifar instructed

the students, advised them, and gave the appropriate tasks to them. This program provide

the students good understanding of control theory and technology in application to

aerospace engineering research. Many publications resulting from this research program

are listed below.

Publkatiom

.

.

A. Horn.if.r, and E. McCormick," Full Design of Fuzzy Controllers Using Genetic

Algorithms', Proceedings of the Neural and Stochastic Methods in Image and Signal

Processing at the International Society of Optical Applied Science and Engineering.

July 18-24, 1992.
A. Homaffar, E. McCormick, "A New Approach for the Design and Implementation
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of Fuzzy Controllers', The IEEE Proceedings of the Southeastern Symposium on

System Theory, and Third Annual symposium on CSA, Greensboro, NC 1992.

H.Y. Lai and A. Homaifar, 1992, "Design of Fuzzy Controllers Using Genetic

Algorithms," The Second International Conference on Automation Tcclmology, July

A. Homaifar, H.Y. Lal, and Ed McCormick, 1992, "Design Optimization of Turbofan

Engines Using Genetic Algorithms," (Submitted).

A. Homaffar, H.Y. Lai, and X. Qi, " Constrained Optimization Via Genetic

Algorithms", (Submitted).

Y. D. Song, J. N. Anderson, A. Homaffar and H. Y. Lai, Robust Motion Tracking

Control of Robotics Arms Based on the Generalized Energy Accumulation Principle,

to appear in IEEE Int. Conf. on Decision and Control, December 1992, Tucson,
Arizona.

Y. D. Song, J. N. Anderson, A. Homaifar and H. Y. Lai, System Stability and

Performance Analysis Based on Generalized Energy Accumulation: Part H .

Applications, to appear in IEEE Int. Conf. on Decision and Control, December 1992,

Tucson, Arizona.

Y. D. Song, J. N. Anderson, A. Homaifar and H. Y. Lai, Nonlinear Robust Controller

Design for Multi-Robotics Systems with Unknown Payloads, The Fourth NASA Conf.

on Mull.Robot Systems, New York, November, 1992.

Yam,,

m
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1. Faculty

Abbie Homalfar
DeRome Dunn
Steven Lai

YD. Song

Total Release Time =

7. R_ Assistant

(Two Graduate)

3. F_mge Seuem
(24% of 1)

4. Soehd Security
(7.6s% of 2)

5. Iumreet Cost
(55% of 1)

6. Other Dbe¢_ CAm

Uadeqradmte Stipend
Tuition

Lab Scrap
Priaeq
olace Supply
Travel

TOTAL

Spring(@25%)
$$,142.00
$4,6_.00
$5,656.00

FaU(@2S%)
$5,194.00

$5,713.00
$2,760.00

Summer(2.$ months
$I1,427.00

m

w

$12,420.00(@100%)

$ 52,967.00

$ 8,100.00

$12,712.00

$ 620.00

$29,131.00

$ 7,442.00
$1,31o.oo
$15,984.00
$ 500.00
$ 272.00

$ 4,699.00

$D3,737.00
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Equipment

Vendor 1:
Items:

Cost:

Disi_
Texas Instruments Mlcrolaser Turbo (Part #2559821-4501)

Texas Instruments Toner (Part #2S50770-0001)
1 MB RAM Tuird Party Equivalent to Part#2555739-0001

$I,982.06

w

Vendor 2:
Items:
Cost:

MGA
ACSL/PC 3.5 inch diskettes
$1010.00

w

Vendor 3:

Items:

Cost:

Vendor 4:
Items:
Cost:

United Office & Business Concept
3 Deluxe Desk Dispensers
I dozen Uniball Pens

3 Scotch Brand Magic Tape Dispensers

1 box white Envelopes
3 boxes Kraft Envelopes

2 boxes brown Kraft Clasps
2 boxes brown Kraft Envelopes

$ 271.66

North Carolina A & T State University

3 Copier Cards for Literature Research
$soe.oo

w

Vendor 5:
Items:
Cose

Tri-Star Computer Corporation
3 TRI*CAD Y7_250 VESA Local Bus Systems

$12,992.30

w
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COMPUTATIONAL F'LUm DYNAMICS _Clt

ANNUAL REPORT

w

Prepared for

i

!

NASA CENTER OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
=

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE UNIVERSITY

by

Suresh Chandra

Kenneth Jones
and

Hassan Hassan
David Scott McRae

Computational Fluid Dynamics Group
School of Engineering

North Carolina A&T State University
Greensboro, NC 27411

December, 1992
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A. AREA SUMMARY

.

=

The focus of research in the CFD area is two-fold:

Develop new approaches for turbulence modeling so that high speed compressible
flows can be studied for applications to entry and re-entry flows;

Perform research to improve CFD algorithm accuracy and efficiency for high speed
flOWS.

- r

Sbort-au mmm

(t)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

Continued recruitment efforts with the objective of enticing two graduate students

and two undergraduate students in Spring, 1993.

Offering an advanced course in CFD at NCA&TSU in Fall 1993 if the enrollment is

adequate. If only one or two students and faculty members are interested, efforts
will be made to enroll in NCSU courses.

Modeling of the pressure dilatation term as well as the compressible dissipation term

and using the SPARK code to predict useful parameters such as the shear layer
growth rate for compressible high speed turbulent flows.
Development ofemclent numerical algorithms for high speed flOWfields. It is hoped
that a new research associate can be hired in early 1993 to Initiate research in this
vital area.

Continued association with the Theoretical Flow Physics Branch at the NASA

Langley Research Center (LaRC). It is anticipated that Dr. Chandra and/or one
faculty member and two students will spend most of 1993 summer at LaRC. Such
an association enables faculty and students to (a) use the LaRC technical library;
(b) interact with faculty and students I_m NCSU and other universit/es; and (c)

interact with NASA and ICASE researchers and facilities on a daily basis.
Development of algorithms for two-dimensional, three.dimensional, and
axlsymmetric radiation heat transfer for chemically reacting hypersonic flows.

B. AREA _CH PRO_

Projea Titl_
Priuc/tmltavesegat .
Fudlug Ammm:
gudSug Store=
Durat/om

Turbulence Modeling for High Speed Compressible Flows
Dr. Suresh Chandra

$25,000
NASA Langley Research Center

May 16, 1991 - December 31, 1992

C. AREA PROGRAM AL-13vrrtffB

During 1992, Dr. Chandra supervised the M.S. thesis work of one graduate student
(Cheryl Sellers). Both Dr. Chandra and Ms. Sellers spent the bulk of the summer in 1991
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and 1992 at NASA Langley Research Center (Theoretical Flow Physics Branch). Ms. Sellers

focussed on studying compressibility effects in modeling turbulent high speed mixing layers.

The accomplishments to date are:

(1) Incorporation of the extension of the compressibility dissipation model of Sarkar et

al. of ICASE in the SPARK code using two-equation turbulence modeling.

(2) An extensive literature review to delineate work done or being done in the study of

compressibility effects in turbulent shears flows.

(3) Comparison of results in (1) with the results of a large number of experimental and

analytical studies.

(4) Presentation of a paper entitled "Study of Compressibility Effects in Turbulent Shear

Flows" at the ASME Fluids Engineering Conference, June 22.23, 1992.

(5) Ms. Sellers defended her M.S. thesis on August 10, 1992. She has been admitted to

the Ph.D. program in ME at the University of Illinois and has begun her doctoral

studies this fall.

Additiomd Personnel

(1)

(2)

For the period through October 1992, Dr. Chandra has been the only faculty member

involved in CFD research. We have hired a full-time research associate beginning

October 15. Dr. Gregory Elbert completed his Ph.D studies at Mississippi State

University in early October and will initiate our effort in the areas of radiation heat

transfer for hypersonic chemically reacting flows, thus complementing the turbulence

modeling work for high speed flows.

Mr. Kenneth Jones joined the ME Department in the of fall of 1992 as a tenure-

track faculty member. He completed his Ph.D. studies at NCSU in late October. He

is an asset to the CFD area in CORE by virtue of his experimental/analytical

background in CFD research. Mr. Jones plans to apply for participation in one of

the NASA/ASEE summer institutes in 1993 with the objective of becoming closely

associated with appropriate NASA facilities and personnel. Dr. Chandra, Mr. Jones,

and Dr. Eibert will work closely with Dis. Hassan and McRae of NCSU in

accordance with the attached subcontract, which delineates the long-range research

plan for the CFD area.

Educational Effort

.

2.

Travel

A course in computational fluid dynamics is being offered by Dr. Chandra this fall.

This course has a mix of undergraduate ME Seniors and graduate students.

Dr. Hassan A. Hassan will offer an advanced course in combustion and reacting

flows at NCSU in spring. Some faculty members and graduate students in the CFD

area at NCA&TSU will enroll in this course ff their schedules permit.

lo

2.
NASA Orientation Conference - Washington, D. C.; March 24-25, 1992 (S. Chandra)

NASA Langley Research Center - Hampton, VA; April 21-24, 1992 (S. Chandra)
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4.
ASME - Fluids Engineering Conference, Los Angeles; June 20, 1992 (S. Chandra)
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA; November 16-19, 1992 (S. Chandra)

D. FACI_TY AND _ENT PARTICIPATION

Faculty Involved

Name&

Tm_ DemrL
S_t_ Dsl

S. Chandra ME
Research Prof.

Asian April 1992
CU.S. citizen)

IL Jones ME
Asst. Prof.

White November 1992

(U.S. dtben)

G. l_bert ME
Research Assoc.

White October 1992

(U£. dtben)

H. Hassan Mech.&Aer_

Prof.t_CSU)
Middle Eastern April I992
(U,S, citizen)

S. McRae
Assoc. Prof.

O_csu)

Mech. & Aero. White April 1992
CU,S,.dtizen)

Satmm

of_

CFD Group Coordinator
Student Research Advisor

Core Research Leader
Student Research Advisor

Core Research Leader
Student Research Advisor

Subcontractor (NCSU)

Subcontractor (NCSU)

Student Involved

Name d Student

Cheryl Sellers*

Rafaei Jones**

Michael Gray**

Stapleton Tabb

CXuslflmUm/Majer Advbor Graduation Date

Graduate/M.E.

Undergraduate_.E.
Chaudra

Uudergraduate/M.E.
Chandra

Undergraduate/M.F..

Chandra

Elbert/

August, 1992

December, 1992

Elbert/ May, 1993

Clmndra December, 1993

z

=

* Currently a PhJ).student in M.Eat the University of Illinois.

** Scheduled to begin graduate study in CFD at NCA&TSU upon graduation.
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E. PROGRAM IMPACT AND FINANCIAL REPORT

Publicadonnl

le

e

o

e

e

Chandra, S., 1992, "Study of Compressibility Effects in Turbulent Shear Layers",

ASME Fluids Engineering Conference, Los Angles, CA, June 21-23, Abstract
published in "Fluids Engineering 1992 - Abstracts, FED-Vol. 133, ASMF./Fluids

Engineering Division, 1992".
Jones, K.M., DeJarnette, F. It., Grimth, W.C., and Yanta, W. J., 1992, "Boundary
Layer Study on Nozzle Wall at Hypersonic Velocities', AIAA Paper No. 92-4013,
presented at the AIAA 17th Aerospace Ground Testing Conference, Nashville, TN,
July 6-S, 1_.
Sellers, C. and Chandra, S, "Compressibility Effects in Modeling Turbulent High
Speed Mixing Layers", Accepted for Presentation at the 1993 ASME Forum on
Turbulent Flows, Washington, DC, June 1993.
Elbert, G. J. and Cinnella, P., "Truly Two-Dimensional Algorithms for Radiative
Non-equilibrium Flows", 13th Tnteruational Conference on Numerical Methods in
fluid Dynamics, Rome, Italy, July 1992.
Elbert, G. J. and Cinnella, P., "Ax/symmetric Radiative Heat Transfer Calculations
for Flows in Chemical Non-eqnilibrium", AIAA Paper 93-0139, 31st Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 1993.
Sellers, C., "Compressibility Effects in Modeling High Speed Turbulent Mixing
Layers", M. $. l"nesls, Department of Mechanical Engineering, North Carolina A&T
State University, 1992.

_u_. FUmaeW]_port

Ibums ABolmenlm

1. Fscaltyssisrbs s3t_,_r7s sJtj?s
(cb,J_ z3 m)
(]_e_ _.smen,'.-)

2. Stude,,/W_ $ ¢;,_0 $ 1,000

s, Tnmd S .1,0_ S 2,962

6. SdmmU_F.q=/pmen_ Ss_ Ss2,[o2

T._Ser_k_ S 2,O00 S 1,590

L Ssb.cripUomVMembenddim S em S

9. Boeim/_omlmb S 1,420 S 990

lO,S_)eomlm_ b NCSU S 37,153 S 37,153

TOTAl.

ii

$162,1S_

1

En_m_Uaum

SlS2,5_
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The following equipment will be purchased in November 1992:

Vendor:.
Items:
Unit Cost:
Totl Cost:

Silicon Graphics, Inc.
3 IRIS INDIGO Model #W.RPC$O

$11,314.00
:L33,942.00

Vendor:.
Items:
Unit Cost:
Totl Cost:

Silicon Graphics, Inc.
CD.ROM Update Media #MOS-CD
$1,967.89
$1,967.89

Vendor:.
Items:

Totl Cost:

Parity Systems, Inc.
1 L2 GB Inetrnal HD for the SGI R4000
1 2.0 GB External DAT Drive for SGI R4000

St0,399.66

Vendor:.
Items:
Unit Cost:
Totl Cost:

AMTEC Engineering, Inc.
3 Tecplot Release 5
$ s3o.oo
$ lS9O.OO

Vendor:.
Items:
Tot] Cost:

DATAPRINT Inc.

1 lip Lasedect IVm Model #C2021A
$17S9.00

r
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F. SUBCONTRACT RF.,SF_ARCH WORK AT NCSU UNDER GRANT NAGW-2924
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1. Develop a New Approach for Turbulence Modeling

When employing a two-equation turbulence model, there is general agreement that

one of the equations must be the equation governing the turbulent kinetic energy. The most

popular second equation is based on the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation or the

characteristic turbulent frequency. Unfortunately, such equations do not account for certain

mechanisms that are present when one examines the vorticity equation, namely, the effects

of vortex stretching, which is a three-dimensional effect, and the production of vorticity term

which is important when compress_ility effects are important.

Because both TKE dissipation and turbulent frequency equations ignore the existence

of above important effects, there has been general dissatisfaction with one equation or the

other. There is one equation which governs the mean vorticity fluctuation, which is referred

to as entropy, which can serve as a basis for the second equation in two-equation models.

This equation has all the physics that exists in the vorticity equation and thus, may be an

attractive alternative. Our goal is to pursue this approach.

.

(a)

(b)

of Dr.

Perform Research to Improve Computational Algorithm Accuracy and Efficiency

Develop efficient numerical algorithms for high speed internal flow fields. This

project involves the development of an efficient iteration strategy for solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations. In three-dimensions, the governing equations are written

in Newton's form and the Jacobian is partitioned and updated such that a Gauss-

Seidel like iterative sequence is performed with forward and backward sweeps to

approximately invert the Jacbian. Residual updating will be used to increase

information transfer and quasi-Newton acceleration techniques will be applied. The

resulting code will be applied to supersonic internal flows.

Develop dynamic 3-D solution mesh algorithms. This task will involve the further

development of a solution adaptive algorithm to include adaption of block grid

interfaces and interiors. The algorithm presently only works for single block grids.

The resulting code will be used to compute unsteady flows over complex aircraft

shapes.

Other tasks will be performed in support of the effort at NCA&TSU at the direction

Suresh Chandra, CFD Coordinator.

w
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N93-1945

FLIGEW SIMULATOR FOR HYP_N/C VEHICLE AND

A STUDY OF NASP HANDLING QUAI.ITIES

ANNUAL REPORT

Prepared for

NASA CENTER OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE UNIVERSITY

6

mm_

by

Celestine A. Ntuen, Ph.D.

Eui H. Park, Ph.D.

Joseph M. Deeb, Ph.D.

Jung H. Kim, Ph.D.

Human-Machine Systems Engineering Group

School of Engineering

North Carolina A&T State University

Greensboro, NC 27411

W--4 December, 1992
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A. AREA SUMMARY

The research goal of the Human-Machine Systems Engineering Group was to study

the existing handling quality studies in aircrafts with sonic to supersonic speeds and power

in order to understand information requirements needed for a hypersonic vehicle flight

simulator. This goal falls within the NASA task statements:

_1. l_lop Flight Simulator for Hypersonic Vehicle

2. Study HASP Handling (_liti_ .J
3, Study Effects of Flexibility ms Handling Qualities

Performance

alld on Control System

Following the above statement of work, the group has developed three research strategies.
These are:

.1. To study existing handling quality studies and the associated aircrafts and develop

flight simulation data characterization_

: 2. To develop a profile for flight simulation data acquisition based on objective

statement #1 above, "

3. To develop a simulator and an embedded expert system platform which can be used

in handling quality experiments for hypersonic aircraft/flight simulation training.

B. AREA _CH PROJEC"rS

Title: Investigation of Human Response Error In A Flight Simulation Domain

PI: Celesttne A_ Ntuen

Title:

PI:

Investigation of A Model To Analyze Pilot/Vehicle Interaction In A Hypersonic Flight
Simulator

Joseph M. Deeb

Title:

PI:

A Robust Methodology For Visual Reconstruction and Surface Rendering For a

NASP Cockpit Environment.

Jung H. Kim and Eui H. Park

C. PROGRAM AL-l'tVlTlt.;S

To achieve objective #1, extensive data is being collected from various sources

including NASA handling quality source data, U.S. Air Force handling quality handbooks,

and MIT's Center For Man.Machine Flight Simulation Reports. The research outcome for

this objective is in progress and is to be published under the title: _J)evelopment of Flight

Database Using Handlin_ Ouality Studies". Data in this category are:

• Type of airerafL

• Aircraft categories (e.g; sonic, hypersonic, etc.).

• Aircraft aerodynamic parameters.
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• Human (pilot) characteristics.

• Environment in which handling quality are derived.

• Controllable and non-controllable variables in the flight simulation studies.

• The performance data (dependent variables) of interest.

Data collection for handling quality (HQ) was accelerated by documents made

available to the group by Dr. L. Taylor of NASA Langley Research Center. While the group

continues to develop conceptual models for synthetic flight simulation for hypersonic

vehicle, the following drawbacks were encountered:

. It is dimcult to develop the simulator from scratch. It would be better if an unused
flight simulator could become available for the NASA-CORE project by NASA. This

can be through surplus equipment identification from any of the NASA research
centers.

The group also needs a technical monitor from NASA. The person should have a

background in developing flight training simulators and/or human factors with bias

in human-machine interaction. In all meetings related to the project, the Human-

Machine Group is always left out when discussions on future directions and research

accomplishments are discussed. We need a collaborator to consult with in matters

related to the group.

The original proposal to develop a prototype simulation model is behind by about

four months due to lateness in equipment delivery. However, there is no loss time since the

investigators are developing concepts and theories related to the Research program.

D. FACULTY AND STUDENT PARTICIPATION

Sacuhy participants

Faculty

Celestlne A.
Ntuen

EUl IL Park

Joseph M. Dceb

Jung H. Kiln

Deimrtn_ut Etimlc Teachtmcg lntzr_t
AmUstSou eac_

Industrial Black Human-Machine

EasJn_rln I Inleraction Systems
I_dp Methodek,ly

Industrial A_mt Simulation, Quality
F.m_rlag Control Manutacturtng

Industrbd White Hummm Factors,
Engineering Erpnomks and Manual

Material Handling

EJec/rlcsl Ashm Computer Vision &
_.gt_erJ_ s_n,J

Research Interest

Human.Machine
Systems, Axmk_

Intelligence and
itellabtllty

Manufacturing
System_ Robotics
& Quality Control

Human Factors &

F__onomJc,

Slsn*l _oce_q
and

ExpertSystems
.... i

CORE

Respo_fbtllty

Team L_eader

Team Member

Team Member

Team Member

No, of
Students
Advised
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NASA-CORE (HUMAN-MAC3IINE SYSTEMS GROUP)

Student Particlpenes Profile

Ctt_euahlp/
Etlmk Group

Addre_ Msjor ChemUkatlon

Senior*

GPA _r

Woodrow U.S.A. 912 Fairgreen Road lndutrlal 3.t5 J. Deeb

Winchester (Black) Greembom, NC 27410 Eeqllneerinll

Christopher U.S.A. 408-C Savannah Street Industrial Senior _ 3.05 C. Ntuen

Ge_er (BbJck) Greensboro, NC 27406 _r_

C. Ntuen29_A_B Cottage Place
Greensboro, NC 27455

First Semester

Graduate

Student

3.5

in UG

The three students work as a team on a project entitled: "The Development of Flight

Simulation Database Using Handling Quality Studies". An object-oriented database using

functional nets is used as an investigative tool. The paper has been submitted for

conference presented by the students.

E. PROGRAM IMPACT AND FINANCIAL REPORT

Project Impact Statement

lo

.

3.

4.

.

Two African-American students mentored and encouraged in the senior

undergraduate year to consider graduate school. All two students will be full time

graduate students in Industrial Engineering beginning Spring 1993.

Two African.American students have been admitted to graduate program in

Industrial Engineering beginning Spring 1993 (one female and one male).

As a part of our pipeline recruitment process, two senior Industrial Engineering

students will join the research team in January of 1993.

There are 146 undergraduate students in the Department of Industrial Engineering

of which 124 students (or 85%) are African-American. The graduate program has

40 students, of which 36 students (or 90%) are African-American.

Enrollment prediction for the next five years in Industrial Engineering

Year Undergraduate Graduate Total

1993 146 40 (MSIE) 186

1994 150 40 (MSIE) 190

1995 155 45 (MSIE) 200

1996 155 50 (MSIE + PH.D) 205

1997 160 50 (MSIE + PH.D) 220

With this growth prediction, it is expected that five full time fa :ulty

(teaching and research) and at least one research faculty will be needed.
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Kim, J.H, Yoon, S.H, Park, E.H. and Ntuen, C.A., Recognition of Partially Occluded
Threat Objects Using the Annealed Hopfleld Network, Proc. of SPIE OE/Technology
Conference, Boston, Massachusetts: 1$-20 Nov., 1992.

Brooks, T.D., and Klm, J.H., An Approach to Three-Dimensional Object Recognition
Using A Hybrid Hopfleld Network, Submitted, IEEE Southeastcon '93, Charlotte,
N.C.

Knight, D.D. and Kim, J.H., Object Identification Using a Reconstructed Surface of
Concealed Object, Submitted, IEEE Southeastcon '93, Charlotte, N.C.
Ntuen, CA. Information Theoretic Models of Human-Machine Interaction,
Submitted, International Journal for Information Sciences.

Ntuen, C.A., Park, E.H., Deeb, J.M., Geiger, C., Mansfield, F_. and Winchester, W.
The Development of Flight Simulation, Database Using Handling Quality Studies,

Submitted, 15th Annual Conference on Computers and Industrial Engineering,
Cocoa Beach, FL, March 8-10, 1993.

Ntuen, C.A., A New Approach To Modeling Human Response Errors In Synthetic
Flight Simulator Domain, Submitted, 15th Annual Conference on Computers and
Industrial Engineering, Cocoa Beach, _ March 8-10, 1993.

Johnson, A.R., Ntuen, C.A. and Park, E.H, An Experimental Study of Human
Interpretation of Computer Generated Image Data, Submitted, l$th Intl. Conference
on Human-Computer Interaction/9th Japanese Symposium on Human Interface,

Orlando, FL, August 8-13, 1993.
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BUDGET FOR THE FIRST YEAR

ITEMS ALLOCATION

1. Investigators' Salaries t $ 40_q)o

2. Secretary Salary $ 1,_oo

3. Student Assistanship 2

4. Fringe Benefits 3

5. Indirect Costs 4

6. Direct Costs

Scientific Equipment s
- Lab/Omce Supplies

Contracted Services 6

- Other Supplies

- Travel Expenses 7
. Printing s

- Postage
. Books/Journals 9

. Tuition/Scholarships t°

TOTAL

S 7,50o

$ to,soo

$ 2?225

$ 37,288

$ 24,688
$ 2,0oo
$ Soo
$ l,ooo
$ 6,000
$ 400
$ 200
$ 1,500
$ 2,000

ACTUAL EXPENSES

S 34,309

$ o

S 4,473

$ 9_3oo

$ 21,330

$ 30.362

S 22,_93
$ 852
$ 5oo
$ 0

$ 4,to4
$ 0
$ o
$ 903

$ 1,090

NOTE: 1.

.

.

4.

q_)F

SPENDING

8.5%

0%

6O%

86%

78%

81%

95 %

43 %

Ioo %

0%
68%

0%

0%

6O%

55%

M%

Investigators' release times for this project are as follows:

. Dr. Celestine Ntuen (1 man-month)

- Dr. Joseph Deeb (3.625 man-months)

. Dr. Eui Park (0.45 man-month)

. Dr. Jung Kim (1 man.month)

This project successfully motivated three A_can.Ameriean students to pursue

their advanced degrees in Industrial Engineering. Ms. Erika Mansfield

started her graduate study in Fall of 1992. Both Mr. Woodrow Winchester

and Mr. Christopher Geiger are senior students and will join the Industrial

Engineering graduate program in Spring of 1993.

24 % of Items 1 and 3, and 7.65% of Item 3.

55 % of Items 1, 2 and 3.

Four equipment are purchased as follows to implement this project.

. DT Image Grabber

- MATRIX x Simulation Software
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. SUN SPARCstation 10

- liP Laser Jet HIP
6. This was used to build a pilot seat simulator.

7. All investigators visited NASA-Langley Research Center to discuss our research

direction and to collect research materials in May 1992. Drs. Ntuen and Deeb

attended a workshop in June on "Fundamentals of Flight Simulation" organized by
M1T.

8. Library copy cards were purchased for necessary materials to be copied.

9. Necessary books to implement this project were purchased.

10. These funds were used to support tuition fees for Mr. Winchester and Mr. Geiger.

Student Support and Equipment Purchased

STUDENT SUPPORT

=

_+

Name SUMMER1992

20hrs/wk

Erika Mansfield

FALL 1992

Woodrow Winchester 15 hrs/wk

Christopher Geiger 10 hrs/wk 15 hrs/wk

mmgwmo 20 hrs/wk

=

EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

EQUIPMENT PRICE DELIVERY STATUS

DT Precision Frame $ 2,661.00 June 1992

Grabber

MATRIX x $ 1,054.70 not yet

SUN SPARCstation 10 $ 19,197.66 not yet

lip Laser Jet IIIP/DeskJet

TOTAL

$ 1,534.00 not yet

$ 24,447.36

w
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Students and Faculty Profiles

w

Research Assistants' Profile

i,

AddressResearch Citizenship Classillcatlon GPA Advisor
Asslshmi

Woodrow Wlnches/er U.S.A. 912 Falrgreen Rd. Industrial Senior" _lS J. Deeb
Greensboro, NC 27410 Eng/neering

Christopher Geiller U.S.A. 40S-C Savannah St. Industrial Senior* 3.05 C. Ntuen
Greem_borop NC 27406 Eng/neerin 8

Erika Mansfield C. Ntuen2920-B Cot_le Place
Greeusbom, NC 274&_

Graduate
Student

3.25

inUG

Ipvestiplors' Profile

w

ca_msh_ _ P_emrchImermh

Dr. Celest/ne Ntaen N_erla 310t Padd/ngton Street Human-Machine Systems, Artificial
(Permanent Resklenl in U.S.A.) Greensboro, NC 27406 Inteili_nce, & Reliability

Dr. Eul Park U.S.A. 1623 Helmwood Dr. Manufacturl_ Systems, Robotic& &
Greensboro, NC 27411 Quall/y Control

Dr. Joseph deeb U.S.A. 1715 Swannanea Dr. Human Factor/Ergonomic& & Manual
Greeusbore_ NC 27410 Maherlai Handling

U.S.A. Siamd Processing, & Expert SystemsDr. Jun8 Klm 27tl New garden ltd.
Greensboro, NC 27408

r, , , •

NOTE: * They will be in the IE Grad,,-'," Program from the Spring semester of 1993.

-- =
w

__=
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A. AREA SUMMARY

The principle goal of the educational component of NASA CORE is the creation of

Aerospace Engineering options in the Mechanical Engineering program at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels. To accomplish this goal, a concerted effort during the

past year has resulted in detailed plans for the initiation of Aerospace options in both the

BSME and MSME programs in the fall of 1993.

All proposed new courses and the BSME Aerospace option curriculum must undergo

a lengthy approval process involving two curriculum oversight committees (School of

Engineering and University level) and three levels of general faculty approval. Assuming

approval is obtained from all levels, the options will officially take effect in Fall '93. In

anticipation of this, certain courses in the proposed curriculum are being offered during the

current academic year under special topics headings so that current junior level students

may graduate in May '94 under the BSME Aerospace option. The proposed undergraduate

aerospace option curriculum (along with the regular mechanical engineering curriculum for

reference) is attached at the end of this report, and course outlines for the new courses are

included in the appendix. , _

One new permanent faculty member with an aerospace background was added in Fall

1992 to assist with teaching aerospace courses and developing laboratories.

Three existing faculty members, Drs. Craft, Klett and Lai, have participated in developing

the aerospace option plans and two undergraduate students have been supported this year

under the auspices of the educational component.

B. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Student Tracking Method

The aerospace options in the BSME and MSME programs are currently under

development and must pass a lengthy university approval process during the Spring '93

semester, as explained below, before being officially offered beginning in Fall '93.

Tracking of students in the aerospace options will begin at that time.

Strategies to Recruit Underrepresented Minority Students

The majority of our undergraduate students are African Americans. We are

recruiting our current undergraduate mechanical engineering students to enter the

aerospace option through announcements about the program in classes and on bulletin

boards. Certain aerospace courses have been offered under special topic headings for the

current Fall '92 semester, and about six undergraduate students have enrolled in these

courses. When the program option receives university approval and can be officially

advertised, a brochure will be printed descrawing the aerospace engineering option and it

will be included In the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Handbook and the
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University Bulletin. The brochure, in part/cular, can be used as a recruiting tool at

university days, etc.

F.qnipmem to L.bomo 

The follow/rig equipment, software, video tapes and reference texts have been

purchased _-om the first year budget in support of the development of teaching laboratories.

Qty Descript/on Cost

3 486 PC for Controls Lab $ 9,823

4 486 PC for Aero Des Lab $12,910

1 486 PC for Wind Tunnel Lab $ 4,030

2 486 PC for Center Support $ 8,060

5 Laser Printers $ 8,152

2 Workstations for Aero Design Lab $29,910

1 Smoke gen for wind tunnel $ 2,600

2 Adv Aircraft Analysis Software $ 3,045

2 AIAA aerospace Video courses $ 4,771

3 Physics of Spaceflight Video tapes $ IS0

6 AIAA aerospace reference books $ 374

Total $83,92S

C. CURRI_ ACIINI'I]]ES

L...

The development of educational programs to support the research activities proposed
under the NASA Center of Research Excellence is considered to be vital to the overall

success of the center. Work on the educational component began in earnest in May '92

when funds for release time first became available to the group. This report covers the

period of activity through November 30, 1992.

During the summer months, undergraduate and graduate curriculums for aerospace

options were developed as part of the proposal requirement. During August and

• September, the proposed curriculum structure was reviewed both internally and by Mr.

Larry Taylor of NASA-LRC. As a result, the undergraduate curriculum was updated

slightly to include additional emphasis in the controls area. During October and November,

the undergraduate aerospace option was further modified to incorporate proposed changes

to the existing mechanical engineering curriculum which itself is currently undergoing

significant revision. Also during the current Fall '92 semester we have begun a phase.in of

the undergraduate aerospace option.

The undergraduate and graduate curricula and the phase-in plan are described in

the following sections.
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The development of the undergraduate aerospace option presented particular

difficulties since, at least in the near term, it must exist as an option within the mechanical

engineering program and must meet all of the accreditation criteria for mechanical

engineering programs as specified by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and

Technology (ABET). We have attempted to construct an aerospace program option that:

1) meshes well with the existing mechanical engineering curriculum; 2) meets the required

ABET criteria and; 3) provides sufficient background in aerospace engineering to allow a

graduate to work in the aerospace field while retaining sufficient fundamental mechanical

engineering training to permit a graduate to function well as a mechanical engineer if

he/she, for some reason, does not enter the aerospace field.

Toward this end, the attached aerospace option curriculum has been developed.

Where possible, existing courses have been replaced by similar courses with an emphasis

on aerospace applications. These course substitutions include the following:

Existing ME Curriculum Course

ELEN 442 Survey of Elec Engr
MEEN 416 Fluid Mechanics

MEEN 442 Appl'd Thermodynamics

MEEN 500 Mech Engr Lab HI

MEEN 564 Machine Design II

MEEN 566 Design of Thermal Sys

MEEN $74 Mechanical Sys Design

Aerospace Option Substitution

ELEN 410 Linear Sys and Contrl

MEEN 415 Aerodynamics

MEEN 576 Propulsion

MEEN 577 Aero & Propulsion Lab
MEEN 422 Aero Veh Structures I

MEEN 578 Flight Veh Performance

MEEN 580 Aero Veh Design

In addition, the two technical electives in the program will be restricted to the

following group of courses.

Aerospace Technical Electives

MEEN 651 Aero Vehicle Structures II

MEEN 652 Aero Vehicle Stability and Control

MEEN 653 Aero Vehicle Flight Dynamics

MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion

MEEN 655 Computational Fluid Dynamics

MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory

ELEN 668 Automatic Control Theory

Course outlines in the standard ABET format for all of the above courses are

included in an appendix at the end of this report.
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Under this plan, students will take a total of nine courses that are unique to the

aerospace option. These courses will provide a reasonably broad background in aerospace

engineering, but are similar enough in basic content to the courses they replace so as not

to impair the student's fundamental mechanical engineering training. Aerospace related

courses begin in the second semester of the junior year while the first five semesters remain

unchanged I_rom the existing ME program. A copy of the recently revised mechanical

engineering curriculum (effective fall '93) is also included at the end of this report for

comparison.

One of the most critical ABET accreditation criteria is the requirement that all

engineering programs must include a minimum of 16 credit hours of engineering design

content including a capstone design course in the senior year. The proposed aerospace

option curriculum outline presented below indicates design content credit hours in

parentheses beside the course credit hour column. With some difficulty, 16 credits of

design content were maintained in the program.

Phase-Ill Plan

It is important to note that the undergraduate aerospace option is still in the

proposal stage. Both the curriculum outline and the new courses proposed for the option

must go through a lengthy approval process involving the Department of Mechanical

Engineering, the School of Engineering, the University Faculty Senate and the University

Faculty Forum. This process, which normally requires an entire academic year, must be

completed before information on the option can be included in the University Bulletin.

Nevertheless, a phase-in plan has been implemented beginning with the current Fall '92

semester. This is possible since one of the courses currently exists (ELEN 410 Linear

Systems and Control) and others can be offered on a temporary basis under a Special

Topics course number. The phase-in time table is shown below.

Fall '92 Spring '93

ELEN 410 Linear Sys & Control

MEEN 660 Spec Top: Comp Fluid Dyn

MEEN 544 Spec Top: Aerodynamics

MEEN 544 Spec Top: Aero Veh Struc I

ELEN 410 Linear Systems & Contrl

Fall '93 Spring '94

MEEN 576 Propulsion

MEEN 578 Flight Veh Performance

MEEN 652 Aero Veh Stabil & Contrl

ELEN 668 Automatic Contrl Theory

MEEN 415 Aerodynamics
MEEN 422 Aero Veh Structures I

MEEN 577 Aero & Propulsion Lab

MEEN 580 Aero Vehicle Design

MEEN 651 Aero Veh Structures II

MEEN 653 Aero Veh Flight Dyn
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Under this plan, current first semester juniors can begin the option in Fall '92 and

graduate under the option in May '94, assuming that the plan gains eventual approval fi'om

all requisite university committees.

There are currently two ME students enrolled in ELEN 410 .Linear Systems and

Controls and 9 students enrolled in MEEN 660 Spec Topics: Computational Fluid

Dynamics, Including four undergraduates. The number of students who enter the option

should increase significantly next year when it can be officially advertised and promoted

through the University Bulletin and the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Handbook

and new brochures to be created for this purpose.

Graduate Optim

Creation of an aerospace option under the Master of Science in Mechanical

Engineering program is significantly less complicated than the undergraduate option since
ABET accreditation issues are not involved.

The Mechanical Engineering Department currently offers a Master of Science degree

program with specializations in the areas of 1) Energy and Thermo/Flulds, 2) Mechanics

and Materials and 3) Design and Manufacturing. With the advent of the NASA Center of

Research Excellence, we plan to add Aerospace as a fourth specialization. Five MEEN 600

level aerospace courses are being added to the curriculum offerings along with ELEN 668

. Automatic Control Theory. These courses will be open to both undergraduate and

graduate students. Undergraduates can take them as technical electives (two required)

and graduate students can take them as part of the eight courses required under the

MSME thesis option. Graduate students will round out their programs with existing 600

and 700 level courses as listed later. The five new 600 level courses are the following:

MEEN 651 Aero Vehicle Structures H

MEEN 652 Aero Vehicle Stability and Control

MEEN 653 Aero Vehicle Flight Dynamics

MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion

MEEN 655 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Existing graduate courses that complement the aerospace option are:

ELEN 668 Automatic Control Theory

MEEN 604 Intermediate Dynamics

MEEN 612 Modern Composite Materials

MEEN 616 Design by Finite Element Methods

MEEN 618 Numerical Analysis for Engineers

MEEN 626 Advanced Fluid Dynamics

MEEN 650 Mechanical Properties and Structure of Solids

MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory (currently MEEN 710)
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MEEN 702

MEEN 704

MEEN 731

MEEN 732

MEEN 733

MEEN 720

MEEN 724

MEEN 777

MEEN 788

MATH 651

MATH 652

Continuum Mechanics

Advanced Dynamics

Conduction Heat Transfer

Convection Heat Transfer

Radiation Heat Transfer

Advanced Classical Thermodynamics

Irreversible Thermodynamics
Thesis

Research

Methods in Applied Mathematics I

Methods in Applied Mathematics II

The thesis option MSME degree requires 24 credit hours of course work

(8 courses) and 6 credit hours of thesis. Students are required to include 6 hours of

mathematics in their program which can be chosen from MEEN 618 and MATH 65I and

652. Two typical MS programs with an aerospace specialization might contain the following

courses.

Typical Program of Study I Typical Program of Study II

MATH 651 Meth in Appl Math I

MEEN 618 Num Anal for Engrs

MEEN 626 Advanced Fluid Dynamics

MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory

MEEN 655 Computational Fluid Dyn

MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion

MEEN 732 Convec Heat Transfer

MEEN 733 Radiat Heat Transfer

MEEN 777 Thesis

MATH

MATH

MEEN

MEEN

MEEN

651 Meth in Appl Math I

652 Meth in Appl Math II

604 Intermediate Dynamics

612 Modern Composite Mater
652 Aero Veh Stabil & Contr

MEEN 653 Aero Veh Flight Dyn

ELEN 668 Automatic Control Theory

MEEN 704 Advanced Dynamics
MEEN 777 Thesis

The undergraduate aerospace option will provide a firm foundation for continuing

study with aerospace specialization at the MS level. The graduate students in this option

should be actively involved with the ongoing research of the center.

D. FACULTY' AND STUDENT PARTICIPATION

Student Involvement

Two undergraduate students are currently supported under the educational

component of NASA.CORE. These are Miss Shiryl White and Miss Kimberly Musgrave,

both mechanical engineering juniors. Both students work 10 hours per week under the

supervision of Dr. Craft. Miss White's efforts are split about equally between clerical and

research activities. Her research work involves investigating possible finite element models
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for orthotroplc braids used in composite materials for aircraft and spacecraft applications.

The purpose of the research is to develop better modeling techniques to determine global

material properties.

Miss Musgrave is also doing both clerical and research work. Her research involves

running a finite element computer model of a composite sandwich shell for varying cases

of skin and core thickness to find a minimum weight composite structure with adequate

strength characteristics for possible application as an aerobrake.

Two additional undergraduate students are currently supported by the Center to help

develop laboratory tools. These two students are Miss Monica Smith and Mr. Jerry

Hoggard. Miss Monica Smith is working with Dr. Lai to develop computer programs for

NASP simulation. This includes the development of NASP plane model and the

computation of flight dynamics. Mr. Hoggard's effort is to compute the optimal trajectory

using the NASP plane model.

Organization and Staffing

Dr. William Craft, Chairman of Mechanical Engineering, heads the educational

component of the Center. Other faculty involved with the educational component include

Dr. David Klett, Undergraduate Program coordinator, and Dr. Hsin-Yi Lai, Center
Director.

Mr. Kenneth Jones was hired as a new faculty member in support of the Educational

Component. He has many years experience working in the aerospace area and is currently

completing the requirements for the PhD in aerospace engineering from North Carolina

State University. His research work is in CFD and experimental hypersonic flow and his

expertise will be an important complement to the CFD efforts currently underway as part

of the center and also in helping to develop new laboratories in Propulsion and

Aerodynamics. Dr. Jones will teach the Aerodynamics course during Spring '92.

lo

2.

3.

Other faculty involved in teaching aerospace courses this academic year include:

Dr. Suresh Chandra, Prof. of Mech. Engr. - Teaching Computational Fluid

Dynamics, Fall '92

Dr. Abdollah Homaifar, Assoc. Prof. of Elec. Engr. - Teaching Linear

Systems and Controls, Fall '92 and Spring '93

Dr. Shen, Adjunct Asst. Prof. of Mech. Engr.. Teaching Aero Vehicle

Structures I, Spring '93
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Financial Report of the Educational Component
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1450

1800

2302

2601

2902

3100

4801

5302

Faculty Release Time:

D.E. Klett July 23, 1992

August 14, 1992

Undergraduate Assistants:

Shiryl White July 1, 1992 -

August 6, 1992
- December 31, 1992

August 14, 1992

$4,653
$3,489

$ 315

$ 630
$ 525

$1,985

$ 0

$ 300

$ 0

August 15, 1992 - December 31, 1992

Kimberly Musgrave September 3, 1992 - December 31, 1992

Fringes (July 23, 1992 - December 31, 1992)

Laboratory Supplies

Office Supplies

Other Supplies

Travel Expenses
(Trip to NASA Headquarters March, 1992 - W. J. Craft
(Trip to Anaheim, CA November 8 - 12, I992 - D. E. Klett

Indirect Cost

Scientific Equipment
3 pc's
1 printer
3 tape backup units
1 Wind tunnel instrumentation unit

(drag, lift, velocity, 3 planes of moment measurements)

Total Budeet for 1992

$ 655

$1,239

$5,287

$9,320
$ 890
$1,440

$87,400

Detailed Coarse Outline

Course outlines in the standard ABET format for all of the aerospace courses are

included in the next few pages of this report.
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AEROSPACE OPTION IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (Effective Fall'93)

FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER

Course cr Coupe cr

FRESHMAN YEAR

ENGL 100 Ideas & Expres I 3 ENGL 101 Ideas & Exprcs II 3

IlIST Elec 3 MATII I32 Calculus II 4

IIATII 131 Calculus I 4 GEEN t02 Comp Prog for Engrs 2

GEEN 100 Intro. Io Engineering 2 CHEM 10I Gen. Chem. I 3

GEEN 101 Intro, Engr Graphks 2 CHEM IlI Gen. Chem. I Lab 1

SOC SCI Elec 3 IHSTORY Elective 3

IIEALTHJPE Elective I

Total 17 Total I7

PHYS 241 Gen. Phys. I 4

PIIYS 251 Gen. Phys. I Lab l

MATII 231 Calculus HI 4

ECON 300 Prin of Economics 3

MEEN 226 Manuf. Processes 2

IIUMANITIES Elective 1

Total 17

SOPHOMORE YEAR

MEEN 210 Num Methods fLUME 2

PHYS 242 Gen- Physics II 4

PHYS 252 Germ. Physics II Lab l

MATII 331 AppL Engr. Mulh I 3
MEEN 335 Statics 3

MEEN 360 Materials Science 2

MEEN 300 Mech Engr Lab I 2.

Total 17

MATH 332 AppL Engr. Math II 3
ELEN 200 Elec.Circuit Anal. 3

ELEN 206 Circuits Lab 1

MEEN 336 Strength of Ma|ri. 3

MEEN 337 Dynamics 3

MEEN 441 Thermodynamics I 3

IIEALTII/PE ELECtiVE I

Total 17

JUNIOR YEAR

*ELEN 410 Linear Sys & Contd 3

MEEN 440 Mechanism Des & Anal 3 (1.5)

*MEEN 4I$ Aerodynamics 3 (0.5)

*MEEN 422 Aero Veh Struclures I 3 (1)

MEEN 474 Engineering Design 3 (2)

MEEN 400 Mech Engr Lab Ii 1

Total I6

MEEN 560 MOd. Engr. Materials 3 (1)

MEEN 565 Machine Design 3 (2)

* MEEN 576 Propulsion 3 (1)

* MEEN 577 Aero & Propulsion Lab l

* MEEN 578 Fllghl Veh. Perform. 3 (I)

* AEROSPACE Elective 3

Total 16

SENIOR YEAR

MEEN 562 Heat Transfer 3 (1)

MEEN 581 Mechanical Vibration 3 (1)

* MEEN 580 Aero Veh. Design 3 (3)

* AEROSPACE Elective 3 (1)

HUMANITIES Elecllve 3

Total 15

(Numbers In Parentheses Indicate Design Credits)

TECIINICAL ELECTIVES

* MEEN 651 Aero. Veh, Structures II 3 (1)

* MEEN 652 Acre, Veh. Stab. & Cent 3 (1)

* MEEN 653 Aero, Veh. Fiisht Dyn. 3

* MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion 3 (1)

* MEEN 655 Computation Fluid Dyn. 3

MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory 3

ELEN 668 Aulomatlc Control Theory 3

CONTENT

Engineering Design: 16

Engineering Science: 52

Math. and Basic Sol: 35

llumanltles & Soc SCi: 18

Other:. 11

Total Credit Hours: 132
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ELEN 410 Linear Systems and Controls

Catalog Data: This course is designed to provide the student with techniques used in

analyzing control systems. Introduction to control theory. This

includes: control system modeling and representation, features of

feedback control system, state space representation, time domain

analysis, root locus, and design compensation.

Textbook: Automatic Control Systems by B. Kuo, Prentice-Hall, 6th Edition.

References: Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Control Systems, C.T. Chen, and

Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems, Gene F. Franklin, J. David

Powell, and Abbas Emami-Naeini.

Coordinator:. Abdollah Homaifar

Prerequisite: MATH 331 and ELEN 200.

Topics:

1. Laplace Transforms

2. Mathematical modeling of physical systems

3. Block diagram and signal flow graphs

4. State space characterization of systems

5. Time domain analysis

6. Stability of systems

7. Root locus techniques

8. Frequency domain analysis (Bode)

9. Control system design and performance prediction.

10. Applications: Airplane attitude control, satellite control, and antenna tracking.

Computer usage: The course uses the CC computer package to solve the state space

problem, draw the root locus as well as Bode diagrams, and design the

compensator.

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

Engineering Science: 3 credits or 100%

J
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MEEN 415 Aerodynamics

Catalog Data: The course begins with the fundamentals of fluid statics and dynamics

followed by an introduction to inviscid flow theory with applications

to incompressible flows over airfoils, wings and flight vehicle

configurations.

Textbooiv J.D. Anderson, Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, McGraw-Hill, 1984.

Coordinator:. S. Chandra

Goals: The objectives are to provide fundamental knowledge of the equations

of fluid flow and of incompressible flow aerodynamics. This knowledge

should include the application of inviscid flow theory to obtain forces

and moments on elementary lifting surfaces (airfoils and finite wings).

Prerequisites: MATH 231, MEEN 337

Prerequisite by Topic:

1. Differential Equations

2. Dynamics

Topics:

1. Fluid Properties

2. Concepts of Fluid Statics

3. Concepts of Fluid Dynamics

4. Flow Similarity

S. Introduction to Viscous Flow Concepts

6. Introduction to Inviscid Flow Theory

7. Thin Airfoil Theory
6. Circulation

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

Engineering Science: 3 credit or 100%

w

i
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MEEN 422 Aero Vehicle Structures

Catalog Data:

Textbook:

Coordinator:.

Goals:

This course covers the determination of typical flight and landing

loads and methods of analysis and design of aircraft structures to be

able to withstand expected loads.

Introduction to Aerospace Structural Analysis, Mien/Cole, 1985

A. Kelkar

The purpose of this course is to develop the student's ability to

determine typical flight loads, to select acceptable analysis methods,

and to apply these methods to the analysis of flight structures.

Prerequisites: MEEN 336, MEEN 337, MATH 331

Prerequisites by Topic:

Dynamics
Strength of Materials

Vector Analysis

Topics:

1. Flight and landing loads

2. Review of solid mechanics

3. Advanced beam theory

4. Design considerations

5. Design Project

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

wAw

Engineering Science:

Engineering Design:

1.5 credits or 50%

1.5 credits or 50%
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MEEN $76 Propulsion
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Catalog Data: This introductory course to aero propulsion systems includes coverage

of one-dimensional internal flow of compressible fluids, normal shock,

flow with friction, and simple heat addition. The basic concepts are

applied to air-breathing aircraft ropulsion systems.

Textbook: High and Peterson, Mechanics and Thermodynamics, Addison Wesley,
1965

Coordinator:. D. E. Kiett

Goals: The objective of this course is to provide the student with the concepts

and tools necessary for the analysis and design of modern air-breathing

propulsion systems. Analysis of the various system components as well

as the overall Propulsion system are stressed.

Prerequisites: MEEN 415 and MEEN 441

Prerequisites by Topic:

Differential Equations

Thermodynamics

Aerodynamics

Topics:

1. Gas Mixtures

2. Isentropic Flow

3. Flow with Heat Addition

4. Flow with Friction

5. Gas Generator Systems

6. Turbo Jets

7. Turbo Fans

8. Ram Jets

z

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared
this course description:

Engineering Science:

Engineering Design:

2 credit or 66 2/3%

1 credit or 33 1/3%
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MEEN 577 Aerodynamics and Propulsion Laboratory

Catalog Data: This is a laboratory course to provide experimental verification of

concepts learned in MEEN 415 and MEEN 576. Experiments are

performed that reinforce the concepts from the lecture courses

including wind tunnel experiments and performance of a gas turbine

engine.

Textbook: Class handouts

Coordinator: K. Jones

Goals: To provide hands.on experience associated with the concepts and

laboratory tools of aircraft aerodynamics and propulsion systems. The
characteristics of one-dimensional flow with friction and/or heat

addition are determined. The effects of operating conditions on the

performance of a simple gas turbine are studied.

Corequisite: MEEN 576

Prerequisites by Topic: Aerodynamics

Thermodynamics

Topics:

I. Temperature, pressure, velocity and mass flow measurements

2. Introduction to wind tunnel and data acquisition system
3. Measurement of turbulence factor

4. Measurement of pressure distribution over a circular cylinder

5. Measurement of pressure distribution over an airfoil

6. Measurement of lift, drag, and pitching moment on a wing

7. Unchoked isentropic flow

8. Choked isentropic flow

9. Supersonic flow and shock waves
10. One-dimensional flow with friction

11. One-dimensional flow with heat

12. Performance of a single shaft gas turbine

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared

this course description:

Engineering Science: 1 credit or 100%
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MEEN 578 Flight Vehicle Performance

Catalog Data: This course provides an introduction to the performance analysis of

aircraft. Aircraft performance in gliding, climbing, level, and turning

flight are analyzed as well as calculation of vehicle take-off and

landing distance, range and endurance.

Textbook: FJ. Hale, Introduction to Aircraft Performance, Selection, and Design,

John Wiley & Sons, 1984

Coordinator. H.Y. Lai

Goals: The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with the basic

concepts of aircraft performance.

Prerequisites: MATH 231, MEEN 337

Prerequisite by Topic:
Calculus

Differential Equations

Dynamics

Topics:

1. Aerodynamic Forces

2. Propulsion Systems

3. Propeller Theory

4. Gliding Performance

5. Climbing Perfomance

6. Level Flight

7. Turning Flight

8. Take Off and Landing

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared

this course description:

Engineering Science:

Engineering Design:

2 credits or 66 2/3%

1 credit or 33 1/3%
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MEEN 580 Aerospace Vehicle Design
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Catalog Data: This is the capstone design course for the Aerospace option. This

course requires the synthesis of knowledge acquired in previous

courses and the application of this knowledge to the design of a

practical aerospace vehicle system.

Textbook: D. Stinton, The Design of the Airplane, Van Nostrand, 1983.

Coordinator:. H.Y. Lai

Goals: The objective of this course is to provide aerospace option students

with the opportunity to apply previously acquired knowledge, with the

aid of modern software, to the design of an aerospace vehicle system.

Prerequisites: MEEN 415, MEEN 422, MEEN 474, MEEN 576, MEEN 578,
ELEN 410

Prerequisite by Topic:

Aerodynamics

Flight Vehicle Performance

Controls

Engineering Design

Flight Vehicle Structural Analysis

Propulsion

Topics:

1. Weight and Balance
2. Power Plant Selection and Performance

3. Determination of Aerodynamic Loads
4. Vehicle Performance

5. Analysis of Static and Dynamic Stability and Control

6. System Synthesis

7. Construction and Components

8. Cost Analysis

9. Performance Testing

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

Engineering Design 4 credits or 100%
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MEEN 651 Aero Vehicle Structures H
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Catalog Data: This course covers deflection of structures, indeterminate structures,

fatigue analysis, and minimum weight design. Finite element methods
and software are utilized.

Textbook: Introduction to Aerospace Structural Analysis, Allen/Cole, 1985

Coordinator:. A. Kelkar

Goals: The purpose of this course is to develop the student's ability to

perform structural analysis using finite element methods and software

packages and to apply these methods to the design and analysis of

flight structures.

Prerequisites: MEEN 422

Prerequisites by Topic:

Strength of Materials

Introductory Structural Analysis

Topics:

1. Work and energy principles

2. Deformation and force analysis

3. Fatigue analysis
4. Finite element methods

5. Finite element software

6. Design for minimum weight

7. Design project

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared

this course description:

Engineering Science: 2 credits or 66 2/3%

Engineering Design: 1 credit or 33 1/3%
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MEEN 652 Aero Vehicle Stability and Control
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Catalog Data: This course covers longitudal, directional and lateral static stability

and control of aerospace vehicles. It also covers Hnearized dynamic

analysis of the motion of a six degree-of-freedom flight vehicle in

response to control inputs and disturbance through use of the transfer

function concept, plus control of static and dynamic behavior by

vehicle design (stability derivatives) and/or flight control systems.

Textbook: None (Instructor's Notes)

Coordinator: A. Homaifar

Goals: The objective of this course is to extend the student's basic concept

regarding vehicle stability and control to the more difficult problems

in this area, and to introduce the mathematical tools and techniques

necessary for the analysis of vehicle stability and control.

Prerequisites: ELEN 410

Corequisites: MEEN 415, MEEN 422

Prerequisite by Topic:

Aerodynamics

night Dynamics

Control Theory

Topics:

I. Static Stability

2. Equations of motion for a rigid aircraft

3. Linearization of equations of motion

4. Linear system analysis

5. Longitudal dynamics

6. Lateral dynamics

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

Engineering Science:

Engineering Design:

2 credits or 66 2/3%

1 credit or 33 1/3%
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MEEN 653 Aero Vehicle Flight Dynamics

Catalog Data: This course covers the basic dynamics of aerospace flight vehicles

including orbital mechanics, interplanetary and ballistic trajectories,

powered flight maneuvers and spacecraft stabilization.

Textbook: None (Instructor's notes and handouts)

Coordinator:. H.Y. Lal

Goals: The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with the

fundamental dynamic problems associated with space flight.

Prerequisites: MATH 332, MEEN 337, MEEN 422

Prerequisite by Topic:

Partial Differential Equations

Dynamics

Flight Vehicle Performance

Topics:

1. Two-body Orbital Mechanics

2. Interplanetary Trajectories

3. Ballistic Trajectories

4. Optimal Trajectory Shaping

S. Powered Flight Maneuvers

6. Atmospheric Entry

7. Spacecraft Stabilization

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared

this course description:

w

|
Jm¢

Engineering Science: 3 credits or 100%
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MEEN 654 Advanced Propulsion
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Catalog Data: This technical elective is a second course in propulsion. It covers the

analysis and design of individual components and complete

air-breathing propulsion systems including turbo fans, turbo jets, ram

jets and chemical rockets.

Textbook: High and Peterson, Mechanics and Thermodynamics, Addison Wesley,

1965

Coordinator:. H. Y. Lai

Goals: To provide the student with the concepts and tools necessary for the

analysis and design of modern air-breathing systems. Analysis of the

various system components as well as the overall propulsion system
will be stressed.

Prerequisites: MEEN 576

Prerequisite by Topic:

Aerodynamics

Thermodynamics

Basic Propulsion

Topics:

1. Subsonic and supersonic burners
2. Combustion and afterburners

3. Compressors

4. Turbines

5. Propellors

6. Engine design and component matching
7. Chemical rockets

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this course

description:

Engineering Science:

Engineering Design:

2 credit or 66 2/3%

1 credit or 33 1/3%
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MEEN 655 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Catalog Data: This course provides an introduction to numerical methods for solving

the exact equations of fluid dynamics. Finite difference methods are

emphasized as applied to viscous and inviscid flows over bodies.

Students are introduced to a modern CFD computer code.

Textbook: Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer, Anderson,

Tannehill and Pletcher, Hemishphere

Coordinator:. S. Chandra

Goals: The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with modern

numerical methods for solving the governing equations of fluid flow.

Prerequisites: MATH 332, MEEN 415 or 416

Prerequisite by Topic:

Partial Differential Equations

Fluid Mechanics or Aerodynamics

Topics:

1. Governing Equations

2. Finite difference representation

3. Stability Analysis

4. Boundary Conditions

5. Applications

w

W
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m

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared

this course description:

Engineering Science: 3 credits or 100%
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MEEN 656 Boundary Layer Theory

w

Catalog Data:

Textbook:

Coordinator:.

Goals:

This course covers the fundamentals of internal and external boundary

layer flows. Exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations are

developed for a few specialized cases. The approximate boundary

layer methods are developed and applied to a variety of problems.

Turbulent boundary layer flows are introduced.

Boundary Layers, A.D. Young, AIAA

K. Jones

The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with the

fundamentals of viscous laminar and turbulent boundary layer flows.

w

!

Prerequisites: MATH 332, MEEN 415 or 416

Prerequisite by Topic:

Partial Differential Equations

Fluid Mechanics or Aerodynamics

Topics:

1. Governing equations and theoretical foundations

2. Some basic solutions of steady laminar 2-D flows

3. Approximate methods of solution of steady 2-D laminar flows

4. Transition

5. Structure of attached turbulent boundary layers

6. Integral methods of drag prediction

7. Turbulence modeling

ABET category content as estimated by faculty member who prepared this

description:

Engineering Science: 3 credits or 100%

course

w
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ELEN 668 Automatic Control Theory

Catalog Data:

Textbook:

Coordinator:.

Prerequisite:

The automatic control problem icludes the development of
mathematical descriptions of a system, the specification of schemes to
control the system, the prediction of system performance by analysis
or simulation, and the possible iteration or repeating of these
sequential steps until satisfactory actual system performance is
predicted.

Linear System Theory and Design, Chi-T Chen, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston

Abdollah Homaifar

ELEN-410 or equivalent.

Topics:

Study of state variable approach to control system analysis and design:

1. Control System Realization
2. Controllability
3. Observabmty
4. State Estimation

5. Stability
6. Controller Design

7. State Function approach to linear system synthesis.
8. Presentation of Linear Algebra tools required for above.

__ o

etmr

ABET category content as estimated by faculty

description:

Engineering Science:. 3 credits or 100%

member who prepared this course

w
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION, MONITORING AND CONTROL
OF ROTATING FLEXIBLE BEAM-MASS STRUCTURES

VIA _JZO-EMBEDDED TECHNIQUES
L/

Steven H.-Y. Lai

Controls and Guidance Group
NASA CORE for Aerospace Research

North Carolina A&T State University
Greensboro, North Carolina
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A variational principle and a finite element discretization technique were used to

derive the dynamic equatitms for a high speed rotating flexible beam-mass system embedded

with piezo-electric materials. The dynamic equation thus obtained allows the development
of finite element models which accommodate both of the original structural element and
the vlezoeicctric element. The .¢cllutions _f finite e|ement modc|s i_r_wide system dynamics

needed to design a sensing system. The characterizali_m of gyrl)scol)ic effect and dnq|ping

capacity of smart rotating devices are addressed. Several simulation examples are presented

to validate the analytical solution.

INTRODUCTION

Structural monitoring and control using smart sensing materials has become or

importance In recent years due to the rapid deveh)pment of large flexible structures and
flexible mechanical systems. These materials and structures have their own sensing,

actpating, tuning, controlling and computational abilities (Gandhi and Thomas, 1989).

Typically, smart materials and Struct,;res are distributed-parameter systems operating

under a variety of service conditions and having a theoretically infinite number of vibration
modes. Current design practice is to mode! the system with a finite number o£ modes and

to design a sensing system using lumped parameter approach. "Truncating" the mmlel may

lead to performance trade-off when designing a control system for distributed parameter

systems. Lumped parameter apprlmch is generally acceptable for sensing applications due
to its nature of simplicity anti ease of iml)lementation. Although significant progress has

been made in the recent past in the deveh)pment or smart materials and structures

featuring piezo-electrlc materials (Bailey and llubbard, 1985; Plump et.al, 1987, Crawley,
1988"/), shape memory allays (Miwn, 1985; Yaeger, 1984; Rogers and Robertshaw, 1988),

electro-rheoh)gical fl||ids (Gandhi et el, 1989; Choi et el, 1989; Gandhi et el, 1989), and
optical fibers (Morikawa, 1985; Rogowski, 1988), very few work have been done to

characterize the dyna,oic behaviors of these devices, especially when it is used for high-

speed applications.
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l_mphasls is placed on the accurate modeling nnd characterization of structural

parameters of sensing devices for flexible structures. The analysis of a beam attached to

a rotating base is a subject of interest to many researchers because numerous structural

configuratious such as spinning satellites (Laprenson, 1976; Kane et ai., 1987) and flexible
rolxJts (Cannon and Schmitz, 1984; Mitchell and Bruch, 1988; Yang and Donath, 1988) fall

into this category. Tile analysis of these rotating dyna,nic structures with payloads is quite
different from those of stationary struct,,res due to the inertia of gyroscopic effect at high
rotating speeds.

Piezoelectric materials are media which develop n|echanical strain when subjected
to an electrical feld, or conversely, they tlevelop an electrical field when s,,I)jected to
mechanical deft|rmati|m. Their inherent high p_)wer-to-weight ratio makes them ideal

candidates for embedding piezoelectric materials in traditional structures for vibration
sensing and cnntrnl. Crawley and de Luis (1987) studied the effect of a beans with I_mded
piezoelectric sensors. Plump et al. (1987) used a piezoelectric fihn to enhance the damping

ratio of a cantilever beans. Tzou applied a piezoelectric film as an active vibration in a

flexible structure (1987) and an active vibration isolator and exciter (1989). This paper
focuses on the development of analytical m(xlels for dynamic characterization of a high.

speed rotating flexible beam.mass system with embedded sensing system. The design of
s,,ch a sensing system featuriqg piezoelectric materials is addressed. Several simulation

exan|ples are iJrcsented to validate the analytical soh,tions.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Basic Assumptions and C_M)rd|uate Systems

T. derive a simple yet effective sensing m(xlel for the physical system of interest,

several assumptions are Imposed here, namely:
(!) Large Overall Rigid-Body Displacements with S,nall Elastic Deformations: This

assutnption is valid for a mechanical systetn rotating at speeds less than oue

thousm, d rewdutions per miqute wills low payload.
(2) Negligible Gravity Effect: For high-silted rotating space structure, the gravity effect can

be ignored.

(3) Negligible Geometric Stiffening Effect: When rotating in plane, the magnitude of the

axial displacement is much smaller than that of the transverse displacemenL The
effect of gemnetric stiffening Is negligible.

(4) Plane Stress Condition: Since the beans is thin, the stress variation through the
thickness is negligible.

(5) Average Material Properties: The average material properties of smart beams is used.

Siuce tlqe piezoelectric film is relatively thin, the isotropic aluminum bean, plays a
do|nit, ant role in contributing t. the overall bean, deflection. For structural

,nonit|)ring, this assumption is valid.

p|AI * p2A2
P'_" A

e., - e,l, • _ (1)
I

where At is the crnss sectional area of A L layer, A z is the cross sectional area of PVF 2 layer,

i I is the moment of inertia of Ah,minum layer about z axis, lt=blhs)/12 , and i 2 is the
momeqt of inertia of PVF z layer about z axis, 12=b2hz_/12. The Euler-Berno,slli beans theory
is used for dynamic fornsulation.

Two coordinate systems, one being the global X-Y and the other local x-y, are
introduced to describe the dynamic system. The h_al coordinate system moves with the

rigid L_)dy configuration of the link. Figures 1 and 2 show the schematic of the deflected
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Figure 1: Schematic of a Figure 2: Schematic of
deflected beam element in rotating beam-mass system
local and global coordinate showing local and global
axes. coordinate axes

beam in Imth local and global coordinates, in classical small deflection beam theory, the
displacements of an arbitrary point P(U, W) on a beam can be expressed in terms of

homogenous coordinates as

- -y t - B[sl (2)

0 0

where x and y are the local clmrdinates of point P in the undeformed state. U and W are
the local coordinates of point P after defi)rmation, u, w, and w' are the axial, transverse and

tangential displacements of point P, respectively. {g} is tide displace,neat vector of point

P in homogema,s c_x)rdinates. The displacement vector, {g}, can be expressed in terms of
mKlal displacement vector {p} as {g} = N {p}, where {p} = [{q}r I 1 ]T, {q} = [wt w,' U,

wj wj' nj! T, and N, tbe shape function matrix, is given as

N._,_ o _,#, o (31

oN, o o_,
: 0 0 0 0 0

where the shape functions, Na, N2, N._, N4, are the llermite polynomials used far a beam

element. Ns and N 6 are the shape functions for a bar element lid axial hmding [24]. Note
that N I' = dNJdx. These shape functions are reported as

N,- 1-3(_):-_)'; to,-X(L-t?; _;,-(_f(,-2_) (4)

_ltsrT,Z-,); N,- N,-

Substitute the expression of {g} into equation (2) to get

IW U I]r-B NIPI
(s)

and describe rmint P iq terms of tile global c_xDrdinales as

[X g IIT-RBN{p} (6)

where R is the transformation matrix that relates the local and global coordinate systems.
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-_e ooe8 z l 1.-I? .eo (7)

where (xo..yo)are the coordinates of the origin of the local coordinate axis and 0 Is the angle
between the local and global coordinate axes.

Elemental Equation of Motion

The variational principle (WashJzu, 1968) fi:r a dynamic system nnd the lmgrange
equation are used to derive the element matrices. The first step in the finite element
formulation is to discretize the domain or interest. The Lagranglan of n system is the sum
of the Lagranglan of its constituting elements. In terms of the kinetic and potential energy,
the Lagrnnge equation can be presented as

_[_ at, aT, au.l

-- [ d aT,,.T. O1"_. T. au. l
j (8)

- E [(u_.u_.(_,.. Jf,_.(uo..Mo.)q.z'.q]

where 2'. and 13. are the kinetic and potential energy ora beam element. Note, that for the
element connected to the payload block, 2'. = Tb + Tin, Tb a_d Tm being the kinetic energies
or the rotating beam and the tip mass attached at the end, respectively. U is the potential

energy of the beam element, {q} and (Qq} are the generalized coordinates and forces,
respectively. The expressions ofM2b , Mtb, M_, Kb, M2m, Mnm,M0m, and Q are given below.
The detailed derivation of these matrices are reported in Lai et hi. (1992).

_'_ :w _ _z-_ -_ "i o
A£:, 3 fL Q 13 o. I -M) KT'_ _u_'i "i_"_ e

//m'P

Hu-pALi

l) 61 I1 a I
_._ -i-tyu-_ •

_*tS

JI'P

(9)

(10)

(11)

=
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(12)

(13)

(Id)

where i and A represent the moment of Inertia and the cross section area or the beam,
respectively. The nonzero terms of M2,., Ml.,, Me,. and Qtm matrices are given as

[_,,,]u" 1+.[(,.1_.._5 - b..gom_ - t_.-,._,_
(u_ - udl -@._m._•x.-,-,,,')]

I_L,. -_._, -_.-'--'-,.o_! (15)

_..1++ - - _'=_'[t - @pm_ - :._] - J+.kl - <_.mmP• _+ak._]

(_,._.,- -_t.k.,.o_,,. ,_,w_ - u._'l_ - (_u_ - ,._,")1

Note that the system mass matrix is the sum of the mass matrices or the tip mass
and the beam element, i.e., M_ - M_+M_m , and so on.

System Equations and i_M Solution

The system governing equation is obtained in a iwo-stage procedure. In the first
stage, the elemental equations of motion are generated. In the second stage, the elemental
equations are assembled into a system equation. The detailed assembly procedure was
presented by Fallahi and Lai (1992). The displacement is obtained by the integration of the
system equation. The secondary information, such as the strain, stress, and Induced electric
voltage, are calculated using the result of finite element solutions.

Stres_Strnim Relationship

c,- _ - ,/- _n,_- I0 -_,I o_

e 0 e

_,1_) z. 4(

• 0 °/

• 0 •

The longitudinal strain _. is given as

(-_-_-.-_)(-_-_) e

o o -[ g
• • •

(16)
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Stress at the same point can be obtained by using

e, - _¢, (17)

Dymamle Monitoring System

From these equations, strain and stress at any arbitrary point, p(x, y), on the beam
elemeht are computed. The voltage, V(x,t), generated by the plezo strain is calculated by

_x,t) - e,(x,t).(h2/_3_) (18)

where E is the mt_lulus of elasticity, h is the thickness or the layers, V is the strain Induced

voltage, h z is the thickness of the PVF= layer, and d31 is the appropriate piezoelectric
constant, and

e/Jr) (19)
¢,(z)

The sensor configuration used in this study is a layer of PVF 2, p°lyvinylldene

fluoride, bonded to one side or the rotating beam. Fig. 3 shows the cross sectional view of

the beam with PVF 2 layer. PVF 3 is a polymer that can be polarized or made piezo-
electrically active through appropriate processing during manufacture (Bailey and llubbard,

1985). In its nonpolarlzed fi_rm, PVF z is a common electrical insulator. In it's polarized

fi_rnt PVF a is essentially a to.gh, flexible piezoelectric crystal. Polarized PVF z is
commercially available as thin polymeric flint having a layer of nickel or aluminum

deposited on each race to conduct a voltage (Jr applied acnJss its races in y.direction which

results in a longitudinal strain in x-direction. This is the d3t component or the piezoelectric
activity. If PVF= Is polarized blaxlally that would strain in both the x and the z directions.

For this study we consider uninxinl PVF z only.

Fig. 4 shows the smart beam configuration. The longitudinal strain, ,p is obtained

by force equilibrium in axial direction by finite element formulation. The strain, ct, in the
PVF, layer introduce a corresponding plezo voltage to the PVF:. The combined dynamic

effect of gyroscopic, coriolis and other Inertia are recorded by the piezo voltage. This

voltage can be used as an monitoring index. When the index value exceeds the imposed

constraints or material's natural constraints, the control action, i.e. the direct piezoelectric
effect, can be triggered to take place.

Control AIg_rithm

The piezoelectric strain creates the net force in each layer acting as the moment arm

from the midplane of the layer to the neutral axis of the beam, producing a bending
moment

2_ - _,h,_, l(h_)-l)] * _/,_c...,) [(k/2).h,-D] (20)

where b is the width of the beant, and D is the i(w.ation of the neutral axis of the composite

beam given by

o - R,h_• _ • _,_,_ (21)

Perfi)rming some algebraic manipulations to yield

(22)
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where c Is constant for a given beam material and geometry expressing the bending moment

per volt. If the material property and geometry of the composite beam change along its
length, c is n function of x.

Combining the nix)re equation with a conventhmnl Euler-Berm,ulli beant yields the
equations of motion for transverse vibrations, w(x,t), of the comlx:site beam. The governing
equation becomes

_2 _2 c._x_] + pA - O; /or O<x<L (23)

and the boundary conditions are

_--+I " -I °+w +c.V(x,+)

 -;IL - r +P<++>a,

(24)

+

where El -- Ell t + E212, ! is the area moment of inertia of the layer about the z axis, pA
= oA r + pA2, p is the density of the layer, A is the cross sectional area of the layer, and

M, and I, the tip mass and tip inertia.

ld, b _,.s

y ,_ _lmmb

Y

_a

iiii

Figure 31 Smart beam _ 4 _.CrosI sectional view of
conflluration smart beam

Since our PVF s has uniform geometry and a spatially uniform voltage applied along
its length, the derivatives for the input voltage of the system becomes zero. The voltage that

appears in the boundary condition can be used to control the bending moment. The

functional of the system is f, rmed by the squares of the curvature and the velocity as

t(w)- 2_ ad

Applying the first variational principle we obtain the Euler-Lagranglan equation of motion,
and both the essential and natural boundary conditions. Carrying out integration by parts
of the first variation of the functional gives

- },,__=>__:+..+__+.'+,'.,,,,.', +'-",,,.+_m',,
". ,.__,_ a. _'_'_ "_"_"_'_'_' ,+4"_'_'

(26)

The voltage appears only in one term.

such that it appears as negative as

V ° -zl"(¢.'_l+). V,,,,

To extremize the functional, the voltage is chosen

(27)
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where ""1 is the angular velocity at the tip of the beam. The control voltage is chosen

(o generate a bending mnment that opposes the angular motion at the tip of the beam. The

geometry ofthe piezoelectric layer can be tailored to obtain the necessary control function.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Several numerical simulations are conducted to illustrate the effectiveness of the full

beam formulation of the beam-mass system. A beam.mass system made of rectingular
aluminum materials with an embedded PVF z layer is used rot the study. The dimensions

and material properties of the beam are given in Table 1o The beam is subjected to a spin-

up nmneuvcr (Kune, 1985) prescribed by

; o,,, T
O- r 2 2x . (29)

6o[:---T! ; t > T
2"

where _0 is the steady state angular velocity. In order to characterise the dynamic

behavior of the system at different rotating speeds, we set the steady stile speeds to 300, 500
and 700 rpm, and time constant, T, is 1 seconds. The simulation is carried out for a period
of 5 seconds.

'r-_ . Ceomeu_ tmruseten taxi -.-u=isl _ a eke nmm I_m
i

t_n_b (L_

Thklum=(k _)

Width (_, In)

Ya, unlt's Medxlm (F4 pl,,I)

hlk Pl,,im-ek,¢l d_

C_mmtan4 (d,lt;ha/V)

kJwmlnwm PVF)

.20 211

,ta9 .Nil

./5 ./S

2.4S • I0 '4 I.tS • 10 .4

I • le 7 L4JI • It S

Ik_d; z Ir I0

c.mp_,-

1

./$

"} ,,i_ • 10 .4

I • 10 7

Figures 5 and 6 show the transverse displacement, w, of the piezo-aluminum beam-

mass system rotating at three different speeds. The transverse tip displacement of the beam
is computed and recorded h,r Ix:th formulation with and without payload mass inertia.

Both or tl:e maximum transient tip displacement and the stcady-stnte tip deflection are

proportional to the size of the mass attachment. The contribution of gyroscopic terms is

computed and recorded in Table 2. A maximum 4.t5% contribution of gyroscopic Inertia

is observed at a speed of 700 rpm. The contribution becomes significant when the mass
attachment is Increased. The contribution of gyroscopic Inertia becomes more pronounced
when the speed is increased.

When 10% of a equivalent beam mass is attached to the tip of the rotating beam, the

tip strain is increased at least two times. Figures 7 and 8 show the longitudinal tip strain

at three different speeds. The corresponding longitudinal stresses are presented in Figures
9 and 10. These plots are similar to those of Figures 7 and 8 with an amplification in

magnitude by the factor of an equivalent modulus of elasticity. The tip strain induced
v,dtige of the piezoelectric layer at three speeds are presented in Figures 11 and 12. It is

observed that the plezo voltage introduced by tip strain of no payload is in the range orS0
to 170 volts. The pJezo voltage induced by the tip strain with m 10% tip mass attachment
is in the range of 120 to $30 volts. The contribution of tip messes and speeds are
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experimented to allow control voltage to be adjusted to the design range. The geometric
parameters or both aluminum beams and piezoelectric layers are design variables to be
tailored to satisl_y the design need.

Table 2 - CoabtlmUon d tO_m_pic terms st different qseedl (')

Tip Mass Angular Veloclly

A.sch_l I Ito Beam 300 fpm SO0 rpm 700 rpm

I*) Pe

Aluminum 0%

beam.mass

system 10%.

Plezo-MumJnum 0%

I)41ant-tlll is

lystam 10%
:snllpo Ol_elencs Im ileid

,

0,62%

0.87%

0.49%

O.90%

kss, I

!

1.02% 2,0e%

1.47% 3.20%

1.311% ;LIO%

2.O8% 4.35%

bd M l

i I p J

xm I,-_.1 it.. f,..._4

lrJgore 5 Tra.sverse lip

displareme.ls, w, or plezo-
• luml.um beam rotating xt ._A)O,

500 ilnd 700 rpm

F'lg.r_ 7 - Axi.I tip slrai,i, e., of

plezo-alumh|iim IN.-im rol:itll,g at

300, 500, ..d 700 rpm

l'lgum 9 - Axial lip 5ires,% "z, ol'

plezo-ohimlmlm beam rolalin l at

speeds or 31)0, 500, and los rpm

I -_l

Ilion 6 l"raliS_erle tip t'iIi]rl II. Axial lip slruill, l,, Ut i_lllnl tO - _Jclill tip slrei_, a_, o1"

,lilphlcemenl_ w, o( the plez_, plclm-alulilintlnihellm.mll_il(IO%) plezo-alumi.umlJeam-mass(t0_)
mlumlnu.s beam-mass(10%) s_lcm rolali.g at 300, SilO, mid s.vslem rolalinl at 300, SO0, and

I_Jslem ro_tliig it 300, SO0, slid 70¢ rpm 7_ rims

7OO rpm

CONCLUSION

A systematic finite element based design nletl._! is presented in the paper, l_e method
allows the n hlgh-sveed r.tating dynamic struct.re wlth embedded piezoelectric fibtts to be
designed a.d nlonltore_|. The gyroscopic effect |nir_.ced by different payload at var|(ms
speeds can be taken into c||nsiderntion in the early design. The t_esult .r nu|ttericai
simulallons Indicates that curre.t appr_)aChcan be used r.r application in the sensi.g and
monitoring o1"hlglt.speed spinning space structures and flexible n|erhanical systems. The
finite element b.sed t.eth.d is sh.ple anti systemptic. The dynnmic characteristics .r high
speed rotat|.g sin uctures and n|achi.er7 c:,n be observed aiJ;I used iq distributed pnrntiieter

n,_els for contr_|l .f such systems.
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Fl_ro 11 - Pieso voltuge induced

by the tip strain of piezo-
aluminum beam rotating •t 300,

500, and 700 rpm

/

/____-'_'-'-'- ....

wJ_

tk.._ k.,...14

[ri m 12 - Piezo voltage induced

by the tip strain of the plezo-

aluminum beam.mass (10%)

system rot•ring at 300, 500, and

700 rpm

w
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ABSTRACT

w

Distributed parameter modeling is being seen to offer a viable alternative to f'mite element

approach for modeling large flexible space structures. The introduction of the transfer matrix

method into the continuum modeling process provides a very useful tool to facilitate the distributed

parameter model applied to some more complex configurations. A uniform Timoshenko beam

model for the estimation of the dynamic properties of beam-like structures has given comparable
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results. But many aeronautical and aerospace structures are of the non-uniform sections or

sectional properties, such as aircraft wing, satellite antenna.

This paper proposes a piecewise continuous Timoshenko beam model which is used for the

dynamic analysis of tapered beam-like structures. A tapered beam is divided into several segments

of uniform beam elements. Instead of arbitrarily assumed shape functions used in f'mite element

analysis, the closed-form solution of the Timoshenko beam equation has been used. Application

of transfer matrix method relates all the elements as a whole. By corresponding boundary

conditions and compatible conditions a characteristic equation for the global tapered beam has been

yielded, from which natural frequencies can be derived. A computer simulation is shown in this

paper, and compared with the results obtained from the f'mite element analysis. While piecewise

continuous Timoshenko beam model decreases the number of elements significantly, comparable

results to the finite element method are obtained.

_., " ,-

SYMBOLS

A

a

C1,C2,C3,C4

Det [A]

E

G

I

k

M

m

Q

r

T

t

x, y, z

y(z,t)

Y(z)

0_,_'

sectional area, or characteristic matrix

parameter in the Timoshenko beam equation, a2 = EI/m

mode shape coefficients

characteristic determinant

modulus of elasticity

shear modulus

second moment of area of the beam section

bending stiffness, k = EI

length of the jth beam segment

bending moment

mass per unit length of the beam

shear force

radius of gyration of the beam section, r2 = I/A

time function

time

Cartesian coordinates

lateral deflection

dimensionless z-coordinate, _ = z/L

spatial lateral deflection function

dimensionless parameters

eigenvalue coefficient, 134 = o_2 / a2
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Timoshenko shear coefficient

slope of lateral deflection

circular natural frequency

transfer matrix for the global beam

transfer matrix for the jth beam segment

elements of the global transfer matrix

elements of the jth beam transfer matrix

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed parameter modeling is being seen to offer a viable alternative to finite element

approach for modeling large flexible space structures. Continuum models have been made of

several flexible space structures, which include the Spacecraft Control Laboratory (SCOLE) [H,

Solar Array Flight Experiment [2], NASA Mini-Mast Truss [3], the Space Station Freedom [4].

Especially, the introduction of the transfer matrix method into the continuum modeling process

provides a very useful tool to facilitate the distributed parameter model applied to some more

complex configurations [5,6]. A uniform Timoshenko beam model for the estimation of the

dynamic properties of beam-like structures has given comparable results [7]. But many

aeronautical and aerospace structures are of the non-uniform sections or sectional properties, such

as aircraft wing, satellite antenna.

This paper proposes a piecewise continuous Timoshenko beam model which is used for the

dynamic analysis of tapered beam-like structures. A tapered beam is divided into several segments

of uniform beam elements. Instead of arbitrarily assumed shape functions used in f'mite element

analysis, the closed-form solution of the Timoshenko beam equation has been used. Application

of transfer matrix method relates all the elements as a whole. By corresponding boundary

conditions and compatible conditions a characteristic equation for the global tapered beam has been

yielded, from which natural frequencies can be derived. A computer simulation is shown in this

paper, and compared with the results obtained from the finite element analysis. While piecewise

continuous Timoshenko beam model decreases the number of elements significantly, comparable

results to the f'mite element method are obtained.

2. TRANSFER MATRIX OF A TIMOSHENKO BEAM
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Timoshenko beam model accounts for both rotary inertia and shear deformation of the

beam. Usually, Tim0sIaenko beam model produces more accurate estimation of the modal natural

frequencies compared v, ith the Bernoulli-Euler beam equation, especially for the range of higher

frequencies [8]. In this section, a transfer matrix for Timoshenko beam model has been derived.

The Timoshenko beam is represented by the equation,

_4y _2y . m 34Y I-_ _4y =0
+rn (I+E_G.G) z2_t 2 I_EGA 2 _t 4_z 4 EI _t 2 EA

(2.1)

For harmonic motion, y(x,t) can be expressed as

then, Eq.(2.1) will become

y (x,t) = Y(x) e J ca

t_

[i

=

Y'+_ (I+-_G)O)2y"+( m2(°2 - m )o)2y =0
_EGA 2 El

Defining l_4=o_/a 2, where a2=EI/m, Eq.(2.2) becomes

where, r2=I/A, the radius of gyration of the section.

parameters,

(2.2)

(2.3)

If we use the following dimensionless

a 1 ( )E T=
L' _ G' L 2

the Timoshenko equation may finally be written as

Y" + (_L) 4 ( Ix + y ) Y" + (_L) 4 [ (_L) 4 Ixy- 1 ] Y = 0

Y(Z) = Ae(BL) _

Assuming that the solution is

(2.4)

which, when substituted into Eq.(2.4), leads to

w
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(BL) 4 + (13L)4 (ot+ _')(BL)2 + (_L)4 [(13L)4ofT- i ]- 0

The solutionto the Eq.(2.5)isas follows.

(BL)t,2= ± (rlL)=5: 2_[ -(_L)4(ot+ _,)+ _/(_L)Sflx-T)2+ 4(_L) 4

112

]

112

]

(2.5)

Then, the solution to the Eq.(2.4) can be expressed as

Y_) = Cl sin (OL_) + C2 cos (0L_) + C3 sinh (rlLz-) + C4 cosh (rlLz-) (2.6)

Similarly, for the bending slope V the differential equation has the same form as the

Eq.(2.4),

_" + (ISL) 4 ( ot + _,) 't: + (15L)4 [ (13L)4 or7 - 1 ] W = 0 (2.7)

The solution to Eq.(2.7) will be

w

_F(Z) = olC1 cos (0L_) - olC2 sin (0LZ) + (_2C3 cosh (rILE) + o2C4 sinh (rlLz) (2.8)

w

F--

w

where,

and

For the Timoshenko beam model, the shear force is

Q(z,0 = k _°33y - k m O3y J 032¥

c3z3 EGA c3z_t2 Ot2

or, equivalently,

And the bending moment is

or, equivalently,

Q(z) = k Y"+ k _ Y'+ Jco2

M(z,t) = k _2y . k m _2y

_z 2 EGA oqt2

40
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M(z) = k Y" + k rn_2 Y (2.12)
eGA

Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) can be written in dimensionless format as,

Q(z) - k Y'+ L3-_(_L)4 Y'+ _2_/(_L)4_/L3
(2.13)

M(z) = _k_L2 y'+ Lk2___.a(13L)4 y (2.14)

Substituting the solutions of Y(z)(Eq.2.6) and W(z)(Eq.2.8) into Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14), we derive

Q(E)=-k0.11Clcos0LE+k0.11C2sin0LE+kt_21C3coshrlL_+k0.21C4sinh'qL_ (2.15)

M_)=-kc12ClsinOL_-k0.t2C2cos0L_+k0.22C3sinhriL_+k0.22CacoshrlLg (2.16)

where,

03_ o_L21340 3,L2_4clGll =

021 = 113+ ¢xL2_4rl + "}eL21_402 ,

02 .0"12 = o_L2_ 4

0"22 = 112+ o_L21_ 4

For the jth beam element, the displacement Y(0), slope R"(0), shear Q(0), and the bending

moment M(0) at the end of z=0 can then be written in matrix form as,

IY°/_o

Qo l =Mo

o 1 o 11/cl/]
0.1 0 0.2 0 ]C2

-k0.11 0 k0.21 0 C3/

0 -k¢_12 0 k0"22 j C4 J_
(2.17)

Thus,

where,

{c'1c= =[_]j
C3

C4

Yo

_o

Qo

Mo

(2.18)

L,
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lo111[xt o _ -o =
- ll 0 ko2t 0

-ko'l2 0 k_22

0 o_! . o':_ 0
O't_2t+o2ott k(otG2t+02011)

0 0 _ l
a_2+o22 k(0_2+o22)

0 Ou (It 0
GtO2t+_32On k(OiO2t+_2_u)

or2 o o 1
OI2+G22 k(Ot2+G22)

Similarly, at the end of z=L, the corresponding quantifies are, if written in matrix form,

where,

YV

1°M

L

'Cli

I sinOL cosOL sinh_L cosh_L

[_] j = olcosOL -fflsinOL a2cosh_L ff2sinhTIL
-kchlcosOL kotlsinOL kff21cosMlL k(_21sinMIL

-kch2sinOL -kch2cosOL kc_22sinh_L kc22coshylL

(2.19)

Substituting Eq.(2.18) into Eq.(2.19) we obtain

YL

v, =[.]jt
QL

ME j

Yo

qJo

Qo

Mo ,J

(2.20)

where, [@]j is the transfer matrix of the Timoshenko beam,

[,]j (2.21)

7

and the elements of the transfer matrix [¢l)]j are aS follows.

(Pll = 1 (G22cosOL + ol2coshrlL)

(PI2- 012+012_ (G21sinOL + C_llsinhqL)
(_1(_21+(_2(_11
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h

I (-02sin0L + oisinh_qL)
0i3 = k(otO21+O2Oit)

_ 1 _ (-cosOL+coshrlL)
q_t4 = k(o 12+o22)

¢P21= - 1 (01_22sinOL - 02012sinhrlL)
(_12+_22

(I)22 = 1, (Ol021cosO L + 02Ol lCOShVlL )
(_1(_21+G2(I11

°1°_ (- c0sOL + cosh_L)
q_23 - k(olo21+o2otl)

1 (otsinOL + o2sinh_L)
(P24= k(012+o22)

cp31 = k (ol1022sinSL + ol2ct21sinM1L)
(_12+(_22

032 = - kOl lO2t (c0sOL - cosh_L)
(_1(_21+(_2(_11

q)33 - _ (o2ollcosOL + cr#_21coshrlL)
0"1(_21+0"2(_11

q)34 = 1 (. _11sinOL + c_21sinhrlL )
0"12+(_22

¢P41= -ko12cr22(cos0L -coshrlL)
_12+_22

q)42 =" k (Ol2O21sinOL - OllCr22sinhrlL)

q_43 = _!+_i l(02Ox2s,nSL "olo22sinh_ L )

¢P44 = I (GI2COS0L + G22coshTIL)

3. PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS MODEL FOR A TAPERED BEAM

A tapered beam can be considered as a piecewise continuous step beam consisting of N

uniform beam elements as shown in the figure. Using the transform matrix (Eq.2.21) to describe

each beam element, then the state vectors at the two ends of the global beam will be related by the

global transfer matrix [_], that is,

=

w,=#
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/°/ °
M N M

(3.1)

where, the global transfer matrix

j=N

Without loss of generality, let us consider the case of N=3. As N=3, the global transfer matrix

will be

(3.2)

w

w

where, the superscripts (j) represent the jth beam, and Old(i) is the elements of the transfer matrix

for the jth beam.

If we consider a cantilevered beam fixed at the end of z=0, we have the following boundary

conditions: at the fixed end: Y(0)=0 and g(0)---0; at the free end: Q(L)=0 and M(L)--0. Applying

the boundary conditions to the global equation (3.1), we will have

l l°* _[,]
0

0
0 3

(3.3)

Rearranging the state vector, Eq.(3.3) can be written as

1¢_ ¸
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where, the coefficient matrix

rY31• 3 =Eo]
[A] Qo

M0

- 1 0 _13 1_14

[A]-- 0 - 1 (])23 1_24

0 0 _33 _34

0 0 ¢_43 _:144

(3.4)

= =

w

U

L

w

z

w

m

and _ij's are the elements of the global transfer matrix. The condition for Eq.(3.4) to have a non-

trivial solution is that the determinant of the coefficient matrix equals zero, that is

- 1 0 qh3 _14

Det[A] = Det 0 - 1 ¢1)23 1_24
0 0 ¢1)33 1:_34

0 0 _43 _44

= 0 (3.5)

Eq.(3.5) is the so-called characteristic equation. Solving for the roots of the characteristic

equation, we obtain the natural frequencies o)'s. Expanding the determinant in Eq.(3.5) we can

simplify the characteristic equation as

¢])33 ¢I)44 - ¢I)34 1I)43 = 0 (3.6)

or, expressing Eq.(3.6) in terms of the elements of each sub-transfer matrices, we have

[_ (k-_ _3_i)_ !_'] [_ Ik_. _3_2,_!_,]. [,._ I_ _3_,_,] [_ (k4__3_2,_,J__ 0 (3.7)

If we consider a free-free beam, then the boundary conditions will become as Qo=M0--0 and

Q3=M3=0 at the both ends. Thus the characteristic equation (Eq.3.5) should be

_3t _32 0 0 1

Det[A] = Det o't _,2 0 0 = 0
• tt qh2 -1 0

4)2_ _22 0 -1

(3.8)

or,
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t_31 t_42 - t_32 (I)41 = 0 (3.9)

Expressing Eq.(3.9) in terms of the elements of each sub-transfer matrices, we have

[_ (k_.l_'_>_[_'1 [_ {_l _'_)_>] "[_ (_ _3_[_2i)__,] [_ (,_ _3_2i>_t -- 0 (3.10)

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The computer simulation is designed to analyze the natural frequency for a tapered beam

with 15-meter length (Fig.4.1). The modulus of elasticity is assumed to be E=200* 109 N/m 2. To

w

}

w

k..,

I j
j ,,.,.,.,---

mm,----5 m , 5m _ 5m

Z

Fig.4.I A Tapered B earn

simplify the calculation, the change of the sectional foil is specified by the changes of the second

moment of area of the beam section and the mass of the beam segments along the longitudinal axis

z, that is, assuming

I = (0.02z2-0.6z+5.375) * 10-6 (m 4) (4.1)

and

m = 0.0112z2-0.495z+7.708 (kg.) (4.2)

In so doing, we may readily determine the sectional parameters necessary for the element

stiffness and mass matrices when we divide the beam as any desired number of segments. For

example, if we use three uniform beam elements to represent the global tapered beam, then we use

zt=2.5, za=7.5 and z3=12.5 to calculate the Ii and mi for each beam element according to Eqs.(4.1)

and (4.2). They are
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Ii=4*10 "6, 12=2"10 "6, 13=1"10 -6 (m 4) and m1=6.54, m2=4.03, m3=3.27 (kg)

In the computer simulation, three-segment piecewise continuous Timosenko beam model

has been applied. For finite element analysis, the commonly used two-node and four-degree-of-

freedom plane beam element has been selected. Table 4.1 exhibit the comparison of the frequency

results calculated by both the piecewise continuous Timosenko beam model and the f'mite element

model. The results show that at least ten beam elements are needed for the finite element analysis

to achieve the comparable frequency values while the piecewise continuous Timosenko beam

model uses only three beam segments. The advantage is clear in decreasing the number of

elements by using the piecewise continuous Timosenko beam model to analyze large flexible

tapered beam-like structures.
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Table 4. I The comparison of the results obtained from

Finite Element Method & Piecewise Continuous Tlmoshenko Beam Model

( Circular Natural Frequency, rad/sec )

OrderofMode I 2 3 4 5

3

15

10

Piecevine
Continuous

Model (N=3)
i

15.274 70.066 179.455 415.646 775.990

13.364 61.444 159.541 305.038 577.351

12.210 55.790 143.917 278.314 455.985

11.208 51.205 131.761 253.865 419.438

10.411 47.566 122.267 234.973 387.374

9.760 44.592 114.562 219.847 362.437

9.223 42.108 108.144 207.421 340.663

8.748 39.989 102.689 198.878 323.080
ii i| i| |

8.776 39.993 101.758 204.243 329.268

"-=7

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper proposed a piecewise continuous Timoshenko beam model which is to be used

for the dynamic analysis of large flexible tapered beam-like structures. The procedure for

establishing natural frequency has been described in detail. A tapered beam is divided into several
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segments of uniform beam elements. Instead of arbitrarily assumed shape functions used in f'mite

element analysis,-the closed-form solution of the Timoshenko beam equation has been used.

Application of transfer matrix method relates all the elements as a whole. By corresponding

boundary conditions and compatible conditions a characteristic equation for the global tapered

beam has been yielded. Through the root-searching process to the characteristic equation the

natural frequencies have been derived. A computer simulation is shown in this paper, and

compared with the results obtained from the finite element analysis. While the comparable results

is obtained, piecewise continuous Timoshenko beam model decreases the number of elements

significantly.
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Aircraft sctructures may be modelled by lumping the masses at particular strategic

points and the flexibility or stiffness of the structure is obtained with reference to these

points. Equivalent moments of inertia for the section at these positions are determined. The

lumped masses are calculated based on the assumption that each point will represent the

mass spread on one half of the space on each side. Then these parameters are used in the

diferential equation of motion and the eigen characteristics are determined. A comparison

will be made with results obtained by other established methods.

The lumped mass approach in the dynamic analysis of complicated structures

provides an easier means of predicting the dynamic characteristics of these structures. It

involves less computor time and avoids computational errors that are inherent to the

numerical solution of complicated systems.

INTRODUCTION

The mass of the hypersonic plane is continuously distributed over the entire

structure. Consequently, the real structure has an infinite number of degrees of freedom as

far as the dynamic behavior is concerned. However, in the dynamic analysis of structures,

it is possible to replace the real structure with an ideal one consisting of a number of

lumped masses. These are assumed to be connected to one another through elastic massless

elements which, to a certain extant, retain the actual behavior of the original structure. The

method of idealizing actual structures bears significantly on the rmal results in any vibration

analysis, and the selection of the method and the number of lumped masses for the system

has to made while taking into consideration the various aspects of the structure under

study. The skill and experience of the analyst are very helpful in obtaining the best ideal

model for the structure.

In idealizing the hypersonic plane, there are certain assumptions which have to be

made:

a. Idealization of real strucutres is limited to those structures which deflect in a

linearly elastic manner. It is possible to extend the procedure to structures

loaded in the plastic region, but the solution of such structures is more

complex.

b. To be idealized, a structure must be stable under static loads. This condition

applies for both determinate and indeterminate structures.
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C. All structures demonstrate a certain amount of damping when they are

subjected to dynamic loading conditions. Such damping in structures is

controlled by structural hysteresis and by external friction. In the dynamic

analysis of ordinary structures damping may be necglected in determining

the natural frequencies, but it must be included in the evaluation of mode

shapes under resonant conditions.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD

I

-=7

= =

= :

w

Consider that the frame of the hypersonic plane is fLxed at the narrow end to act as a

cantilever and that the masses are lumped as seen in Figure 2. In this study the shear and

rotary inertia effects are ignored, the dynamic loading on the cantilever beam is the inertia

of the moving bodies. The inertia force due to each body is expressed as

Mi Zim =- Mi C0ZmZim ( 1 )

HYPERSONIC PLANE AT h_(:_-I 4

(a)

w

w

_::=
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where:

Figure 2

Mi

Z_

O)

= the lumped mass at a point i

= the deflection of point i in the mth mode

= the acceleration of point i in the mth mode

= the circular frequency of the system vibrating in the mth mode

The deflection equation for the structure under dynamic loading due to inertial

fomes is expressed in the following form:
2

{Zm} = com [A] [ M ] {Zm}

where

(2)

{Zm} = a column matrix of the displacement of the structure in the ruth mode.

[A ] = a square matrix of the flexibility coefficients of the structure

[ M ] = a diagonal matrix of the mass of the structure.

Equation ( 2 ) can be expressed in the alternate form as in

0=[D] {Zm } (3)
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where

[D] =_[[I]-O)2m[ A][M] (4)

To obtain a non-trivial solution for Equation ( 3 ), the determinant of matrix [ D ]

must be identical to zero.

0=IDI (5)

The expansion of Equation ( 4 ) yields the characteristic equation for the stucture

which is a polynomial. The nth degree of the characteristic equation is equal to the rank of

the matrix [ D ]. The roots of this equation represent the eigen values of the structure.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLEXIBILITY MATRIX [A]

The model as shown in Figure 2 has displacement in one plane only. The

displacements are considered to be lateral and rotational ones. The shear displacements are

neglected in this model. The orientation of the model displacements is shown in Figure 3.

i

1 2 N-1 N

N+2 2N- 1 2N ,_

L2N - 1

L1
r

L

w

=

=

=

SYMBOLES

N

L

I

E

mi

Figure 3

= Number of lumped masses

= Length of beam

= Moment of inertia

= Young's modulus of elasticity

= ith mass of the beam/mass moment of inertia
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p = Density of the beam per unit length

Considen'ng tl3at the beam is divided into equal segments along the longitudinal

axis, the length of each segment is given by
L

A =_ (6)

The mass of a segment of the beam at any point i is

2.788 1_4mii - Ng [ 14.4 + ( 114 - xi )], i = 1, N (7a)

The function for xi is given by the following:
L

xl = _ (7b)

L
xi = xi-1 + _" , i = 2, N (7c)

The mass moment of inertia is assumed to be that of a bar with a uniform mass over the

length of the segment. It is given by the expression
12

mmii= mii-_ ,i=N+ 1,2N (8)

L
where 1 = _ , mij = mji = 0 and mmij = mmji = 0

The flexibility matrix [A] in Equation 2 is expressed as follows:

where

All At2
[A]= A21 A22 (9)

[ All ] = is NxN matrix that represents the translational diasplacements

due to unit lateral forces.

[ Al2 ] = is NxN matrix that represents the rotational displacements due

to unit lateral forces.

[ A21 ] = is NxN matrix that represents the translational displacements

due to unit rotanational forces.

[ A22 ] = is NxN matrix that represents the rotational displacements due

to unit rotational forces.

The matrix [ Alx ] is generated from the following equation:
L 3 1

aij - x [ ( 2N + I - 2i) 3 - 3(2N + 1 - 2i) 2 (j-i) + 4 (j-i) 3]

aji = ai.i

for i = 1, N and j = i, N.

Matrix [ A12 ] is obtained by taking the derivative of Equation (9).
L 2 1

=- (2N+1- 2i) 2- 4(j -i) 2 ]

(10)

(11)

(12)
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fori = 1, Nandj =i,N.

bji =_bii, i=l, Nandj=l,i (13)

The development of the matrix [ A21 ] follows from the application of unit moments at the position

of the lumped masses on the beam and finding the lateral displacements that ensue from these

actions. These displacements are given by
L 2 1

Cij = _ ( _ )[ ( 2N + 1 - 2i )- 2(j- i)] 2 ( 14 )

fori = 1, N and j --i, N.

Cji = Cii + (i- j ) _ dii (15)

fori= 1, Nandj =i,i- 1

The roatational displacements matrix [ A22 ] due to rotational forces is expressed as
1

dlj- L (_-_)[(2N+l-2i)-2(j-i)] (16)

fori= 1, N andj =i,N.

dji=dij, i= l, Nandj= 1, i. (17)

Equations ( 10 ) through ( 17 ) define the flexibilty matrix for the entire structure. Having

determined matrices [ A ] and [ M ], substitute them in Equation 4 and solve for the eigen values.

EXAMPLE

Consider that the hypersonic plane model is subdivided into three parts. The [ A ] and [ M ]

matrices are given below.

All A12
[ A ] = A21 A22

L3 125 54 7
54 27 4

[AIx]- 648EI 7 4 1

L2 25 21 9

[AI2]=-72EI 9 9 5
1 1 1

w

L2 25 9 1
2191

[ m21] - 72EI 9 5 1

531
L

[ A22 ] = _ 3 3 1
1 1 1
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where

and

M1 0
-[-M] = 0 M2

1 33.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 25.3 0.0

[M1]- 386.4 0.0 0.0 17.7

1083 33.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 25.3 0.0

[M2]-386.4 0.0 0.0 17.7

The modulus of elasticity E = 107 psi. The equivalent average moment of inertia I = 42.5

in 4. The length of the beam L = 114 in. With the values of the matrices [ A ] and [ M ] known, the

solution of Equation ( 5 ) provides the following frequency results.

The natural frequencies ensuing from the model with three lumped masses are given in the

first row for the fast six modes. Values in subsequent rows correspond to models of 4, 5, 6, and 7

lumped masses.

w

=

Natural Frequency in Hz for a Lumped Mass system

Number

of
Elements !

19.54

ii i

2

Number of Modes
ii

3

3 1 46.08 396.08

4 19.21 1492.6

19.08 1661.1

19.00

18.95

5

6

7

138.15 41 !.18

134.70 399.10

132.87 391.36

131.78 386.46

4 5 6
i

560.60 1329.9 2125.6

454.22 1041.8

509.07 779.1 9

558.29 778.32

603.53 770.65

!1247.7

1273.1
I

Natural Frequency in Hz for a Finite Element Model

Number

of

Elements

Number of Modes

1 2 3 4 5 6

3 18.11 132.15 385.01 874.00 1656.55 3108.26
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CONCLUSION

A lumped mass model for the hypersonic transport airplane has been established.

Algorithms for the determination of the flexibility matrix [A] and the mass and mass moment of

inertia matrix [M] have been found. The natural frequencies for a 3-lumped mass system have

been determined using the lumped mass method and the finite dement method. The results from

the two methods converge in the lower three modes and diverge in the upper three ones. The

lumped mass system requires less computer time than the finite element model. For models with a

large number of elements, the lumped mass system is more efficient. Results from both models

need to be verified experimentally.
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Full design of fuzzy controllers using genetic algorithms

Ed McCormick (_

NASA Coat=" of Romrch Excellence / Controls and GuidanceGroup

North_ AkT StateUniversity,Dept.ofElectricalEngineering__
McNairBuilding, _ NorthCarolina27411 /

ABSTRACT

Thispaperexaminestheapplicabilityofgeneticalgorithmsinthecompletedesignoffuzzylogicconlmtlers.While

OA hasbeenusedbefore in the developmeatofrulesetsorhighperRamaacemembenhip functions,theinterdependence

betweenthesetwocomponentsdictatesthattheyshouldbedesignedtog_ simultaneously.OA isfullycapableofcreating

completefuzzycontmllengivenlheequationsofmotionofthesystem,eliminatingtheneedforhuman inputinthedesign

loop. We show the application of this new method to the develolanent of a cart controller.

b ODUCnON

Genetic algorithms (GA) =re powerful search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection, They use
operations found in natural genetics to geide them da'oegh the paths in the march space. They provide a means to search
poorly understood, irregular spaces. BecauN of its robuslne_ GA has been successfully applied to a variety of function
opemizations, self-adaptive control systems, and learning sysU_s.

Fuzzy systems _ from the desire to describe complex systemJ with simple tools. In contrast to booleansy_,ms

where an item either has a membership of { 1} or {0} in a set, fuzzy systems allow for degrees of member'Jrip over the range
{0-1}. This imitates the linguistic approach to _g conditions (i.e. cold, very warm) used in everyday life.

Interestinfuzzycontrollershasreceatlybeeng_g in populmty acrossalamd may ofdisciplinesand withgood
mason. Fuzzycontrollersallowfora simpler,morehuman approachtocontroldesignanddo notdemand themathematical

modellingknowledgeofmoreconventionalcontroldesignmethods.As systemsbecomemotecomplex,theabilitytodescribe

them nmtl_m_c.ally becomm mcfe dimcult. For this rem_, fuzzy ¢onwol_s provide reasonable, effective alternatives to
cla_cal of stm_-slmce conUolla_

By using a linguistic approach, it is emy to see that fuzzy theot7 can be integrated into control theory using rules
of the form IF{condition} THEN{action}. Using these rules, one can create a functioe.al controlles. The problem with this
method comes from determining the _ rules aad determining the shape of the membership functions.

Thisworksoughttousegeneticalgodlhmsinthedesignandimplemenlalionoffuzzylogiccontroller's.Previously,

generationofmembershipfunctionshad beenataskmainlydoneeitheritenttively,by trial-and-error,orby human expert.

A task such as this was a natural candidate for GA since GA will attempt to create membership functions that will cause the
conquer to perform optimally. In much the same manner, GA could be used to generate the rules which use these
membership functions. Work had been done using GA to do each of these tasks separately, but since the two are co-
dependent, using a hand-designed rule ,set with GA designed membership functions or hand-designed membershipfunctions
with a GA designed rule set does not use GA to its full advantage. Thus, the use of GA to determine bolh simtdtaneously

and determ/ne an optimal ct ne,E-oplimal conlmlle_was themainobjectiveofthiswork.

The Im3blem used to check lhe effectiveness of this melhod wm centering and stopping a cart located on a one-
dimen_/onal track as described by Tlu_. Given aa initial velocity and location on the track, the objective was to determine
a conu'oUer wh/ch will bring the cart to zero velocity and zero location in minimum time. Differeat controUe_s were designed
for this problem by dividing the input and output spaces into different _ sizes.

qmqFnc AND CONT Om. t 

2./Oenetk

Genetic Algmahnm me general _ qXimimim alg_ with a prebabiti_ COmlXXZ_LThey provide

meam to search poody umkmood, _ qxtces. John Holland edgtnally deve/eped GA and provided its Iheomtica
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foundationinhisbook,AdaptaficninNaturaland AxtificialS.ystems=.HollanddevelopedGA tosimulatesome of the
processeschservedinnaturale_volution.Evolutionisaproc,¢_thatoperateson chromosom_ (organicdevicesforencoding

thestructureoflivingbeings)ratherthanonlivingbeings.Naturalselectionlinkschromosomeswiththeperformanceoftheir
de,codedslazctm_. The processesof naturalselection causethosec],'omosomesthat encodesuccessfulstructm'eato reproduce
moreoftenthanthosethatdo not.Recombinationprocessescreatediffe_ntcluemmomes inchildrenby combiningmaterial

fromthechromosomesofthetwo parents.Mutationmay causethechromosomesofchil(kentobe differentfromthoseof
theirl_,rents.

GA _y in_tes thesefeaturesofnaturalevolutionincomputeralgorithmstosolvedifficultproblems

in the wa_ythat nature has done - through evolution. GA requ/res the problem to be max/mized (or m/nimized) to be stated
intheformofa cost(objective)function.InQA, a setofvariablesfora givenproblemisencodedintoa suing(orother

codingslructu_),analogoustoachromosomeinnature.Theseslringsareconvertedtoanumericalvalueand the,linearly

mapped over the range allowed for the variable. This value is then used to evaluate the cost function, yielding a "fimess."
GA selects panmts from a pool of strings (population) according to the basic criteria of "survival of the fittest." It reproduces
new strings by recombining parts of the selected parents in a random rammer. Although GA is a stochastic method, it is not
a simple random walk. It exploits historical infoilmafion to guide the search with improved performance.

The repopulation of the next geoeration is done using tlmm methods: mlmxluction, crossover, and mulation.
Relxxxluction means simply that strings with high illnesses should receive multiple copies in the next generation while the
strings with low fimesses receive fewer copies or even none at all Crossover refers to taking a fit string, splitting it into two
partsata random]ygeneratedcrossoverpointandre,combinlngitwithanotherstringwhichhasalsobeenspritatthesame

crossoverpoint.Thisprocedu_servestowomote changesinthebestslringswhichwillgivethemevenhigherfimesses.
Mutationistherandomalterationofa bitinthesiring.Thiswillassistinkeepingdiversityinthepopulation.

In explaining the inner workings of OA, let us initially make a few defmition_. Since we are dealing _th binary
strings, a notation must be developed to denote similarly/subsets (scSemata). A schema is a similarity subset which contains
strings that have similarities at some bit lx_ition_ We can expand this thinking even further with the inlxoduction of a wild
card character. *, in addition to the binary set {0,1 }. For example, the set {0001,0101,0011} can be described by the
aln_lar#ytemplate0"*I.Usingthisnotation,we cannow defineascbema'sorderandd@_n& length.Fora _ven schema,
h,itsordero(h)isdefinedasthenmnberoffixedbitpositionswithinthatschema.The defininglengthofaschema,8(h),

isthedistancebetweentheoutermostdefiningpositionsofaschema.As anexample,theschema01"***0hasorder3and

defininglength5,
With these definitions we can now present the fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms, the schema theorem'. The

sche=na theorem enables us to calculate a lower bound on the expected number of a particular schema, h, following
reproduction, crossover, and mutation _, The theorem is stated as:

Z(h,t+l)> _h,t)_-II - p, 81__h)= p.o(h) 1
(z)

where _. is the expected number of schemata, t is the generation index, I is the overall s_'ing length, f(h) is the average fitness
of those strings representing the subset h, f is the average fimess of 11_ entire l_ulafion, pc and p. are, respectively, the
crossover and mutation probabilities. Examining the schema theorem, we se_ that it states that a schema will grow when it
is short, has low order, and has above average fitness.

Given a history of genetic algorithms, one might ask what advantages does it have over other methods. GA's
primary advantage over other methods is its mbusmeas. GA works through function evaluation, not through differentiation
or other such means. Because of this trait, GA does not care what type of problem it is asked to maximize, only that it be
properly coded. Thus GA is able to solve a wide range of problems: linear, nonlinear, discontinuous, discrete, etc.

22 C0nu'oners

Fuzzy tbemy extends f_m the laabifily to describe some physical phenomena with the exact mathematical model.,
dictatedbymomcmventional, boolean models. Fnzalne_ descrax_ event ambihuity. Itmemm_thedehme to which s
eveat occt_, not whefl_- it occurss. The fact that fuzziness is lackinginIXeclsionhas ledtoitsdismissalby mm_

mmatr.lzn. Othen, however, me fuzzy Iheow as a powerful tool in the exploratim of complex ixublems because of iu
abilitytodatennln¢outputsforagivensetofinlx_withoutusing•nmthematicalmode]. As Jainnotede,thebasicmotivatior
behind fuzzy m_ was_ f_¢t _hat _ c'onv_eoml meemd_ had bec,oem so comptex that resea_hers trying to ai_b
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them had tomake a choicebetweena complexsystemanda complextooL

Fuzzytheoryowesagreatdealtohuman language.As explainedbyLeung_.dailylanguagescannotbe precisely

characterized on either the syntactic or semantic level. When we speak of tem_ in terms such as "hot" or "cold" instead
of in physical un/ts such as degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius. we can see language becomes a fuzzy variable whose
denotation t, imprecise. In this sense, fuzzy theory becomes easily uedersWod because it can be made to resemble a high
level languageinsteadof a mathematicallanguage.As anexample, considerthefuzzy variableTEMPERATURE. The fuzzy
set_bing TEMPERATURE canbe categorizedas five fuzzy.let values[very cold (VC), cold (C), medium (M), hot 0"]),
veeryhot(VH)}. Figure I shows me possible Jet of the member_p functions of the fuzzy-set values VC. C. M. 14.and VII
for the range of TEMPERATUILE 0°-130 ° F. Note that every value of temlgralure has a membership in every fuzzy-value
set although in most cases this membership is 0.

lJI,

Idt,

Also, somevaluesof TEMPERATURE overlapinto twof'ezzy-valuesets. For example a temperatureof 47° has membership
in both "cold" and "medium"althoughthe membemhipin "medium" is largerthanthe membm'shipin "cold." This example
shows how membc_hip functions play the role of _tizing the linguistic tmnimiogy w values a computer can use,. Of
course in most respects these mcmbe_hip functions are subjective in nature. What determines the ranges for these fuzzy-set
values or the shape of these membenKip functions? In most cases, membership functions a_ designed by experts with a
knowledge of the system being analyzed. Howeva, human experts cannot be expected to provide optimal membership
functions for a givea system. Oftm, these functions are modified iteralively while wring to obtain oplimality.

How are these membership functims used in fuzzy controllers'/ In its simplest form a fuzzy logic controll_ is
simply a set of t-ales degribing a set _" actions to be taken for a given set of inlxt_ It is easiest to think of these rules as
if-then _temeats of the form IFlset of inlmtS} THF..N{outputs]. For the example above, a fuzzy controUer can be used for
a thermostaL One rule mightbe IF{very cold} THEN{turn furnace on for x m_utes}. Another may be IF{hot} YHENltum
air conditioner on fcr y minutes}. Since "very cold" 8pplies to a range of tempenma_ which aLso may belong to anoth_
fuzzy-set variable (i.e. "cold') which has rules of its own, the output which refelts faom "defuzzificafion" of the application
of these rules must take into account how much each rule q_plies before determining how much output must be applied.
Usually a centroid method is used to account for the influence of each rule on the output.

2.3 Am>licabilitv ofGA to Fuzzy Conu_tl_,_

The application of genetic algorithms to fuzzy logic controllers holds a great deal of premix. Previous wm'k ha_
beea done mainly in two _ lemlfing the fuzzy rules used in a controtler and learning membership functions. These twc
areas are the most time consumingoffuzzycontinUerdesignand arefor the most pan done by trial.and-error.
methodology is lacking in two main respects: it may take too much time to get a satisfactory rule set or set of membershiI
functionsand the_, is liule chmce thatthesesetswillbeoptimal. GeneticalS_ hasthe abiJitym improve both of
shoncominlp. OA's _ enables it to cove_ a complexsesrch spece in a relatively _ period of time while ensurinl
an q_nal Or near_ solution. Became of dfis _ility, GA is a natural match for fu_,y cm_

Tlnifl'spape_¢=aminedthefeasibili_ofusingGA m fredfuzzyrides,Infldspsper,fm_ am_ol synfl_sisw_

danein deeisimtable form. Tbepmblemexaminedwasceateringa_rtofmassmeeamedimensimaltrack. Tb

objective is to move the cart erun a given initial pesitim and velocity to zeropce/eon and _ in minimta'n time. Thi
ts ckate tlmmgh the appUcation of a fe_ F f_romtbe coatmUer. For 100 rims wilh rmdmn ma_ing polnts, the averag,
nmbe_ of time steps for the hmd.de_lgaed fu_ omue_ to bdnli the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 164.

b
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comparison, a GA designed controller using the same starting points had an average of 143 time steps. As Thrift noted, while
the GA based fuzzy rule_ performed reasonably well, work could be done to _ improve its performance, such as letting
GA determine the end_ints of the membership functions.

Kar_ examined ttsin8 GA to find high-performan_ membership fanctioas for a _ller for the a pole-cart system.
The task for the mnlmller is as follows:

A wheeled cart has a rigid pole hinged to its top. The cart is free to move right or left along a straight
lx_Med track a_ the pole is free to mo_ wi_ the vert_ plaae lwalle} W _ _ Y_e can is to be

-kept within the pre_fined limits of the mtck _ the pole _x_ld be pt_ented from falling beyond a
predefined vestical angle by applying a fc,ue of fixed magnitude to the kft or right of the base of the cart.

The objective is mixing the cart to rest at the center of the track with the pole balanced, much the same as in Thrifi's paper.
Also, he examined the use of micro-GA, a small population GA developed by _ad, to determine an adaptive real-
time controller for the same problem where rjsteaii l_ameters may be time varying. In determining the membership
functloas, GA was used to determine the anchor points for each of the linguistic variables used. For the non-adaptive
problem, the GA designed fuzzy logic controller consistently oulperformed the hand-designed conlroller. For the adaptive
conlroller, the performance was even better:,the non-adaptive author designed controller always became unstable, while the
non-adaptive GA controUer and the micrA designed adaptive controller were always able to complete the task. The
difference between the two GA designed controllers was in their convergence times; the micro-GA controller consistently
balanced the system faster than the non-adaptive GA _tzoller.

Previous work done with optimizing fuzzy controllers has dealt wi_ optimizing membership functions or rule sets.
For example, Mamdani and Procyk_° iteralively designed membership functims, Thriftt used GA to design rule sets, and Karr
used GA to design membership functions n. These methodolosies have a major limitation; bow can an optimal design be
obtained when one of the two main components is designed in a non.epema method. LagicaUy, to obtain an op_mal rule
set and set of membership functions, the two must be designed together so the links between them can be fully exploited.
By using GA to design both simultaneo_y, the two ekments of fuzzy conlroilers can be fully integrated to deriver a more
finely tuned, high performance conU'oller.

_.PROBLEM DF__CRIPT_ON_ M_'_, ODOLOGY

3.1 Cart-Cem_ln_ Problem

A common pt_lem used in _ is the centering of a cart _ mass m, on a one.dimemional track. The input
variables for this problem me the cart's location on the track, x, and the cart's velocity, v. The objective was to f'md a
controller which could provide a fct_e F which would bring the cart to x-0 and v*0 from an arbilrary initial condition (xe
and %) inminimum time. The equationsofmotionforthecartate:

x(t + _) - x(t) + : v(t)

v(t • 'c) - v(t) ÷ _ F(O
/lq

(2)

where x is the time step. The values for the constants and the range of values of the variables are given in Table I.
Three conerollers were developed for the can-centering problem. They will be referred to by the number of fuzzy

sets that partific_ the x-location, velocity, and oelpt_ For example, the conlroller which haJ the velocity divided into 5 fuzzy
sets, the x-locattm divided into 5 fuzzy sets, and the output divided into 5 fuzzy sets was called the 555 o_nm311er. While
GA was allowed to determine the kx_oa of _e Iriangle beset for the input weiable_ the oulput fuzzy set locatioas were
fixed, l_e _ oml_ fu_ membmhip fanctiem are _on In t_ 24.
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Table I Constants and l_mges for Cart Problem

m

,g

x

v

F

Val_

i

20_

.02 _C

-2 to+2 m

-2 to +2 m/s

-ISO to +150 N

uI

u

LI

M

IMI

FIpu-e 2 Output Divided Into 3 Fuzzy Sets Figure 3 Output Divided Into 5 Fuzzy Sets

LI

Figure 4 Output Divided Into '7 Fuzzy Sets

_ Softw_ _! Modifications

The trois for the software used in this paper is the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) program developed by
C._Idbe_. The Wogrm_ was ran on a 25 MHz 80386 computer with a 80387 math coprocessor. The SGA program allows
the user to define the values for population size, maximum number of _nerations, _ _ crossover, and probability
of mutation. The values reed for theJe pmametml m_ givcm in Tabk II. Since run time became extxcmcly Ions. population
size was luq_ at are, latively mmdlnumber, I00. TI_ did lead to d/g_ficultieswhen Im'll_ su'inll sia_ wcge used mgl will be
_ in t_ gt/k,wins _.

33 Modifi_at_o_of Su'lmtSmb'tuR

Th_ Simp_ OencClcA_dmm u_ bin=y m_p,o mcode me _ w_i_ ,_ ,o be o_c_ Vame mi_
method could sbo be uml in lhe detmninm_ o/' _ fuzzy commUer dmilln, a mo_ __ _ _ c_,

-. ¢
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First, the numb= of aUele8 was determined from the size of the rule set plus the number of fuzzy sets used to l_enition the
" - - Table11ParametersUsed inSGA Program

==

Parameter
I

Max. No. of Generations

P,

P.
I

Value

100

100

0.7

0.03

spaces of the input variables. For 1hecart centering l_3blem, the shapes of the triangles which formed the output space were
fixed, while the input variables, x-localioe and velocity, w=e each pertitioned using five u'iangl_ negative reed/urn (1,ad),
negative small (NS), zero CZE), Ix_ifive small (IS), and positive medium (PM). The nde set, then, contained twenty-five (5
x 5) rules to account f_ every possible combination of input fuzzy sets. The rules are of the form, IF(x is {NM, NS, ZE,
PS, or PM}) and (v is {NM, NS, ZE, PS, or PM]) THEN {output], where output is one of the fuzzy sets used to partition
the output space. The two input spaces use a total of ten triangles, so the string to represent a given rule set and membership
function combination would have thirty-five alleles (25 + 10). Note that the term alleles is used instead of bits, because the
value of each allele contains eith_ the output fuzzy set to be used (for the first twenty-five alleles where NM=I, NS=2, etc.)

thevaluewhichwillbe convenedtothelengthofthebaseofthetriangleswh/chmake up theinputspaces(thelastten

alleles).The cakulationofthetri_glebasesfromtheallelevalues(l-b)weredoneasfollows:

1. Subtract 1 from the allele value (making the range now 0-4).
2. Subtract this vah_ from 1 (which is the distance between the peaks of each triangle).
3. Double Ibis value and d/vide by 10, giving the base length for each particular Iriangle. This value can be anywhen:

from 1.2m to 2.0m.

Thus we are able to incorlxnle lhe two main ingn=di_tJ of a fuzzy controil=, the rule set and the membership functions,
into a single string which GA will seek Io op//mize. This is shown in the following example.

String:

String:

143215243212451431221134S4525234124

[14321524321245143122113451 45252 l
[ rule set I x-location [
[ ] locations [

3412, I
velocity ]
locations [

x-location

NM NS ZE PS PM

velocity

NM I 4 3 2 I

NS 5 2 4 3 2

71:- I 2 4 5 I

PS 4 3 I 2 2
|

PM 1 I 3 4 $

RuleSet
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FI_qu'e $ Example of String-Fuzzy Controlle_ Conversion

4,SIM_!A. TION ._R_ULTS

4.1 Inil_ial Co.didons

To f'mda satisfactory controllm', the controller must be able W operateover the entire range of the input spaces. For
OA to properly design fuzzy conu'oLlm's,this fact must be integrated into the function evaluation. This was done by using
multiple in;dal conditions in the evaluation of each member of the population. If a single initial condition wer_ used, for

example xo = 0.7m and vo = -0.Sm/s, then GA would fred a controller which would work well around that particular point
but may fail ¢_whe_. This makes the choice of _ conditions an important cons_. The points must be chosen
to sufficiently cov= the input spaces, but at the same time, the more initial conditions used, the more time the program takes
to run. These initial conditions ere listed in Table m.

4#. Fim¢_ Fq_:d_

The fimess function proved to be the most challenging aspect of applying GA to fuzzy controllerdesign. As stated
earlier, the process finally was divided into two stages, an evolution stage and a retu_ment stage. In the evolution stage, GA
was used to find satisfy'tory conU_lka's, while in the refinemem stage, GA used the pt_ously developed controllers and
attempt_l to minimize the amount of time needed to bring both x.locafion and velocity to zero.

Table IT! Initial Conditions

Controller

333

5557

777

i

,,

(-2,-2)(-2,2)(-I,-I)(-1,1)(0,0)(I,-I)(I,I)(1-2)(2,2)

(-2,-2)(-2,0)(-2,2)(-4/3,-4/3)(-4/3,4/3)(-2/3,-2/3)

(-2/3,2/3)(0,0)(2/3,-2/3)(2/3.2/3)(4/3,-4/3)(4/3,4/3)

(2,-2)(2,0)(2,2)

Fen"the first stage, which lasted through generatim 30. the fitness function rew_ a member of the population

accordingtohow wellitcame tothemlmmce value,+ 0.5forbothx-locationmd wJccity.If the coetmller succeed_ in
bringing x mdv within the teiwan_.it w_ given a fitne_ relative to the finz it tonk. If me comml_'_ed out," itwu
eith_" slif, l_y punished with a nelpntiv_ illness or _ighdy rewarded depending m x-loc_lion and velocity. If the contmll_

diverSed, the fitne_ was given • _ nellaUiveval,e. The tint fitnm fmgdm m _own _low.
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if (Ixl < 0.5)and(I,,'eZocityl< O.5)then
fitoe_ - 8 *'175/time

elseif(l_ne= 175)then

it"(Ixl < 1.o)and(Ivenocityl< 1.0)
fimem- 3.S/ .qn,(x_+vdoci_ )

else
tilne_ = -1

- filneu = -7

The totalfitness was thengivenby thesum oftheCm_ssesdelm'mlnedforeachinitialcondition.Throughtheuse
ofthisreinf_l/reward scheme,GA was abletodevelopconlxollenwhichcouldsolveallthe_ conditions.

The secondstage,fa_n generation31 togeneral_nI00,was basedalmos_completelyon time.Ifthecontrollm-
reachedthetolerancevaluesitwas rewardedaccordingtohow shorta limeittook.Iflheconl_Um""timedout,"itwas

punished according to how much it missed the lolecance values, and if I_ conlroLlm"diverged, it was given a very large
negativefitnesswhichwouldprobablyensureitsfailuretocontinueonw thenextgeneration.Thisfimessfunctionwas given
as:

if (Ixl < 0.5)and (Ivelocityl< 0.5)then
fil_,_ss -- 3 * (175 - time)

else if (time = 175) then
fitness= .42 * sqr,.( x' + veloci_ )

else
fime,,_ = -300

4.3333 Co._il_

The 333 controller was the simplest controller to design. It consisted of only 9 rules, and the number of triangle
base locations to be delefmined was 6, yielding a total string length of IS. The conlroller determined by GA is shown in
Figure6.

X

velocity

N
I

N 3

ZE 3

P 3

ZE P

3 I

2 1

1 1

U'

U

|" ;i,IV _" ;Lll;'_":,,_df"dV lll"'ll"'i21,-II"JI21" "]

Fllure 6 333 Cmlmlkr
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4,4 555 c.._tmll, _

The 555 cmlz_iler used 25 rules and needed 10 alleles to determine the location of the bases of the fuzzy sets

covering the input spaces. With a total atrial] lenlph of 35, the first indicatioe flat better perf_ could be obtained with
larser populatioa sizes became appment. Comiderin$ that each allele conld have |t value between I and $, this meant that

if a binary string had been used, 3 bits would be necessm-y to repzcsent the same i_fccmafion. This would yield a sering
length of 105. A population of 100 cannot begin with enough diwrslty to assure that the search space will be sufficiently
covered to enable GA to find the op_nal solution. Evea with a relatively small ix_zlation size, the run time took between

two mdCme-half to three hour. However, the perfmmance of the conl_ller did indicate that GA was finding a ne__
controller, l=igun: 7 shows the resulUmt best contngler _ by GA.

velocity

x

NM NS ZE PS PM

NM 5 4 4 4 2
|

Ns__ 5 5 5 l 1
ZE 5 5 3 I I

PS 5 5 1 1 I

PM 4 2 2 2 1

1.4'

I,II

Flgure'7 555Controller

4.5 777 Contr0ll _

The final controller designed was the 777 controller. This controller took the most computer lime to design because

of the long siring length (63 alleles) and the large number of initial conditions (17). Run times took between seven and eight

horn's. The best pe_onning conlmiler designed by GA is shown in Fqlu_ 8.

4,6 ofcanconuotle 

Once GA had been used to dletennine the different coe_zollers, a study was made to determine their paformance and

stability. Becmae thae is no acceptedmethodto deUsrminestabilityfor fuzzy conuol]en asthae is for c_ _ _
sixtce coemx)ners,a "brute force" method wm adoped. To examine the cmUolla_, tbe input speceof eEh variable wm
divided into 40 ix_m. Thin inch poiat wm examined, aze by me, to detamine if ese cmax_lla diValted myw_ in _
input _. l_or 40 ix_ints ie tbe x-k_tioa spa:e md 40 p0ints in the vekx:ity spa:e, this yie_ a tot_ of 1600 points
While the ability of a _ to _ all thesepointsdoesnot necemmily Stmmtee its stability (since it oaly takes c_
point to rake a commila umttble), this did esumm some measure of coafidence in the Wocafu_ While exaninins earl

palm, it wu a zimple trek to also corot tlz number of time Ztel_ meal to bdn| -n throe peina within the _ values
and these numbas me Idvm in Table IV. Aim _owa in Table IV is m tdditioml 555 conUuller de_ned with

i
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membership functions fixed. OA was used to design only a rule set, with the membership furtction being done by hand. This
controller,shown inFigure9,was createdforcomparisonpurposestoillustratetheimportanceof membershipfunction

selection.As TableIV showsaU thecontrollerswereabletosuccessfullybringthesystemwithinthetolerancevalues.

NL NM NS ZE PS PM PL
,,i I

NL 7 5 3 7 7 1 2

NM 7 6 6 7 3 2 1

velocity

NS 7 6 7 7 1 1 1

ZE 7 5 7 5 1 2 2
ill i |

PS 6 6 6 1 1 4 1
i im

PM 6 6 6 1 1 6 1

PL 6 5 1 1 5 2 1

t4

tUl

e |':.,Li":,k'"

Vltqm'eS 777 ContinUer

Table IV Comparison of Cart Conl_otlers,

No. of Initial Conditions

Time StepsRequired

Av 8.No. ofTime Steps

% _ w/555 Controller

No. _ l_,ilmm

333

1600

8238O

51.49

20.8%

0

555

1600

682O8

42.63

i

0

777

1600

78958

49.35

14_%

0

555
fixed

90156

56.35

32.2%

0
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Table IV shows that the best performance, on average, came from the 555 controller. The 333 cont,'oiler, while being

the simplest, did not hav_ the flexibility to produce fast response times. On the other hand the 777 controller had too much

flcxib'dity and became hogged down in the number of rule evaluations required for each force calculation. Finally, note that

while the 555 controllerwith the fixedmembership functionwas able tobring the cartto equilibriumfor all points, its

performance was clearly inferior, needing almost I13 longer than the GA designed role met and membership function
combination, indicaling the importance of proper membership function design.

velocity

X
i,

NM NS ZE PS PM
I i

NM 5 $ 5 3 2
I

NS 5 5 5 I I
i u

ZE 5 5 3 1 1

PS 5 5 I I I
i

PM 5 I 4 2 I

u

]i
t4

U

Figure9 555 Controllerw/FLxedMembershipFunctiom

,. CON t/SIOS

This paper clearlyshows thepotentialforusinggeneticalgorithmstosolveoptimizationproblems. The abilityof

fuzzy logiccontrollc,s toprovidecontrolwhere more conventionalmethods become too complex has alsobeen shown by

researchers.This work has shown thesetwo, fairlynew, methods can be used totogetherto form controllerswithoutthe

prtviouslyneeded human exlx=L This methodology allows the complete design of both major components of fuzzy

controllers,the rulesetsand membership functions,leadingtohighperformingcontrollerswhich are completelycomputer

designed. We have shown threediffermtcontrollersfor the cartproblem, each a which was able to bringthe cartto

equih'bdumovertheent_-erangesoftheinputspaces.Whiletheseresultsm'eencouraging,more work must be done on

refiningthe_. First,mote powerfuland fastercomputen willallowtheuse oflargerpolmlationsizes,and, thercfotv.,

greaterdiversity.Wodt willbedonetoexaminethedevelopmentofarobustcontrolkr,wheretheparametersintheequations

of motion are nc longerfi_xedto a specificvalue,but can insteadbe a range of values. Also, the need to ensure tlm

poffmmance of thecorttrollerwhen faultsoccurintherulesetshouldbe investigatedto see ffthiswould alterthe

configurationof thenileset.Finally,controllersforotherproblems shouldbe developedto show the effectivenessof this
method.
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Abstract

This work is concerned with the control problem

of a multi-robot system handling a payload with un-

known mass properties. Force constraints at the grasp

points are considered. Robust control schemes are pro-

posed that cope with the model uncertainty and achieve

asymptotic path tracking. To deal with the force con.

straints, a strategy for optimally sharing the task is

suggested. This strategy basically consists of two steps.

The first detects the robots that need help and the second

arranges that help. It is shown that the overall system

is not only robust to uncertain payload parameters, but
also satisfies the force constraints.

Keywords: Multi-robot systems, unknown payloads,

robust control, adaptive control, force constraints.

1 INTRODUCTION

The range of tasks that require anthropomorphic

manipulation motivates the use of multi-robot systems.
In particular, tasks that require manipulation of a sin-

gle heavy load or a cumbersome object could exceed the

force and work envelope limits of a single arm. 0he of

the major issues involved in a multi-robot system is to

coordinate all the robots so that they perform a given
task in a cooperative manner. More specifically, the

control problem includes dynamic behavior modeling,

trajectory tracking control, internal force control and

task distribution among the robots.

Although still in its early stages of development,

there has been significant progress in this area, and a
great deal of work has been reported in recent years. In

the area of modeling, the work by Luh and Zheng [14] is

among the earliest research dealing with the kinematic

and dynamic constraints imposed on such a system.
This was also studied for a two-arm system by Suh and

Shin [28].

The dynamics model of a multi-robot system is re-

quired for the development of control algorithms. As

has been reported in the literature, the dynamics model

of a multi-robot system exhibits its own inherent prop-

erties. Hayati [9] investigated a dynamic model for a

closed-chain system. This issue, together with thd con-

trol problem, has also been studied by Tam, Bejczy and

Yun [29], Furuta, et al [8], ()zg(iner, Vurkovich and A1-

Abbass [18], Yun [35] and Li, Hsu and Sastry [13].

The work by Cole, Hause and Sastry [6] considered
the case of a multifingered hand in rolling contact with

an object and both the kinematics and control issues

were investigated. Alford and Belyeu [2] studied a
two-arm system and proposed a leader-follower control

strategy, which was generalized to a multi-arm system

by Arimoto, Miyazaki and Kawamura [4]. A position

and force control scheme for a multi-robot system was

proposed by Nakamura, Nagai and Yoshikawa [16].
Issues related to force distribution in closed kine-

matic chains were discussed by Orin and Oh [17]. A1-

berts and Soloway [1] suggested a control law which
distributes force among the manipulators by using a

weighting function. In the work by Salisbury and Craig

[21], Yoshikawa and Nagai [34] and Nakamura, Nagai

and Yoshikawa [16], the force exerted on the object is

distributed based on an object-related criterion. Zheng
and Luh [36] developed load distribution schemes for

two-manipulator systems which were based on minimiz-

ing either the system energy or the force imparted to

the object. In those schemes, the manipulator's dynam-

ics are explicitly considered. Anderson and Pittelkau

[3] proposed a load sharing force controller that ap-
portions control forces between two manipulators An

adaptive algorithm that uses a joint torque-based cri-

terion to determine the optimum load sharing we._ sug-

gested in that work.

By considering the effect of loading on the dynam-
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ics constraints, Walker, Marcus and Freeman [32] pre-
sented an approach for load distribution. The reac-
tion forces created by a given arm's input loading was
considered in Unseren and K0i{'o [30]. Carignan and
Akin [5] derived the torques for two planar cooper-
ating arms. A coordinated control law for a multi-
manipulator system performing parts-matching tasks
was proposed by Hsu [10] and a decentralized structure

for the control strategy was suggested. In a recent work
by Walker, Freeman and Marcus [31], the motion and
internal loads induced on an object grasped by two or
more robotic manipulators were analyzed and the load
distribution problem was formulated by using the non-
squeezing pseudoinverse.

In the context of controller design, two approaches
are generally used. In the first, the problem is simplified
by implicitly assuming that the payload information is
known exactly and can be precisely modelled. In the
second approach uncertain payload effects are compen-
sated by the use of a wrist force sensor (see references
[3], [9], [19] and [29]). In general precise information
about the payload is not available for many applica-
tions, and the force sensor method depends heavily on
the precision of the force measurement, as has been
shown in [3]. These facts motivate the study of adap-
tive control schemes for multi-robot systems.

Mo and Bayoumi [15] proposed an adaptive con-
trol method for a multi-arm robotic system by using
a method similar to that in Craig, Hsu and Sastry [7].
Walker, Kim and Dionise [33] reported an adaptive con-
trol strategy that accounts for payload effects. Hu and
Goldenberg [11] also investigated the case of uncertain
parameters in a multi-arm system. However, in most
of these strategies the force constraint problem is not
considered.

In a recent work by Song and Anderson [23], a new
adaptive control law with a colleague-like strategy for
task distribution was reported in which the force con-
straints are explicitly considered. As an extension of
and a complement to that work, this paper is devoted
to the robust controller design for multi-robot systems
with both unknown payload dynamics and force con-
straints. First, following a modeling procedure similar
to that in [6], a combined dynamic model which ac-
counts for payload effects is derived. This model is
slightly different in structure from the one obtained in
[6] as a result of considering the forces and the moments
exerted on the object. New robust control algorithms
that explicitly deal with unknown payload parameters
are developed. By using the generalized energy accu-
mulation method, it is shown that the control strategy

guarantees asymptotically stable path tracking of the
payload's mass center. A strategy for task distribution

is suggested which considers the dual contributions of
the control torques. That is, it not only produces the
control torques required for path tracking, but also sat-
isfies the force constriants, a necessary condition for fine
manipulation of the workpiece.

The main uncertainty in practice is due to the pay-
load, not the robots themselves. Thus the attention in
this paper is focused on the uncertain payload -- the

most significant effect on system performance (Leahy
[12]). However, the technique presented herein can be
readily extended to the case where uncertain parame-

ters exist in both the robot and payload models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents a derivation of the combined multi-

robot/payload dynamics model based on the funda-
mental equations presented in the first part of the sec-
tion. The structural properties of this model are inves-
tigated, and are utilized in Section 3 to develop robust
control strategies. Tracking stability is analyzed in Sec-
tion 4, and a new robust control which does not Jcly
on norm bounds is proposed in Section 5. Task distri-

bution among the robots is discussed in Section 6 and
a strategy for optimal sharing of the task is proposed.

The appfication of the strategy is illustrated in Section
7 by means of a three-robot example. Comments and

conclusions are given in Section 8.

2 MODELING

A dynamic model for a multi-robot system handling
a workpiece was developed in [23]. However, due to lim-
ited space, many important details were omitted. For
completeness, the modeling process of [23] is expanded
in the following.

2.1 Kinematics

The multi-robot system illustrated in Figure 1 rep-
resents several robots handling a common payload. For
simplicity, it is assumed that each robot has six degrees-
of-freedom. The first joint of each robot is attached to
a fixed base and the i th robot is grasping the payload
at the contact point Ci. Rigid grasping is assumed
such that there is no relative motion at the cox_tac!

points and there is perfect force transmission bet_'eell
the robots and the payload. Also each contacL point i._
fixed and has a known location on the payload. Each
robot applies a force fc, and a moment no, Lhrough
the contact point Ci to the payload. There are totally

d (d > 2) robots handling the payload, and the payload
lies within the combined loading capacity of the robots.

The Cartesian coordinate frames shown in Figure 2
are defined as follows:

{F/} is the inertial reference frame.
{Fp} is the frame fixed at the payload's center-of-

mass,

Z
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{Fb,} isthe frame fixedto the base ofthe ith robot.

{F_,} isthe frame attached to the ith end-effector

at the contactpoint Ci.

According to Chasle's theorem [22] from elemen-

tary mechanics, the motion of a rigidbody in world

space can decomposed into a translationplus a rota-

tion. This isreferredto as a rigidmotion by Spong

and Vidyasagar [27]. Six parameters are required to

describethe positionand orientationof the rigidbody.

At the contact point Ci (seeFigure 2),

xc, -- zo + R_ ci% eli

and

(1)

where

di

_, = u0, (2)

isthe vectorthat locatesthe originof {Fb,} rela-

tiveto {FI},

ci isthe vectorthat locatesthe originof {F¢,} rela-

tiveto {Fp},

•0 = [x0=,z0_,z0,]:risa vectorin {F/} locatingthe

mass-center ofthe payload,

w0 = [woy,wop,w0r]T isthe angularvelocityvectorof

{Fp} intern_ of the yaw, pitch and rollrates,

we, isthe angular velocityof {Fc,},and

R_ isthe rotation matrix which maps ci,measured

in frame {Fp}, to the referenceframe {Ff}.

In much of the literature,it is implicitlyassumed

that Rp/ = Es E R 3xa, a unit matrix. This is true if

the frames {Fp} and {FI} have the same orientation.

However, since Rp/ depends on ¢0 = [¢0_, ¢0p, ¢0r] T,
the yaw, pitch and roll angles of frame {Fp}, respec-

tively, it is generally not true that R[ = E3 as the
payload undergoes rotational motion. Hence, in t.h_'

following, a time varying P_ is considered. To sirnpli_

notation, R is used to denote Rp/ in the following.
As can be verified, the matrix R has the property

[27]

= _0 × R, (3)

where

0 --wo_ wOr ]
020 X -- _Op 0 --_oy •

L-Wo, w0v 0

Diferentiating (1) and noting that d_ and cl are con-

stant yields

_, = _o+/_c_

= _o +_o x Rci. (4)

SincewoxRci = -(Rc;)XWo, (2) and (4) can be written
as

"- Si _
WO

(5)
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where

In the task space, the position and orientation of the
i th end-effector can be represented as

xT T TP, = [_,,¢j

= [xo_, x_, x_., _o,y, _ip,,_..]r (7)

where Ca is composed of the yaw, pitch and roll angles
representing the orientation of the ith end-effector with

respect to {FI}. In joint space Pi can be expressed as

Pi = P, (qi), (8)

where qi • R 6 is the generalized joint displacement of

the ith robot and P_(.): R e ---* R 6 represents its forward

kinematics. Therefore,

Pi "T "T T=

-- 0P_(q') 4i (9)
Oq_

Since

where

[ ]
L4,¢i,-

[i -sin¢_iv cos¢_ipcos4,_y]
T¢,(.) = cos Cay cos Cap sin ¢_i, ,

0 - sin ¢_ip

then using (5), (9) and (10) yields

where

&=[E30

(10)

(11)

[io ] = y,q,, (1_)& _o

0
T,,(Cz,,u, Cap, ¢,_,)] OP_(q,)aq, (13)

is the generalized Jacobian matrix of robot i. It is as-

sumed in the following that each robot works in a non-

singular region. Thus the inverse of J_ exists.

Considering all the robots that act on the payload,

(12) can be expressed compactly as

3cl=S[ E°]w0' (14)

where

J _ blockdiag{J1,J_,...,Jd} _ R edxsd,

s e R
and

A
q = [(IT qT...qT]T • R_a.

Since the forces {fe_,fe_,...,f_d} and moments

{n¢_, n¢_,..., ned} act on the load, the equivalent force
and moment applied at the mass-center are

fo = f¢,+f_,+...+f,.. (15)

and

no = n_, + n_ +... + n_, + (Rc_) x .re,

+ (Rc_) x f,, +... + (R, cd) × f,,, (16)

respectively. In matrix form, (15) and (16) become

+"'+ (Rcd)× Ea Fe

= W_&+W_F_+...+W_Fe

A WF, (17)

where

W

and

F

= , w_= (R_)x Ea 'Lnc,

A
= [W_ W_... Wd • R _x_d,

_--- [FIT FT...F7] T e R 6d.

Concerning the matrices W and S, the following prop-
erties hold.

Property 2.1

(1) S and W are full rank, i.e., rank(W) = rank(S) =
6.

(2) Both Si and Wi are nonsingular, i = 1, 2,..., d.
(3) S T = W.

The proof is similar to that given by Song and Anderson

[24].

2.2 Motion Equation

Suppose that the mass and the inertia of the payload

is rn and I0, respectively. With the action offo and no,

the payload undergoes a rigid motion in the world space

as described by

fo = m_o + rng (18)

and

no = RIoRT&o + wo x RIoRTwo, (19)

where g _ R _ is the gravity vector. In view of (17)-

(19),

WP "-- '_1 &0 -t" _2 WO "4" 'D3,

L.
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where

and

•_t/oRr ' (20)

D2 -
Wo x RIoR T (21)

The reactive forces and moments of the payload
appearing at the i th end-effector are represented as

F_,_a_. Under the assumption of rigid grasping at the
contact point,

(23)-_reacti _ _ F_ )

which causes the joint reaction torques

rF .... ,, = JS(q)F,,aa,

= -JY(q,)F_.

So for each robot it follows that

Hiqi -t- Ciqi -1- Gi = ri -I- rF .... ,number

(24)

G

and

T

(25)

= n- arE,, i = 1,2,...,d, (26)

where, for the ith robot, Hi is the inertia matrix, Ciqi

is the vector of centrifugal and Corolis forces, Gi is the

vector of gravitational forces and ri is the vector of

control torques. Defining

H _ block diag{H1,H2,...Hd} e 1_ dx6a,

C _- block diag{C1,C_,...Ca) E R 6ax6a,

[a_r _... G_]r • R%

[,.(ff...,.T]T e R",

the combined form of (25) is

T = Hii + C(l + G + jTF. (27)

This model can easily be transformed to the task

space. From (14)

¢l=J-lS[_°] "wo (28)

Noting that

,,.'o = T0(¢0_,¢0p,¢0,) [Cop
L_,o,

= To¢o, (29)

where

To(.)=
1

it follows that

[::]

where

0 -sin¢0y cos¢opcos¢o_]0 cos ¢0y cos ¢0v sin Coy J ,0 - sin ¢0v

AXo

and

o]  °x6A = To •

X0 = _'o "

(30)

such that

_l = J-_SAk0 (31)

d

= J-XSAJ(o + _(J-1SA)._'o. (32)

In view of (20)-(22), (26) and (29)-(31), the com-

bined dynamics of the multi-robot system through the

payload may be written as

WJ-TT = (WJ-THJ-_SA+D_A)Xo

+ (WJ-THd(j-_SA)

+ WJ-TCJ-t SA + _,4 + D_A) 20

+ WJ-TG + _Da. (33)

It turns out that the combined model is somewhat "ir-

regular" in that the well-known properties applicable to

general robot dynamics do not necessarily hold. That

is;

1. the generalized inertia matrix wj-THj-_SA +

:D_A is not symmetric, and
2, the property of skew-symmetry is not valid.

Remark 2.1

The fact that the generalized inertia matrix is not

symmetric positive definite makes it difficult to di-

rectly use the Lyapunov method to verify stabil-

ity. The passivity principle also cannot be directly

Notice that det(T0) = -cos¢o_. For small changes in

the payload's orientation (kbo_l < _), the matrix A is

invertible. Now by (27) and (29),
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applied because the property of skew-symmetry

does not hold. In the next section,a simple trans-

formation isappliedto "regularize" the combined
model.

3 ROBUST CONTROL METHODS

3.1 Control Objective

As previously noted, it is generally difficult to know

the payload's characteristics precisely. For this reason,

it is assumed that the mass m and the inertia matrix I0

of the payload are unknown. The desired path is given

in terms of position and orientation as

Lq'oJ'

l¢0J'
and

=
LeoJ

The tracking errorisexpressed as

- X0 - X_

= ¢0 _gJ = _

The motion control problem is stated as:

Design the control torque T such that the actual

path of the payload's mass center (Xo) asymptot-

ically tracks the desired path (Xdo) in the face of

unknown payload parameters.

3.2 Model Transformation

Due to the "irregularity" of the model (32), direct
solution to this problem is complicated. In the follow-
ing, a simple transformation is introduced. By observ-

ing the structure of the combined model (32), it is seen
that if both sides are premultiplied by A T, the trans-

formed generalized inertia matrix is symmetric positive

definite. Moreover, this mutiplication also leads to the

property of skew-symmetry. After the transformation,

(32) becomes

[_t0+_t_120+ [co+ G]Xo+ [_0+ _]= _, (34)

where

.T $ ATwj-TT, (35)

T[o _ ATwJ-THJ-ISA, (36)

7-lp _ ATriA

= T_oRIoRTTo ,

Co = ATwj-TH(J-ISA + J-ISA + J-tS_4)

+ ATwj-TcJ-ISA, (38)

Cp _ AT:D1A + ATD2A

[o° o ]T_owo × RIoRTTo + T2oroRIoRTTo ,

(39)
A

go = ATwJ-TG (40)

and

° [4gp = ATe)a= . (41)

For this model the following properties hold.

Theorem 3.1

The transformed model (33) is regular. That is;

(1) 7/o + 7"/p is symmetric positive definite, and

(2) [_0 + _p] - 2[CO + C_] is skew-symmetric.

Proof:

(1) The first property can be shown easily by using the
factthat

wT --S.

(2) By the definitions of 7"lo,7-lp,Co and Cp, it follows
that

[_0+_.1- 2[G+COl
-- Na+N_+N3+N_+Ns, (42)

where

N_ = ATwJ-T(H--2C)J-XSA,

Na - ATwj-THJ-_SA - ATWJ-THJ-ISA,

Na = ATwj-THj-_SA- ATwj-THj-_SA,

N4 = ATwJ-IHJ-tSA- ATwJ-THJ-ISf_,

and

where

[oN_= 0

Af = d (ToT RIoRTTo )

- 2ToTwo x RIoRTTo - 2TToRIoRTTo

Property 2.1 ensures that the Ni (i = 1,2,3,4) arc

skew-symmetric. Furthermore it can be shown that N_

is also skew-symmetric (see Appendix). Thus the result
follows.
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3.3 Controller Design

Instead of designing control torque T directly, the
transformed input _" is sI_cified first. This approach
allows the use of the regularized model and its proper-
ties, as stated in Theorem 3.1. Section 6 introduces a
method to calculate T from _r

Robust Control I

To develop the first robust strategy, the decomposi-
tion of the transformed model is performed first, so that
the payload parameters are isolated from the dynamics.
To this end, the following matrices are introduced:

Ez: = R

and

E_y = R

E_ Z "-- R

Ey_ -- R

E2z = R

Eyz "- R

1
0

0

0
1

"0
0
0

0
0
0

100"
0 0 0 _ T ,

0 0 0

"0 1 0'
0 0 R T ,

0 0

0 1
0 0 R T,
0 0

0 0
1 0 R T ,

0 0

0 0"
OOR T

0 1

0 R T .

1

Therefore the matrix RIoR T can be written as

R[oR T = R]/01m [Oyy Iov,|R T
t/o,. [o,, lo,,J

I= _ Io#E_y,

due to the symmetry of -To. The transformed model

(33)can now be decomposed as

_- = _oXo+_X0+6o

r ] (43)
+ LZ,'-..E;=, _,_ J'

where

._,j = Io,jTor[E,jTo&

+ (Wox EijTo+ E# _'o)_o]. (44)

Based on this model, a robust path tracking control
scheme is developed.

The control input (./_) is designed as

where _ > 0, A > 0, and K = K T > 0 are design

parameters (affecting stability, speed of response and
disturbance rejection properties) and rh and I0 are com-
puted by

and

Io,,, Iov, io,,J

OT gimr_ 2

= ivTC,ml_ +, (47)
_T _ _

•_-0_ (48)ion. = i¢r¢=.11o__ +,.'

• T*_'_ i°2_V "(49)

_,-o_, (50)/o_. = IOT,I,.,l/o., + v'
T -2

¢$_*vvI6vv (51)
/o. = i¢T,l,.I/o" +,

10,, = - ICr%,.lZo,, + -

?o,. = -i¢_.l_ro, ' + v"

In (44)-(52), rh and lo_yare the upper bounds of rn
and Ioij , respectively,

@,n = Zo_-(A+/3)_i-A_3e, +g (54)

+ [_o× EoT_+ &jTo](ad- ae_)} (._._)

_i = gi+/?_i, i= 1,2, (56)

,I, = [¢r,cr]r (_r)

and v > 0 is a design variable that satisfies

fo' ,(_)d_ < Cg_< oo. (_8)

Robust Control II
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For brevity, let

Zl = 2_ - (_ + _)_ - _,
z_ = *g-%

L = _pZ_+CpZ2+gp.

The control torque is specified by

= 7f0Zl + CoZ2 + G0 - K_ + Uo (59)

and

uo = II+ll0+ v'

where 0 is defined by

(60)

117_llllZ,II+ IIC_llllz:ll+ II_11

-- 7"/. (61)

In (61), the ai represent upper bounds on the model
norms.

The proposed control strategies lead to the following
results.

Theorem 3.2

Consider the multi-robot dynamics (33) in which
the payload parameters m and I0 are unknown

a priori. If the control input _" is designed as in

(44)-(57), the payload then asymptotically tracks

the given position and orientation, i.e., X0 ---* X_
and X0 ---* X0d as t ---_co.

Theorem 3.3

Given the conditions stated in Theorem 3.2, if the

control input .T is specified as in (58) and (59),
then stable path tracking of payload is ensured.

4 STABILITY

Stability can be proven by the following result (see

[25] for more detail). Consider a dynamical system
Z(_,_) with _ • R n being the system state. Defining

the generalized energy function of the system as

E(_) = _T K_, (62)

where K • R _x_ is a symmetric positive definite ma-

trix, leads to the following result.

Theorem 4.1

Let JA be the integration of the generalized en-

ergy function E(_) over the time interval [0,t],

i.e., JA = fo E(_)dr. Suppose _ is uniformly con-

tinuous. If JA _< Co_ < oo for all t • [0, co), then
the system is asymptotically stable, i.e., _ ---. 0 as
_ ---*c¢.

This result can be shown by using Barbalat's Lemma

[20] (see [25] for details).

The interpretation of the above theorem is that the

system must be stable if the accumulation of the sys-

tem's energy over a time interval of infinite length is
finite. One advantage to this approach is that it is

fairly easy to choose a suitable energy function. (An-

other advantage is discussed later.) In the following,
this result is used to prove the tracking stability of the

proposed strategies.

Proof of Theorem 3.2:

Note that if the control input in (33) is designed as

in (44), the closed-loop system dynamics is given t)y

K+ = -(_o + _)(_ + A+) - (Co + C_)+

+ [EL= (_ - m)_ ]
E_-_-gI_- _o,,)'_,__ ' .

To simplify notation in the following, let H* = 7"/0 +

7_p and C" = Co + Cp. As can be seen, there exist
several generalized energy functions for this problem.

For example

-- _T Kc_,

-" A_T H*_ (V,)t > O)

g,(+)
gz(_,¢)

or

In the following only E_(ff) is considered. Clearly

JA = E_(O)dr

Z'= OTKOd7"

-- --/tc_ TH'(* + A_)dr- _tcbTc'ffpdv

I'
+ do -- I°ii)_T@iidr"

Noting that H ° is symmetric positive definite, it can
be shown that

,_ oT II°Odr > 0 (V,_ > O)
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Using these relations yields the inequality

££'r+ I_ (]oq - Ioq)¢2r+od_-
i=_ j-i

.tO

+ _ e_'(H" - 2_)+d,-. (63)

where C_1 = +OTH*& [_=0. Due to the property of

skew-symmetry, f_ cT ( [I" -2C*)_dr - O. Employing

this and the bounds on m and I0, (6_ becomes

I'<_ +

+ q - Ioi_)_ _ijdr

Z /:
+ _ i°q_T_lq dr

i--_ j--i

+,__£.,£_,/o',+,°,+,,.++,
Inserting the algorithms (46)-(52) into (63) and con-

ducting a little manipulation yields

0' I¢[+.,I,_- ar

££fo' I¢r'qli°qv dr+. . . l":+I+',.+Iio,.,++ v
I.-._,_ ,$ _I

Z' ££I'<_ C_ + vdr + vdr.
i=_ j=i

Since v satisfies (57),

sa < 6o2,+ 7cg_ < o_,

which implies that • fi L_. Furthermore, by making

use of the same argument as in Song .and Middleton
[26], it can be shown that q_ _ Leo and @ E Loo. ttence

is uniformly continuous. By Theorem 4.1, • --+ 0 as

t ---*oo. Since _ = _+A¢, the result stated in Theorem
3.2 is obtained.

Proof of Theorem 3.3

In this case, the control law (58)-(60) yields the

closed-loop dynamics

(Tf0 + 7"/_)(_ + A+) + (Co + C_) c_ = -I(¢b + Ua - L,

where L is defined as before• Following the same pro-

cedure as in the proof of Theorem 3•2, it is seen that

= ¢_TKc_dr

I'<_ C_t + +T[u, - L]dr

_ Cg 1 -b oTUad'r + II+llllLIIdr.

Substituting for U° from (59) and noting that ]]L]I <

(see(60)), yields

J_ < cg_ - Jo' II+II+'? " + ['

' ll+ll,+vdr= c°_t+ 11411++v

Z'<_ Cg_+ vdr.

II_'ll,_d_"

Since v satisfies (57), da is bounded and the result
follows from Theorem 4.1.

Remark 4.1

It is seen that the design variable v plays an im-

portant role in the above control strategies. It is
required in both that v be integrable. As can be

verified,

1
v = _1(1 + t")"e -_''",

where v_ _> 0 and v_ _> O, satisfies such a require-

ment if ra, p and n are chosen properly.

Remark 4.2

It is worth mentioning that, in addition to prov-

ing stability, Ja also provides a relative measure
of the tracking performance in terms of transient

and steady-state errors. This is because • is a

filtered tracking error, and the quantity cT h'¢ is

a weighted version of the squared error Its in-

tegral over [t0,t] represents the accumulation of

the weighted, squared tracking error within the

interval. The smaller this integral, the better the

tracking performance. (See [25] for a thorough

investigation of this point.)

L:
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5 SIMPLIFIED STRATEGY

In strategy II, the quantity _has to be determined.
This is accomplished by estimating az, a2 and as.

Knowing the bounds on m and I0 and the formulations

of_/p,Cp and _p makes itpossibletoobtainthesequan-

tities.To eliminatethistediousprocedure,an alternate

controlstrategyisproposed.

Theorem 5.1

Let the controlinput be definedas

_" = _oZ_ + CoZ2+ go - K_ + Uo, (65)

with ZI and Z2 defined as before and

u° = - I1.1"--? (66)

where

If the &_ are estimated on-line via

I's_(0)+ c_ [I¢))llz_[Idr,

I'a_(o)+ _ 11'_llll2ollllZ_lldr,

Joo t_ = _(0)+ _ I1#11#_',

where &i(0) is the initialvalue of &i and the c_

axe positiveconstants,then stablepath tracking

isachieved.

Proof:

Applying thisstrategyto (33)leadsto the following.

J_ = ¢}TK¢bdr

I'_< cg_+ I1¢11(,_-O)d_

Z'= cg_+ (o,_- _,_)llOllllZ,lldr

I'+ (_ - a_)llOIIII2ollllZ_lldr

I'+ (_3- a_)llelld,. (66)

To show the boundedness of J.a, the following rela-

tion is needed,

Substituting for the &_ in (67) and using the above
relation yields

JA < Co_+ (a_ - a_(0)) II¢llllz_lld_"

]'- V Ii¢llllZ,lldr

/:+ (o,=- d,=(o)) IIOllll._o[lllZ=lldT

]'- g 11011112ollllZ211d_

I'+(_s-s_(0)) lJOlldr

- 7 ll¢lld_"

By completing the square,

JA < co_+ (_ - a_(°))_+ ('_ - '_(°))_
- 2c_ 2c_

+ ('_ - '_(°))= _ c_ < oo.
2c3

The result follows using the same argument as before.

Remark 5.1

The primary advantage of this strategy is that

one does not need to calculate the design param-
eters al, _, and as. Instead, these variables are

updated on-line using simple algorithms.

6 TASK DISTRIBUTION

What is actually needed to guarantee the path track-

ing of the multi-robot/payload system is the vector of

control torques for each robot (the elements of T). For-

tunately, since W is full rank (Property 2.1), there ex-
ists a matrix,

W + --- wT(wwT) -1 _ R 6dx6,

such that the totalcontroltorque T becomes

T = JTF,nd, (69)

where

Fend -- W+A-T._ + F_

A Fp + FI.

In these equations, Fp is the force causing the motion

of the payload (_" is computed by (44), (58) and (59),
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or (64)-(66)) and FIe Null Space(W) represents an
internal force vector. A well known formulation for Fl,

Ft = (E6d -- W'_W)/_ Vp e R 6d, (70)

has been the basis for much work dealing with load dis-

tribution. However, it is noted in [34] that, although

Ft in (69) satisfies WFt = 0, it is an inadequate defi-
nition for internal force from a physical point of view.

A recent work [31] also pointed out that (69) does not

completely define the internal loading.
Furthermore, in practical applications force con-

straints are generally imposed on the manipulating

forces/moments at the grasp points due to the limited

control energy, i.e.,

IFe. .(i)l = ]Fpj(i) +Fib(i)/< lz$(i),
j = 1,...,d, i = 1,...,6, (71)

where ready(i), rpj(i) al'ld rlj(i) are the /th elements
of the jth partitions of Fend, Fp and Ft, respectively,

and _j (i) are given positive numbers. Such constraints
are also necessary to achieve fine manipulation.

So an interesting problem is how to distribute the

task among the robots such that the force constraints

(70) and WFI = 0 are satisfied. The following strategy
provides a solution to this problem.

First let

f21 -_ {the set of robots working on the task}

flu _ {the set of robots needing help}, and

f2s a {the set of robots with spare capacity.}

Assume f2t = f22 _ [2_a and [22 # {8} and [23 _ {_}.

This implies that each robot either needs help or has

spare capacity, at least one robot needs help and at
least one robot can provide help. It is further assumed
that the number of the robots with spare capacity is r

and those robots are able to provide the required forces.

The strategy basically consists of two steps. Step 1
checks which robots need help and step 2 arranges the

help. The first step uses Fpi(i ) as a criterion. That is,

• STEP la: /£ [Fei(i)[ _> p_.(i), then j • a_.

• STEP lb: The FIj are adjusted so as to guarantee
the force constraint_ (70). This is achieved by choosing

Fi, as

(i) . (-)

f/_j (i) - Fp i (i),
= /.-PJ(i)- Fp(i),

if Fp,(i) > Uj(1);
if Fp,(i) < -#j (i).

(72)

The second step is motivated by the following ob-
servations. First it is noted that in order to make the

payload asymptotically track the desired path, the to-

tal control force .T must be equivalently generated by

the total joint torque. Thus T should satisfy,

ATwj-TT = ATWFend = jr. (73)

With FI_ specified as in (71), the condition (72) may
not be satisfied. Furthermore, (71) may also cause the

null space property of Fz to be violated. Hence we need
to seek help from the other robots. Clearly such help

should completely compensate the load that the robot

j (j • [22) cannot supply. This is ensured if the payload

lies within the loading capacity of the robots (other-

wise, more robots should be assigned to the task). Once

Ft, (j • fl_) is specified according to (71), Ft_ (k • f2a)
must be chosen such that the null space condition holds.

This is ensured if F_, is determined by

(74)
k=kt all j_fl_

where F_, is given by (71).
In helping robot j (j • D2), there is no constraint

on how much effort each robot in f_a should provide.

Hence one generally has infinite choices for F_, as long
as the resultant FI lies in the null space of W. But

what we are interested in is an "optimal" choice for the

F_. This brings us to step 2.

• STEP 2: Determine the F_, (i), i = l, ..., 6, k _ _,
such that, under the constraints (70) and (73), the cost

function,

1 t, _ 1 T
J,(F,,) = _ Z ZP*(i)F]* (i) = "_X PX, (75)

kmkt i=l

is m/nimized. In this equation, p_(i) > 0 is a weighting

parameter, X = [F_, F_ ...F_.] T e R _" and P =

diag[p_(i)] • R _'_r is a symmetric, positive-definite
matrix.

By denoting

r=- E r;, en
all jEfl_

the constraints (73) can be rewritten as

Qx = r, (76)

where Q = [W_, Wt,... Wt.] • R 6×st. Therefore,

the optimal task distribution problem under force con-
straints becomes

minimize: J_(x) -- _xT px

subject to: QX = F.
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The Lagrangian multiplier method is used to solve

this problem. Using vi, i = 1,...,6 as the Lagrange
multipliers, the Lagrangia 0 func_tion is

s

L(X,V) - Jc(x) + Eyit(Qx)i - r,]
i=l

= lxVpx + vT[Qx - r].

The necessary conditions for the optimal solution can
be found from

0L(x,v) 0 [½xTPx] O[vTQx]
-- +

OX OX OX

= Px+QTv=O

and

Thus

V*

and

X*

OL(x,v)
Ov = Qx - r = o.

= _ [Qp-tQr]-, r (77)

= p-tQT [Qp-XQT] -1 F. (78)

Correspondingly the minimium cost function is

g,o,,,_, = L(x',v*) = 2 rr [QP-'QT]-*r. (79)

Notice that the inverse of the matrix [Qp-tQT] should

exist in order to obtain (76), (77) and (78). Since this is

an important issue concerning the existence of the opti-
mal solution, a rigorous proof of the invertibility of the

matrix Qp-,QT is worth investigating. For simplicity,

let P - E6r, a unit matrix. In view of the definition of

Q, it is seen that

+.. (80)

Since

where

then

0]BI: Es '

Bi = (R_)x,

B_, E3+Bk, B_ "

Therefore

QQT = _, '- ]kr

The Schur formula,

[A BD] =det(A)det(D_CA-iB)det C

gives

where

det(QQ r) = rdet[rEs + A],

A = E B,B_- _1 B, B .
i=kl r Li=k, Li=kt

With a little manipulation, it can be shown that

_r

= B,BT
/=kl

k,-t k_

+ (B,B;r+
i=ki j=i+l

This relation reduces A to

A __

_r

(r-,) B,B;
r

i=ka

7"
i=k, j=i+l

Also noting that

k,. kr-t Er

(r-1) EOiBy= E E (BiBr + B_B T)
i=kz i=kt j=i+l

Vr > 1, it can be shown that

kr-i kr

A=Iz Z (B,-B_)(B,-B_) T,
r i=k,j=i+l

which shows that A is at least positive semi-definite

Therefore rEa+A is positive definite and QQT is invert-

ible. The same conclusion can be drawn for a genera]

diagonal P with more effort. Based on this discussion,

following results can be claimed.

Theorem 6.1

If T is generated by

T = JTW+A-T._ + jTFI, (81)

where _" is from (44), (58) and (59), or (64)-(66),

F h (j 6 _2) is specified by (71) and Ft_ (k 6 f2a)
is computed by (77), then;
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(i)asymptoticallystablepath trackingisensured,

(2) internalforcesare non-zero at the contact

points, . -

(3)forceconstraintsaxe guaranteed and

(4)optimal sharingof the task isachieved.

Result 1 istruebecause such a T leadstothe equiv-

alentcontrolforce_. Results 2,3 and 4 hold because

the choiceforFt satisfies(71),(73)and (77).The prop-

erty of non-zero internalforceisof particularinterest

in many advanced applicationswhere no slippageand

effectivemanipulation are required.Itisseen that with

this strategy, whenever IFp_[ > pj(i), help from other
robots is provided. Thus the given task is shared in a

colleague-like manner in the sense that robots help each

other when necessary. Furthermore, with Ft, (k E Cts)

determined by (77), the task is shared among the robots

in _s optimally in that the co6t function (74) is mini-
mized.

7 DESIGN EXAMPLE

The case of three robots (each with three joints)

transferinga point-mass payload is used to demon-

stratedthe applicationofthe strategy.Note that no ro-
tationsare involvedinthiscase.Assume that the force

constraintsat the grasp point for robot i (i- I,2,3)

in the z, y and z directions are given in Newtons as

and

IF.._,(z)l < 120,

IF,.d,(Y)[ <_ 150

{F_.d,(Z)[ <_ 150.

Since the payload is a point-mass with no rotation, A =

E3 and W = lEa E3 Ea]. Hence

E3 , Fp'-gW+ = "3 Es

where .F" G /_ is computed by (44), (58) and (59), or
(64)-(66).

Suppose that at time tl,

and

IFP,(x)(tx)l >__ 120,

IFp,(y)(h)l >_ 15o

IFP,(_)(q)l > lS0.

Then robot 1 needs help and the F_, (z/y/z) are spec-
ified as

F* { 120 - ½_'(z) if _.F'(x) > 120;,,(z) = -120- _.F'(z) if _Y'(z) __ -120,

150- ½9r(y) if½_'(y)> 1510JF;(y)= -150- if - 0

and

F* { 150- slY(z) if =I.F'(z) > 150A0,,(z) = -150- ½.F'(z) if _.F'(z)< - .

To optimally help robot I, choose P = ¼Es. By (77)

the task can be optimally shared if

1 . 1 ,
F;,=-_F_, and F[_=-_F;,,

and the minmium cost function is

1 F. TF.

It can be verified that;

(1) the force constraints are satisfied,

(2) the null space property holds,

WFI = FI,+FI_+FI,

1 F° 1F*

= 0

and

(3) the equivalent control force _ is guaranteed since

[Fp, + F/,
ATW(Fp + Fi) = ET[EsEaE3] [ re_ + Ft_

L FP_ + FI_

"- (Fp, + Fp_ + F&)

+(F_, + Fz_ + F_)

-- ,_'.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The path trackingcontrolproblem of a multi-robot

system handling an unknown rigidpayload isstudied.

Based on the combined dynamic model which reflects

payload effects,three robust path tracking controlal-

gorithms are constructed. The payload can be of any

shape as long as itscenter-of-massisknown. As can

be seen, the strategiesdo not requirewrist forcesen-

sors, but the quantity {(xo,¢o), (k0, ¢0)} is required.

Also the matrix Si, which depends on the location and

orientation of the ith end-effector, is needed. A vision

system would be appropriate to obtain this informa-
tion.

Notice that in this work the manipulation force and

moment constraints are explicitly considered. In some

applications, it is desirable to limit the stress in the
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objectwhilemanipulatingit.Thisimposesaconstraint
on theinternalforcesoftheform,

(82)

where A#(i)describestheregioninwhich the ithele-
ment oftheinternalforceatcontactpointj shouldlie.

Thisregionisspecifiedas

Aj(i)= [r/_'(i),_}_(i)]

where _-(i)and _+(/)aregivenconstants.
A similarstrategycan be developedto satisfythis

requirement.Itisnaturalto ask ifone can choosea

valueforFij(i)(je f/2)suchthatboth (70)and (81)
aresatisfied.The answerto thisquestionispositiveif

theconstraintsimposedin(70)and (81)do notleadto

conflictingchoicesforFI,(i).Otherwise,theansweris
negative.

Indevelopingthecontrolstrategy,itisassumed that

eachrobotfirmlygraspsthe payloadthroughthecon-

tactpoint. For some advanced applications,flexible

graspingmay be required.Hence extensionofthe re-
sultstothe softgraspcasewould be an interestingfu-

tureresearchtopic.Another issueworth investigating

istheeffectsofload-transitionsduring"pick-up"and

"drop-off"phases.

APPENDIX

Skew Symmetry of N5

Itissufficienttoshow thatA/"isskew-symmetric.In
factsince

_ox R=/_,

it follows that

d
Ar = -_(ToTRIoRTTo)- 2ToTwox RIo RT To

- Tn on
= (_'TRIoRrTo - ToRIoRr_'o)

+ (TToroRIoFlrTo- TToRIoRTTo).

It can be verified that

.,V +.,C r = O,

which impliestheskew-symmetryofNs.
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Robust Motion-Tracking Control of Robotic Arms Based on the

Generalized Energy Accumulation Principle

Y. D. Song J.N. Anderson. A. Homaifar H.Y. Lai

NASA Center for Aerospace Research

North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC 27411

, 1. Objective

Consider a rigid-link robot with the dynamic model:+

_= H(q;p)4_+C(q,hip)+'+V(q;p) + A(t)

where A;(.) denotes a bounded external disturbance (def-

initions of other terms and variables can be found in the

literature). The objective addressed herein is to find a
control strategy that exhibits the following features: (1)

simple to implement, (2) easy to code for program and

(3) robust to po_ible time-varying uncertainties
2. Results

Define tracking error _ as e = q - q*, where q* denotes

the desired trajectory. Also let W = t+De, y, = q* -De,

and Zo - _* - D_ - k_-tW, where D = D T > 0 and _(t)

is one of the rate functions which is introduced to adjust

rate-of-convergence (ROC) (see [4]).

Definition 1

Let v(t) be defined on [to, or). v(t) Js in the class rl ff

v(t) is nonnegative constant or in VH if v(t) is bounded,
positive, and decreasing for all t E [to, oo).

The robust control law is given by

* Center for Manufacturing Research
Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN 38505

: = v(t) in Us, and different choices leads to different tracking

r- Ho(q';p')xs+Co(q',#';p*)yo+G'.Cq';p*)-KW+U_,
(_)

where K = K T > 0, and Ho(.), C°(.), and Gs(.) are

simplified versions of H, C, and G, respectively. Ua is an
auxiliary control defined by

Wr/2

U,, = llWll, 7+ ,,(t)' (2)

where v(t) E VI or YH and r! is a nonnegative scalar
nonlinear function defined as

+ llCo- Cllll_,,ll+ fIG.- G- ._II

__ o+oll_,,,ll+ o+,ll41111y°ll+ o+=-_+.

IIH.- +llll=°ll

In this equation, a_ are constants representing bounds on

the modelling errors. There are many possible choices for

properties. The v(t) defined by

1
v(t) = _vi(1 + t")Pe -_'" (3)

are in VI or VII if m, n, and p are chosen l_roperly (vt

and v2 are appropriate positive constants). Specifically,

if p = -1, m,n "" O, one gets v(t) = vie -_2 _ Po,
W a

which gives, Ua = -_. This is called saturation

(or boundary layer) controller [1] and has been widely
used to achieve bounded stability. Another specific choice

for v(t) (p = -1, rn = O, n = i)is v(t) = v,e -_'',

which gives the strategy proposed by Dawson, eta|. I2l,

- . w_2 An extreme case, n ---, _x_, m _ c_Ua = ilWlln++,,-,+,.
and p = -1, gives v(t) = 0, which corresponds to

the variable structure control [3], U, = -_-Tfr?. As is

shown Inter, v(t) = 0 gives the fastest convergence, while

v(t) = P0 gives the slowest. However, due to physical
limitations, "too fast" could lead to chattering. Hence,

the choice of v(t) depends on the requirements for ROC,
transient response, and steady state performance.

Tracking stability results based on the so-called gener-
alized energy accumulation principle [4] are given next.

Theorem 1: Given (1) and (2), if v(t) and _:(t) are chosen
such that

C_ Vt [to, (4)

then stable path tracking is ensured and the rate-of-

convergence is at least _-_(t).

Proof (outline): The closed-loop model is governed by

H(q;p)(W+ _-_W) + C(q,q;p)W = -KW
+ &H(q;p)z+ + 5C(q,i;p)y° +_G(q,t;p) + U,.

where _H(.) = H, - H, 6C(.) = C, - C, _g(.) = G, - G-

N'. Introducing the transformation • = _W gives

H(q;p)_ + C(q,q;p)q/ = -K_l + SH(q;p)x._

+ 6C(q,/l;p)y°tc+_f6(q,t;p)_:+ U.t¢+
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According to the criteriain [4],boundedness of the accu-

mulated generalized energy, ftJ, _TKk_dr, proves track-
ing stability.In fact, " "

j¢ = _TK_dr

= _ _TH(q;p)_,d,- - _rc(q,O;p)Id_-

f2+ #I T {6H(q;p)zsl¢ + 6O(q,(Ep)y,x + 6(_(q,t;p)t¢}

+ _TUaxdr.

The symmetric positivedefiniteproperty of H(.) and the

_kew-symmetric property of/:/(.)- 2C(.) yields,

where C_ = _WTHWx2]t=to. Inserting (2) into (5),

/,; /,;
J,2= c_+ _(_)_ IIwll_

IIwIl_+ -(_)

< c_ + .(_)_(_)d_.

Wr/2

IIWII_ + v(r)

dT

dT"

(6)

Condition (4) implies jc is bounded. The result follows

[41.

Theorem. 2: Given (1) and (2), if v(t) and to(t) are chosen
such that

t -. oo -- 0 ,/to
vt e [to,oo),

then stable path tracking is also ensured.

Proof: The proof follows the approach used in [4].
Corollary Ift:(t) and v(t) are chosen such that

_=(t).(t) < ¢,_< oo, (7)

then stable path tracking is ensured.

Proof: Under the condition of the Corollary, it is

seen that f_oV(r)x_(r)dr _< C_(t- to). Therefore,

lira sup,_oo _ - limsup,._.oo _t-t° + C_l"
Several observations are made. First HI, G_ and G_

are not based on q, q and p, but on the desired path

{q*, q°} and parameters p* which can be precomputed off-

line. Second, one does not need to re-organize the robotic

dynamics (so as to isolate unknown parameters) before

calculating the control torque. Also a simple way to get

H,(.), C,(.), and C,(.) is to set, H, = 0, C, = 0, and
G, = 0, the control torque reduces to r = -KW + U,.

This gives the same structure as in [2]. However, since

This work

NAGW-2924.

IlUoll_<,_,n. = 0,c. = 0, and G. = 0 leads to a larger
Uo which could require more control energy.

3. Synthesis Examples

Example. I: (Natural Rate-of-Conver_:ence)

Assume that a natural ROC issufficient(x(t) = I).
Then

J" < C_+ v(_')dr,

Suppose that v(t) is chosen such that jc < Cv2 +

f:o v(r)dr __ J*, where J* is a design specification.

If v(t) = vze -v_t, with v_ > 0, v_ > 0, then Ja _<

C2v + _e -v_t°. In order to meet the specification, vx and

v2 are determined such that C,.2, v_x_-_t_ < j.. Suppose

to = 0 and the initial condition is such that Cv_ = 10. It
the performance specification is J* = 12, then _ < 2. So

I) 2 --

by choosing v_ > 0 and 0 < vx < 2v2, J_ < J*.

Example 2: (Variable Structure Control)

For any x(t), J¢ is ensured to be less than or equal to
C_ (see (6)) by choosing v(t) = 0. This implies that the

ROC can be arbitrarily fast and the accumulated tracking

error is smaller than any other choice of v. So one might

conclude that variable structure control gives the best

control performance and the greatest ROC. However, it is
its fast speed that causes chattering. So from a practical

point of view, one should not require too large a ROC

over the entire period of operation. A piecewise ROC

may be useful. This can be achieved by methods similar

to those given in [4].
4. Comment

Clearly v plays an interesting role in these robust con-

trol strategies. First, v is related to the overall tracking

performance in that the bound on jc depends on the

choice of v. Second, v specifies the boundary layer in

the strategies. Since v is time varying, the boundary

layer is also varying. This property can be used to retain

the merits of the VSC strategy and avoid the problem of

chattering.
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Abstract

Based on the $enera//zed energy accumulation princ/-
pie, criteria for system stability and performance analysis

are established in the first part of this work [8]. These

criteria are o[ immediate use in many systems. The main

purpose in this part of the work is to apply these criteria

to robotic systems. Both adaptive and robust control are

investigated.

1. Introduction

The concept of stability concerning a dynamic sys-
tem is always important to system engineers. Motivated

by the generalised energy accumulation principle, cer-

tain criteria for testing system stability are proposed in

[8]. As s continuation to that work, this paper demon-

strates the applications of the established criteria to a

practical system -- robotic system. Specifically, the path

tracking control problem of robotic systems is consid-
ered. By introducing the concept of rate transforma-

tion, new adaptive and robust control strategies are de-

veloped which achieve stable path tracking sad provide

a priori inforn_stion about how fast the tracking errors

will converge. With these strategies, different rates-of-

convergence (ROCs) can be obtained by simply choos-

ing a different scalar rate function _(t) (to be defined
later). It turns out that the conventional adaptive con-

tml scheme is s special case of the proposed strategies

(i.e., with _(t) -- 1). Global exponential path tracking is

easily achieved by simply setting _(t) -- e >'t, where A > 0.

Moreover, one may obtain other types of path tracking

than asymptotic and exponential tracking by choosing a

proper _.

2. Review of Stability Criteria

For ¢_mvenience sad continuity, stability criteria estab-

lished in [8] are automated fu_t.

By introducing a r,_e function x(t) (see §3 for defini-
tion), stability criteria represented by integral inequalities

in [8]can be unifiedas follows,

j" = ,,_(,-)Co[=(,-)]d,- <_C_ < c¢,

where Go(.) is a generalized energy function of the s
tern and CA is • real number. To analyze system stabi]

and performance, one only needs to verify these equalit

(see [8] for more details). It is seen that asymptotic s

bility corresponds to _(t) -- 1, while exponential stabil
corresponds to _(t) -- e_'t.

3. A Useful Lemma [8]

The objective is to derive new adaptive and robust o

trol strategies, which ensure stable path tracking and

low adjustable ROCs. To this end, the concepts of r
function and rate transformation are introduced.

Definition 3.1 R_te Function

A reMfunction oftime, _(t), is a rate function (deno

by _(t) E _q), flit _tisfies the following conditions:

(1) _(t) is positive for a/l t E [to, c_),

(2) x(to)ishounded,

(3) _(t) is increasing, and

(4) k(t) is well-defined for t E it0, oo).

Note that under these conditions, such a _(t) is inverti

and _-l(t) is upper bounded and decreasing. Obvi

examples for such a rate function include _: = 1, _ = 1
I¢=e A',(l+t)e _',(l+t)+e A' (A > 0) etc. (see[8]

other types).

Definition 3.2 Rate Transformation

r_e _ansform•_/on isdefinedas

* = _(_)x, (

where _(t) is • rate function as defined before.

The terminology _•te transformation" is motivate,
the fact that such • trandormatiou affects the rat

¢onver_nce of the system, as is shown in the follows

OFd_I'-i, AL P:'},(3E !_

OF POOR QUALITY
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is stable (bounded or asymptotically stable), _ sy_stei_:" ,_
(3.2) convert, to its equilibrium point _iSb a .certain. _

ROC.

Proof: _.>.,

Noting that X = x-x _ and x-z isdecreufi/& ,

can be easily obtained. § ....... _ ..C%_

Based on this lemma, it k seen that if t_e-t;_t_70_9_

system (3.3) is at least bounded stable, th_a the
one exhibits enhanced stability. Thk rem_

extension of [6] (where a special choice fc_"_

i.e., g = • A*) is used in the solution of the
lem. Note that since X could either be "

state estimation error, regulation error, or

ing error, the ides behind this lemma
in these cases. Investigation of this

the scope of this work, represents an inter_tiing .,..

_nd a contr

ly on the joi

path, {q, q
controlla_

between t_

_pically seen

only requir
imposes t

of particul

ROC

are appli
_ms for robo

with contr

defined as
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where K = K T > 0 is a controller gain matrix, and

26E/_ is the vector of 15arax_ter estimates amdetermined
by the following JJgorithme.

Estimation Algorithm 1 (I-Estimate)

f_ = -_, Wr*,(q,_,_o,=o)_=(r)dr +26,(to),

i = 1,2, ...,s, (4.9)

where a, > 0 is an adaptation gain (design parameter),
26i(to) is the initial parameter estimate, and @, is the i-th

element of the vector @ defined by Equation (4.2).

Estimation Algorithm 2 (PI-Estimate)

= 26,(L0) - ai wT4_i(q,_,y,,z,)_s(y)dT"

- fl_wT_i(q,q, yo,Z°)_(t), i-" 1,2,...,S, (4.10)

where fl, > 0 is one other adaptation gain.
Theorem 4.1

Consider the robot dynamics (4.1) with the controller
(4.8). If the parazrmters are estimated by (4.9) or (4.10),

then stable path tracking control is ensured. The rate-of-

convergen<.p is spec/£ed by _-l(t), w/rich can be chosen

by the designer.

Proof: Combining (4.1) and (4.8) yields the cloud-loop
system dynamics,

H(q;p)(Ik¢ " + kK-2W)+C(q,q;p)W = -KW

+ _(_,-p,)@,(q,q, yo,Z°) (4.11)
/--I

where Property 4.1 was used. Introducing the rate trans-

formation, qf = _:W, (4.11) becomes

°

H(q;p)_+C(q, _; p)@ = E(26,-p,)@i(q, (I, Y°, Zo),:-K_.
i---I

According to the criteriain [8],itisonly necessary to

show the boundednem of the accumulated generalized

energy j¢ _ f,_@TK_dr" Using the above equation,
Property 4.1 an_[integrationby part4,yielda

je = -ft_ ,2"H(q;p),dr_ 1_ ,T C(q, _1;p) q_dr

+ _ - v,)W'r_,.=(_)dr
,ffil

__ C_ + _ /_(_ - Pt)wT'i.'(I")dT

where _ - _WTHWg_[_=,.. Inserting (4.9) and apply-

ing the following _ehttion

ft2£ 1_2 ]'#(,)dre(_)d_ = _ #(_)d_ , (4.12)

O_k3}NAL P_C_ IS
OF" POOR Q"_L'

3"

_ai [ _/(to)-pi] _3,<_c;- z, -
,----1 Oil

_-, [_ - 26,(z0)]_
+ L..,

/=I 2o_i

_< c'._+
i

i

d=l 2Oq < oo'

where I_ = f_ewT@i_c_(r)dr" The boundedness of

implies that • is at least L2. Note that W = _¢-_q_,

result follows. (The result for Estimation Algori_hn

can be shown in the same way.)

4.2 Tllustrative Examples

To make the foregoing concepts clear, three exam_
are presented in thissection.

Asymptotic Convergence

Suppose the controltorque isof the sa_e structure

in (4.8).If_ = l, then e, yo, W are defined as bef,

and

=° = _" - Di.

F_timation Algorithm 1 becomes

26_-- -ai Wr@,(q,q,y°,=,)dr + _i(to),i - 1,2,._

Considering the proof of Theorem 4.1, convergence

this cue is asymptotic.

Y_mmtd
Choosing _(t) as _(t) = 1 + t gives

1

=. = q" - D_- ]_-Tw,

and

W=i+De= _.
l+t

Estimation Algorithm 2 isnow

= --oti wT@i(q,(l, lt.,z.)(1 + r)2dr

- /_,w%,(_,4,_o,=.)(1 + t)_+26,(to),

i = 1,2,...,s. In this case, convergence is stronger !
asymptotic due to the choice of _¢.

Exponential Convergence

Let g(t) be the exponential function _(t) = e _ . In
cltle

z, =q" -Di-AW

W = i + De = @e-_L
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The parameter estimation algorithm is

£
- _14fr4t_(q,_,ffo,Zo)e 2xt +_(t0),i = 1,2,...,z.

This corresponds to the exponential tracking.

It is obeerved from the above examples that for differ-
ent _, different ROCs for the filtered tracking errom

are achieved. It is interesting to note that g(t) - 1 cor-
responds to the conventional adaptive control [1-2][4-5].
Note that in this case, W = • and the ROC of W is
not adjustable. As for the exponential tracking, one only
needs to choose g(t) = ext, where A > 0. Also it is possi-
ble to change the ROC over different time intervals. This
can be done by the technique shown in [8].

4.3 Robust Tracking with Adjustable ROC

Robust control of robotic systems has been extensively

investigated recently [1]. Most of the strategies are based
on upper bounds of the uncertain model. Obtaining such
bounds, however, is not trivial because H, C, and G ate
complicated matrices depending on q, _ and p. Improper
determination of such bounds may lead to instal)ility. A
strategy baaed on the ma=gnum absolute value of each
element of H, C, and G is suggested u follows.

Let H,(.i, 6',(.) and G°(.) represent simplified vemiorm
of H(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. Ahto let p" repx_ent
the nominal system parameters and q* and _" represent
the desired trajectory.

For the following development, let

6U = [Sh_j] = H(q;p)- H°(q';p'),

6c = [6_,A = c(q,_;p) - c,(¢,¢;p'),
6G= [hgd = c(q;p) - G,((;p').

The robust control torque is given by

r = H,(q*;p')z°+C,(q',(l';p')y,+G°(q';p*)-KW+U,,
(4.14a)

where K = K T > 0 and U. is an auxiliary control defined
by

el II

.. = EE.#.(,,i)-.
i-I j=l

+ + s?u(0, (4.14+)
i=1 j--_l t----I

In equation (4.14b), U(i,j) ate '0- 1' matrices [9] and
4, "_ tad .f ire Ktlam tobe deemed later. The tt_-
ing atahility of the syatem k now addreled by the fob
lowing result.
Theorem 4.2

Let the eontro/strategy be _ by (4.14). If

"'_: IW,z.,l_j + ,'(=)'

OF POOR QUAL!TT

,c=

17 _

where h_j = m_cl,_h_sl,
and _ and v _tL_d'¥

WiZoj6_

lW,v°,I% + _'(_)

W,e_
IW,l_,+ _'(0'

a_s = maxlaq_ l, _* = maxla9,

/i _t, dr < C,0 < oo

or

Chen s_ab_e path tracking is a_hieved.

Proof (outline):
Note that with the control (4.14a),

model becomes

(4.1_

the closed-lo_

H(e;p)(W + ,_,_-*W)+ C(e,q;p)W = -KW
+ aH(e;p)z. + aC(q,i;p)v°+ aG(q;p)+ U,..

Introducing the transformation • = _W a_ndusing U=

(4.14b) gives

H(q;p)_ + C(q,q;p)_l=-K_
el

+ +
i=1 ./=l

el el

+ +
i=l i=1
fl

+ +
ill

Considering the performance index je = f_o _r h'_dr
is not difficult to show that

J_ = _T K_dr

el el "' IW,_,,l_,
< :""- Iw,z,,IL_ + ,,

i=1 j=l

+

t /[ IW_['+_ _'vdr+

:.+EEL"'""
i=l Sml

+ t _/' .'t_dl" -I- _/' g2 vd_"
ial _=1 • t==l •

With the choice= for x and u m in (4.15) or (4.16), eil
the index hs bounded or its time average is bounded
the result follows.
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This strategy is euy to apply since the upper bound

for e_h element, 16_1_.., 16_l.., _d 16gal..., can
be emily obtained by using the facts that [sin(.)[ < I and
Ico*(.)l< 1.

Note that there are many po_ible choice, for v (,ee

the table below, where #0 _ 0, vt > 0 and v2 _> 0). The

impact of v (and _) on system performance is d_ussed
later.

- _ Table 4.1 Pgasible _hoices for v

1+t

V I e -U=t

l+t

IJ e -w31

t_I £--*s=¢=

l+t

u2 '

The strategy presented herein exhibits the following
features. The structure is simple and most of the re-

quired computst/onz can be performed prior to real-time

operation..A_ for the computation of H,, C, and G,,

one may choo_ them to be ¢on*tant matrie._/vector (or

diagonal matrices for H, and C,), or simply zero. Addi-
tionally, time varying uncertainties can be easily handled

by the strategy. Again since the rate function i, utilized,

the ROC is adjustable.

4.4 Tracking Performance Analysis

In addition to the tracking stability, it is important to

explore the tracking performance that the strategies can
achieve. The criteria for testing stability can also serve

this purpose. The following is a brief discussion of this

issue. Only adaptive control is considered. Referring to
the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is found that the performance

index for both the Estimation Algorithms 1 and 2 can be
computed as

3"(I, II) = rio + rh +

where

= wr_(v0-); p)w,,=(,-)l,=..

,h = (#, - w)Wr'_,,P(r),_r
i--I

r_ = -W'rH(_(r);p)W,d0-)l,...

It is seen that only _h chan_w for the different intimation

algorithms. When _/is estimated by the I-Estimate (4.9),

,h = - (_ - m)Wre,_:dr

}== - Y_ 3 + L_- $(_olY, = ,_,0r).

For the Pl-E_timate, since ID_is updated by (4.10),

Thus

•--- w

°_

$

+
i=l

= _x(I!).

t71(11) = rh(I) - _ (wT_)2_2('r)dr <_ rh(/).

Correspondingly it is indicated that

J¢(II) < J¢(I),

which implies that better tracking performance can b,

achieved by using the PI-Estimate. This conclusio_

agrees with the comment made in [3]. Simulation result

presented in Figures 4.1-4.2 also verify this point (see [7

for more details).
At this point, we are also able to addre_ the effec

of the initial estimation on tracking performance. Tradi
tionally, it is suggested that the initial estimate may b

chosen arbitrarily (zero in general). This is because th

stability is global and the initial estimate does not affec

tracking stability. However, as clearly shown in (4.13'
the initial estimate affects the overall tracking perfo_
mance in the sense that a "better" initial estimate result

in a tighter bound J¢. Simply choosing _, = 0, as su_

gested typically in the literature, is among the *'worst

choices. Choosing the nominal value of p_ as the initi_

estimate results in a smaller je, implying better perfo
manes. This is also confirmed by simulation results (s,

[7]). These points, however, are not directly evident frov

the Lyapunov stability method.

Finally, the impact of v, n(t), K, and D on syste,

performance is discussed. It is noted that K and D a_

required to be symmetric positive definite. Their choio
are related to the desired robustness, speed of respons

and disturbance rejection properties. The roles of _ ar

u are related to the rate of convergence. Note that sin,

the control torque r is defined as in (4.8), if _ and v

chosen such that e and i rapidly tend to zero, then ti

control torque also rapidly tends to the desired value,
However, if they are chosen so that the convergence

rate is too fast, the control torques in the transition sta

may exceed the admissible values. Hence some trade-o!
between RDC and control energy have to be made

practice.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper has demonstrated the application of the c

teria established in [8] to robotic systems. Performau
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analysis based on theme criteria was also given. Addi-

tional applications of these+ r_ults can be found in [7].
Note that the criteria and their applications are based on

continuous systems. Given that dmcrete time systems are

extensively encountered in practice, extensions of these

results to discrete-time systems represent an important

research effort. Due to the limited space, results con-

cerning this aspect are omitted. Interested readers are

referred to [7] for detaik.
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Abstract

The boundary layer on the wall of Naval Surface
Warfare Center (NSWC) Hypervelocity Tunnel 9 has been
investigated with pitot pressure and total temperature
measurements. Experimental results are presented for
standard and supercooled Mach 14 runs. To the authors'
knowledge this is the first published boundary layer data at
supercooled conditions. The experimental results are
compared to numerical predictions made with a Navier-
Stokes algorithm including vibrational nonequilibrium and
inlermolecular force effects. For standard tunnel conditions,
the numerical solutions agree very well with experimental
data. For the supercooled cases, the numerical code predicts
the total temperature well; however, it overpredicts the pitot
ptes.mm.

Nomenclature

E
M
P
T
U

V

X

Y
3'
8

13

energy per unit volume, J/m 3
Mach number
pressure, Pa
temperature,K
axial velocity, m/see
radial velocity, m/sec
axial coordinate, m
radial coordinate, m
ratio of specific heats
boundary layer thickness, m
displacement thickness, m
density, icg/m3
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Subscripts
c core conditions

• boundary la.yer edge conditions
o supply conditions
rot rotational
s local conditions
t total conditions
tr wanslational
v vitrational

Introduction

The recent interest in the development of high
speed vehicles has been instrumental in the renewed study of
hypersonicaerodynamics. The designof theseproposed
vehicles will probably be accomplished through the use of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). However, the
computational techniques must be verified at conditions as
close as possible to the actual flight regime of the vehicles.
Thus, hypersonic experimental facilities are needed which
can produce quality flow and test flow characteristics
accurately at well defined conditions.

The most common method of producing high Mach
number flow is to rapidly expand a gas at high pressure and
temperature through an axtsymmetric nozzle. The flow
quality achieved by this process is almost exclusively
dependent on nozzle design and construction. In most cases,
the design of a nozzle has been performed by first
calculating the inviscid core and then adding a boundary
layer displacement thickness correction at each station to
obtain the final physical wall coordinate. Since hypersonic
nozzles have relatively thick boundary layers, the main
difficulty in the nozzle design has been the accurate
calculatton of the boundary layer growth and the
displacement thickness. Recent papers [1,2] discuss the
accuracy of classical methods of nozzle design at high Mach
numbers and propose the use of a Navier-Stokes solution
algorithm to design these nozzles. They found that
inviscid/boundary-layer codes were inaccurate above Mach 8.
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The purpose of this investigation was to make
actual measurements of the Pitot pressure distribution and
total temperature distribution thrcmgh the boundary layer on
a hypersonic nozzle. The measurements would be used to
develop a data base that conld_e used to validate numerical
codes for nozzle design and analysis as well as other
applications for the codes. In addition the investigation
developed data at supercooled conditions that has never
before been obtained. This data will help in the
determination of whether supercooling is a viable means of
obtaining higher Math numbers in existing facilities.

Experiment

Test Facility

Experiments were conducted in the Hypervelocity
Wind Tunnel No. 9 at the Naval Surface Warfare Center,

Silver Spring, Maryland. Tunnel 9 (shown schematically in
Figure 1) is a blowdown ['acility which uses nitrogen as the

working fluid. The test section is over twelve feet long and
five feet in diameter. The tunnel operates at Mach numbers
of 8, 10 and 14 by means of interchangeable contoured
nozzles. Maximum Reynolds numbers axe approximately 50

x 106 per foot at Mach 8, 20 x 106 per foot at Mach 10, and
3.8 x 10° per foot at Mach 14 [3].

In Tunnel 9, the gas is pressurized and pre-heated at

levels up to To ffi 19(}0 K and Po = 1400 aim. Two metal
• diaphragms ate ruptured to initiate the flow. After passage

of the transient starting shocks, quasi-steady flow is
established from 250 milliseconds to several seconds

depending on the reservoir conditions selected. The throat-
to-test cell distance is 40 feet (12 meters), giving a

characteristic flow transient time of 6 to 8 seconds. The

diameter of the potential core flow is approximately 3 feet

[3] in the test section, which makes the boundary layer

thickness approximately 12 inches.

Test Apparatus/Instrumentation

A tunnel mounted traversing mechanism [4] was
used to obtain pilot pressure and temperature data in a
continuous manner through the boundary layer. The system
incorporates a hydraulically driven blade with a total travel
of 33 inches. Probes mounted on the end of the blade can
be moved across the tunnel flow from the test cell wall to a

point two to three inches he_ond the tunnel centerline. The
traversing system was acuvated automatically at a pre-
determined time after tunnel start up and traversed the
boundary layer in 600 to 700 milliseconds. The traversing
blade was instrumented with an extension, shown in Figure
2, to survey the boundary layer 15 inches up stream of the
nozzle exit plane. The extension arm was designed to
accommodate a test head (shown in Figure 3) which had
provisions for two pitot pressure tubes and a fine wire
temperaturepn_.

Pressure Measurements

A Pitot probe was mounted on either side of the
temperature probe. A large Pitot probe was fabricated from
0.173 inch I.DJ 0.203 inch O.D. stainless steel tubing. The
small Pitot probe was fabricated from 0.033 inch I.DJ 0.049
inch O.D. stainless steel tubing. The spacing between the
two probe tips was 2.3125 inches and the probes were flat
faced.

The boundary layer pitot pressures were measured
with Kulite XCW-065-5A pressure transducers which were
mounted in the waversing blade head to minimize tubing
lengths and reduce pressure response time. Tubing diameters
and lengths for pressure measurements were selected to
minimize response time and reduce pipe organ oscillation
effects. Procedures for tubing selection are given in [5],
which produced response times generally below 5 msec.
Since response time varies inversely with the pressure,
selection of tubing sizes had to be matched to the local
values of pressure. This was especially critical for the
boundary layer survey, where the pressure varied
significandy from the wall to the freestream. The use of two
probes provided a check of probe response as well as
measurement redundancy over a sizeable region of the
survey.

No corrections are applied to the pitot pressures
measured in the boundary layer. However, the possible
variations attributable to different effects are summarized as
follows. The effects of thermal transpiration errors due to
temperature variations along the tube connecting the orifice
and the transducer are negfigible [6]. Errors in wall pressure
resulting from orifice effects due to heat transfer to the wall
are less than 3% [7]. Beckwith, et. al. [8] have shown that
the Reynolds number based on free stream conditions and
the probe height was a good correlation parameter for the
correction due to viscous and rarefied flow effects. In this
investigation, the Reynolds numbers were so high, that this
effect could be neglected. An estimate of the uncertainty of
the measured pressures Po and Pitot are +_0.5% and+ 0.3%,
respectively [3,9].

Temperature Measurements

A fine-wire, total temperature probe was mounted in

the center of the traversing probe to obtain direct,

independent measurements of total temperature through the

boundary layer. Temperature data can serve as an

independent check on measurements obtained through other

methods. The temperature probe is constructed of two

thermocouples, known as the midpoint or sensing

thermocouple and the support Or reference thermocouple

(Figure 4). The sensing thermocouple is formed by the

junction of two 0.003 inch diameter wires strung between

the probe supports,which are 0.3 inches apart. The reference

thermocouple is composed of two 0.005 inch diameter wires
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and is welded to the end of one support. The thermocouplc
wires are carried back to the probe mount through stainless

tubing, which is electrically insulated with ceramic inserts.
The thermocouple materials are alloys of Tungsten with 5%
Rhenium by weight and Tungsten with 26% Rhenium by
weight. The probe supports are also fabricated from the
same alloys. These materials will withstand temperatures in
excess of 3500 K and furthermore the high tensile strength
of the alloy make it possible for the fine diameter wires to
withstand the dynamic loads encountered in a blow down
tunnel.

The temperature probe was designed to be small
and streamlined to allow its insertion into the flow field
without significantly altering the flow. The sensing
thermocouple of the probe is treated as a simple one-
dimensional rod exposed to a crossflow. Analysis of this is
possible, with the temperatures measured at the two
thermocouple locations providing the boundary conditions
required for the solution of the one-dimensional heat transfer
equation, that leads to the flow field stagnation
temperature.The probeconfiguration minimizesradiationand
conduction losses. Radiation is proportional to wire
diameter and conduction is inversely proportional to wire
length-to-diameter (IJD) ratio. With a small wire diameter
of 0.003 inches and a large L/D of 100, the losses to
radiation and conduction are low. The algorithm used to
calculate total temperature from the probe accounts for
radiation and conduction losses, as well as real gas
effects[10]. The error in the temperature probe is estimated
to be __5%[10].

Data Acquisition

All pressure transducers w_e cafibrated prior to
each tunnel run. As the tunnel was being evacuated from
atmosphericpressuretoapproximately1 mm Hg,transducer
response was recorded at eight calibration points. The
evacuation was temporarily halted when data were recorded
to ensure uniform pressure in the test cell. Two MKS
Baratron type 145 Ixansducers, one with a range of I000
mm Hg and the other with a t'_ge of I0 mm Hg, monitored
the test cell pressure and were used as the reference
standards. Then the method of least-squares was used to
calculate a slope and intercept for each transducer.

The data for the test wete'_ on the DARE VI
(Data Acquisition and Recording Equipment) system. The
DARE VI is a simultanet_-_mlile-and-hoid, single
amplifier -per- channel system with 14 bit resolution. The
output signals from all DARE VI ch_n¢ls were amplified
andfed through six-pole, low-pass Bessel filters wim a
cutoff frequency of 60 Hz. The data'was collected at sample
rates of 250 Hz per channel and 500 I-lz per channel.

Some of the data from the Dare VI recording system
was digitally filtered using a low pass siJtth-order
Butterworth filter. A cutoff frequency of 10 Hz was used for

tunnel supply conditions, test cell pitot pressure and rake
pitot pressures.

Test Procedures

Boundary layer surveys were conducted in two
phases:

Phase I surveys were conducted at Mach 14
standard conditions (Typical supply conditions: Po
= 1344 arm, T Offi 1800 K). These cases were used
as abaselinefor all other runs.

Phase II surveys were conducted at Mach 14 with
wi_ing degrees of supercooling. The Mach 14 case

29.4 K of supercooling has supply conditions:
Po = 32.246 MPa, To = 680.78 K.

Numerical Prediction

A Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamic
algorithm [2,11] which includes the effects of intermolecular
forces and vibrational nonequih'brium, was used to determine
the flow field in Tunnel 9. The set of coupled governing

equations are approximated by finite differences. "These
time-dependent equations are impficifly integrated forwardin

time on a grid of finite volumes until a steady-state solution
is obtained. The numerical method uses a modified form of

Steger-Warming flux vector splitting to accurately simulate
the spatial derivatives appearing in the governing equations.
In order to account for the intermolecular force effects

associated with large densities, an empirical equation of state
developed by Jacobsen, eL al. [12] for nitrogen is used. A
turbulent boundary layer was assumed throughout the nozzle

and was predicted using a Cebeci -Smith algebraic
turbulence model [13]. The solution of the governing

equations yields the variables p, pu, pv, Ev and Etr+rot.
Given these quantities, the translational-rotational

temperature, pressure, vibrational temperature, and speed of
sound ate calculated. The code requires as input: To, Po and
the x,y coordinates for the nozzle contour and the wall
temperature at each contour point.

Results and Discussion

F_ this study, measured pitot pressures and total
temperature_rneasurements through the boundary layer of a
contoured nozzle are presented. Due to the magnitude of the
data, only two representative cases will be presented.

Experimental results will be presented for standard Mach 14
conditions(run 2240), Po= 136.23 MPa, To= 1800.6 K and
a Mach 14 run with 29.4 K of supercooling(run 2237),

Po=32.246 MPa, To= 680.78 K. Predictions from the
Navier-Stokes code are compared with these experimental

data.

V
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As notedinreference[14],thereal-g.aseffectsin
theexpansionofnitrogenthrougha hypersomcnozzleare
confinedtotheinitialregionwheretheMach numberisless
than9. In general,thisregionisbetween thesettling
chamber and one meterdow_u_h ofthenozzlethroat.
Beyond thispoint,theni_gen behaveslikeaprefectgas
('_1.4).Thisallowstheuseoftheprefect-gasrelationsto
reducetunneldatainthisregion.Therefore,thelocalvalues
ofMach numberintheboundarylayerwerecalculatedfrom
theRayleighpilotformulausingtheratioofstaticpressure
topitotpressure,

.2.. 1.3_

Pt [(_'+ 1)M2] _tl +1 _,-1ps = [2yM_-(y - I)]

At present there is some question as to the accuracy of this
method for supercooled data. The method does predict Mach
numbers that agree well with the numerical solutions for
standard cases as will be shown later.

Since the shock lies so close to the probe, it is
almost impossible to accurately measure a stauc pressure
through the boundary layer. Therefore, a constant static
pressure through the boundary layer was assumed. Although
themeasuredwall pressure was different from the boundary
layer edge value, the wall pressure was corrected to be the
edge valueand assumed tobeconstantthroughtheentire
boundary layer.This issimilarto themethod usedby
Backx [15].

The Navier -Stokes algorithm [1 I] was run on a
Cray Y-MP and requited between 3 to 4 hours of CPU time
to obtain a converged solution. The CPU time requirement
was a function of the number of grid points employed. A
total of ninety grid points was used in the radial direction,y.
Grid points in the axial direction, x, varied from 444 to 730
depending on resolution requirements. It was determined
that a very fine grid was required in the subsonic and throat
region in order to capture tic _ centedine Mach number
distribution, In the supersonic region, the grid was
gradually expanded to a much coarser grid. The grid was
body fitted and exponentially :stretched in the radial
direction. This allowed for the clustering of points near the
wall in order to resolve the boundary layer. The minimum
grid spacing in the radial direction was defined as the
distance from the centerline to the nozzle wall divided by
2000.

Figures 5 and 6, show the comparison of tunnel

supply temperature, To, and the probe temperature, Tprobe,
with tunnelrun time. Since there are no chemical reactions
taking place in the flow, TO should be constant in the core
flow and be a good comparison for the accuracy of the
temperature probe. As seen in Figure 5, a standard condition
run, the probe temperature begins to track with To as soon
as the probe exits the boundary. In this case, the probe
measurements are 3% higher than the measured To . For the

29.4 K supercooled run shown in Figure 6, the probe
temperature Iracks with To upon exiting the boundary layer.
In this case the probe temperatures are 3% lower than the
measured TO. These results are in agreement with Hill's
predictions in reference [16].

Figure 7 shows the Mach contours for a standard
Mach '14 run, To=IS00.6 K, Po=136.23 MPa, The
numerical solution obtained a maximum Mach number of

14.3 compared to an experimental Mach number of 14.17.
Figures 8 and 9 give the total temperature and pitot pressure
profiles for the numerical and measured data. Figure 8
shows that the temperature probe measures a constant 1900
K in the core and starts to indicate a steady decrease in
temperature at 0.3 meters from the nozzle wall. At the wall,
the probe indicates an upturn in the temperature. The
numerical solution predicts a total temperature of 1790 K in
the core and a decrease in this core temperature starting at
0.18 meters from the nozzle wall. The numerical solution

underpredicts the total temperature in the core by
approximately 1% and overpredicts the total temperature

through the boundary layer.

Figure 9 showsthat the pitot pressureis a constant
0.087 MPa in the core and transitions smoothly into the
boundary layer. This transitionoccursat 0.32 meters from
the nozzle wall. Tlc numerical solution predicts a total
pressureof 0.092 MPa in the core and a transition into the
boundary layer at 0.24 meters off the wall. The numerical
soludon overpredicts the experimental pressure by 7%. The
numerical pressure decreases at a much steeper rate than the
experimental pressure through the boundary layer. Figure 10
shows the Mach number p_file through the boundary layer.
The numerical solution overpredicts the experimental core
Mach number by 0.9%.

Figure 11 gives the Mach number contours for the
supercooled run, To----680.78 K, Po=32.246 MPa, with 29.7
K of supercooling. The numerical solution gives a
maximum Mach number of 13.02, compared to a Mach
number of 14.76 calculated from the total pressure
measurements. A grid resolution study was conducted for
this case to determine if a finer grid would give a better core
Mach number. A final grid spacing of 0.01 inch was used in
the subsonic and throat region: however, this had no effect
on the exit Math number. Use of the Rayleigh pitot formula

to calculate the experimental Mach number from the total
and static pressures may be in error for this case.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of numerical and
experimental total temperatures. The temperature probe
indicates a constant total temperature of 690 K in the core
and a transition to the boundary layer at 0.22 meters from
the nozzle wall. At the wall, the probe temperature again
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appears to increase as it did in the standard run. The

numerical method predicted a total temperature of 715 K in
the core and a lransifion to the boundary layer at 0.22 meters

off the wail. The computed-total temperature is

approximately 3% higher than the value measured with the

fine-wire probe in the core and continues to overpredict the

temperature through the boundary layer.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the pitot

pressures. The total pressm'_ in the core increases up to the

boundary layer then begins to decrease to the wall forming a

"dog-leg" in the pressure profile. The boundary layer is

thinned somewhat with this surge in pressure. This
phenomena is observed in all the highly supercooled cases.

This effect could be due to the supercooling or it could be
due to running the tunnel too far off design conditions.

This phenomena requires more investigation and additional

pressure data to be obtained at varying degrees of

supercooling to fill the gaps between the existing data

points. The numerical solution predicts a total pressure in

the core of 0.26 MPa compared to a maximum experimental

value of 0.21 MPa. The numerical code predicts a neat

constant pressure through the core, whereas the experimental

data shows the pressure increasing from 0.17 MPa in the

central core to 0.21 MPa at the boundary layer edge.

Through the boundary layer, the numerical solution
underpredicts the measured pitot pressure. Figure 14 gives

the Mach number profiles through the boundary layer.

In general, the total temperature profiles obtained
experimentally look reasonable. When the traverse starts at
the nozzle wall, the fine-wire probe appears to be sensing a
temperature higher than the wall temperature (294 K). Since
the temperature probe can only measure to within 0.25
inches of the wall, the temperature's approach to the wall is
not known. Dam needs to be collected in the region from
the wall to 0.25 inches away from the wall in order to verify
the validity of these data points. However,this upturn in
temperature at the wall is not observed when the probe's
traverse is started in the core flow. One explanation for the
upturn in tempera.me could be due to wall effects heating up
the probe dunng the tunnel startup.

In all the cases presented, the pitot pressures

calculated by the numerical method are higher than values

measured experimentally. Several factors may attribute to

this discrepancy: (!) The turbulence model used in the

numerical method does not predict the boundary layer

thickness well as seen in the comparison of experimental
and numerical boundary layer thickness, Table 1. The

experimental definition of the boundary layer edge was the

point where the core velocity decreased by 1%, or ue=.99u c.

The difference in the displacement thickness, G* (based on

the momentum integral method) has a significant effect on

the core properties. (2) The virial equation of state for

nitrogen used in the numerical method was developed for the

range 63.15 to 1944 K and 0.0125 to 1,034 MPa. The
supercooled conditions are within this range but at the lower
end. At the low temperature and pressures of interest in

supercooling, the inverse powers of the temperature becomes

significant and could cause the overprediction of pressure at

the low temperatures and densities. (3) The test facility is a

blow down tunnel and develops a quasi-steady state flow.

This means that the supply pressure and temperature could

be changing slightly as the boundary lay measurements are

taken. When the Navier-Stokes code is run, an averaged Po

and T o is used. This could explain small variations in the
numerical result but not what is seen in the present pressure
predictions.

In general, the numerical method predicts the total
temperature very close to the experimental values in the core
and parallels the experimental values in the boundary layer.
Again a change in boundary layer thickness could shift the
two profiles to be on top of one another.

Concluding Remarks

This p_per presents experimental pitot pressure and
total temperature measurements through the boundary layer
of a hypersonic nozzle. A non-equilibrium, Navier-Stokes
algorithm is employed to simulate the flow in the nozzle and
the calculated flow properties are compared to the
experimental measurements. The numerical method predicts
the total temperature very well. However, the numerically
predicted p_tot pressures vary significantly from the
experimental results, especially for the supercooled runs.
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Table 1. Comparison of Boundary Thickness and Displacement Thickness

Experimental Numerical

Run Run 8 8" 8 8"
Conditions Number (m) (m) (m) (m)

Supercooled 2237 0.2489 0.0874 0.2398 0.1091

Standard 2240 0.2743 0.0888 0.1768 0.1184
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Fig.7. Machnumbercontoursfornonequilibrium,realgasmodel using Cebeci-Smith algebraic turbulence model for
standard Mach 14 conditions, Run 2240, T o = 1800.6"K, Po = 136.23 mPa. Nozzle diameter has been scaled
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ABSTRACT

In the present study, numerical techniques for the

calculation of radiative heat transfer in axisymmetric

flowfields are developed and applied to the simulation

of hypersonic reactive flows. The present approach re-
moves the need for simplified models such as the One-

Dimensional Slab theory, and can be easily extended

to three-dimensional flow problems. Preliminary re-

sults are presented for the Mach 47 flow past a sphere,

and the predictions obtained from the axisymmetric al-

gorithm are compared with those given by simplified

radiative models. A non-negligible difference is found

in the predicted values of heat flux at the stagnation

point.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the need for accurate predictions

of aerothermodynamic heating loads, and of radiative

heat transfer in particular, has been spurred by interest

in aerospace applications, such as the manned mission

to Mars, and the re-establishment of human presence

on the Moon t. Moreover, the design of thermal protec-

tion systems for the Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Ve-

hicle (AOTV), and for planetary probes such as Pioneer

(for Venus) and Galileo (for :Jupiter), is almost entirely
driven by predictions of radiative heat transfer 2.

There are two major techniques utilized for the

simulation of gasdynamic problems that include radia-

tive heat transfer. Several investigators use an uncou-

pled approach, whereby the thermodynamic state of the
flow is determined from a solver without radiative heat

transfer, followed by a post-processing phase where the

radiative field is evaluated 1'3'4. On the other hand,

the fully coupled approach is advocated by many s's,

because the decoupling can significantly overestimate
both radiative and conductive heat fluxes. Other fac-

tors that can play a significant role in the accuracy

of radiative heat transfer predictions include: the need

for detailed emission and absorption models, the impor-

tance of thermo-chemical non-equilibrium phenomena,

tResearch Assistant, Student Member AIAA

:_Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engineering,
Member AIAA

Copyright (_) 1993 by the American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.

the possibility of ablation, and the presence of three-

dimensional effects away from the stagnation point s .

The numerical simulation of hypersonic flowfields

in therma-chemical non-equilibrium without radiative

transfer has been successfully attempted by Candler

and MacCormack T, and uncoupled calculations have

been presented by Candler and Park s . Moss and
Simmonds _-, and Gupta ctal. 9 have used the vis-

cous shock layer equations to solve axisymmetric reen-

try problems with fully coupled radiative heat trans-

fer. However, the previous analyses employ the One-

Dimensional Slab approximation, which is valid in the

stagnation region only. Hartung 3 compares the 1D Slab

model to a Modified Differential Approach, and shows

that the former is a potential liability if used away

from the stagnation point. Several researchers have

developed fully coupled hypersonic/radiation simula-

tions, but in all cases the 1D Slab approximation is

employedl°,ll.

In a related paper s, the writers have successfully

attempted truly two-dimensional numerical solutions

to the radiative heat transfer equations, fully coupled

with an existing thermo-chemical non-equilibrium flow
solver 12, co-developed by the second author. The ap-

proach is compatible with existing spectrographic in-

formation and/or radiative models, which can be used

as input in order to predict coupled radiative, conduc-

tive and diffusive heat transfers over relatively complex
geometries. Preliminary results obtained for the invis-

cid flow over a cylinder at a freestream Mach number

of M_ = 47 indicated that there is a significant differ-

ence between predictions obtained by means of the 1D

Slab theory and fully two-dimensional radiative heat
transfer calculations. Moreover, the inadequacy and

inaccuracy of uncoupled approaches at that high Math

number was graphically demonstrated.

In the present study, the techniques developed

for two-dimensional flowfields are extended to axisym-

metric problems. The approach chosen has the dis-

tinctive advantage of being readily portable to three-

dimensional problems as well, with a reasonable in-

crease in computational requirements for the radiative

source term at a point. Due to the computational costs

associated with the development and testing of the new

model, two simplifying assumptions are employed: a

grey gas approximation has been used for the absorp-

tivity coefficient, although provisions for multi band

models are included; and thermodynamic equilibrium
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has been assumed. Although it would be necessary to
lift the above simplifications in.order to obtain quanti-

tatively accurate predictions of radiative heat transfer

for geometries of practical interest, it is necessary to

stressat this point that the objectiveof the present

study isto develop the numerical toolsfor the simu-

lationof axisymmetric flowfieldsvia the inclusionof a

trulymulti-dimensionalradiativesourceterm.

In the following,the mathematical and physical

foundations for the study of flows in chemical non-

equilibrium, including radiative heat transfer effects,

will be brieflyoutlined. A discussionof the numeri-

cal techniques employed for the discretizationof the

flow equations and the determination of the source

term due to the presence of a radiationfieldwillfol-

low. A few preliminary results,both viscousand in-

viscid,willbe presented in order to assessthe perfor-

mance of the present algorithm when compared with

one-dimensional approximations.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

_.I. Thermodynamic Model

In the following, a gas mixture composed of N

thermally perfect species is considered. The ther-

mal equation of state will be given by Dalton's Law,

whereby the mixture pressure,p, isthe summation of

partialpressures

At

v= (2.,)
i=i

where pi isthe speciesdensity,Ri isthe speciesgas

constant,and T isthe temperature.

The staterelationshipofthe pressureto the spe-

cificinternalenergy occurs implicitlythrough the tem-

perature. For a given chemical composition and inter-

nal energy,the temperature must be evaluatedfrom the

caloric eguation of state

e --E p ..1cv,(r)dr + hl, , (2.2)
i=l

where p is the mixture density, given as p = __._ pl; c_

isthe speciesspecificheat at constant volume; and hl,

isthe heat of formation at referencetemperature Trel.

_._. Gasdgnamic Equations

The governing integro-differential equations for a

reacting gas in radiative non-equilibrium have been
derived by Simon la with the inclusion of relativistic

effects. However, most hypersonic problems will be

such that relativistic effects can be neglected 14, which

amounts to considering the speed of light to be infinite•

In those cases, radiative pressure and radiant energy

density will be negligible, and the only contribution
from radiative non-equilibrium to the gasdynamic equa-

tions will be the inclusion of the divergence of the radi-

ant heat flux vector in the global energy equation. This

additional term can be written as an integral involving

the specific intensity of radiation I_, and treated as a
sourceterm.

Within this non-relativisticframework, the gov-

erningequationsfora two-dimensionalor axisymmetric

flowwith finite-ratechemistrymay be writteninvector

conservationform, using generalizedcoordinates,as

a q w (2.3)
) + + - T'

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F, G are

the inviscid flux vectors, F_, G_ are the viscous flux

vectors, and W" is the vector of source terms. Equation

(2.3) represents N + 3 conservation equations, with the
firstN corresponding tospeciescontinuity,followedby

momentum conservation,and the totalenergy conser-

vation equation• In the above, J isthe Jacobian of

the coordinatetransformationbetween the orthogonal

Cartesian frame (z, !/) and the generalized curvilinear

frame (I[, _/). It is important to point out that the use

of generalized coordinates allows for the simultaneous
treatment of both two-dimensional and axisymmetric

problems, without the introduction of additional terms

in the latter instance. In the following, axisymmetric
problems will be studied using the z-axis as the sym-

metry axis, and the computations will be performed in

the (z, y) plane.

The vectors Q and W are given by

Q

P2

PN
pu

pv
\ peo j

W

to 1
to2

_JN
0

0

•qn J

, (2.4)

_0°° _0 4xV . qn = II. VI_dDdv , (2.5)

where body forceshave been neglected.In the above,u

isthe mass-averaged velocityvector (whose Cartesian

components are u, v), and e0 isthe totalenergy per

unit mass, eo = e + (u 2 + v_)/2. The source _erms w,.

represent chemical production for a species 12.

The term V. qR is the divergence of the radiant

heat flux vector, which is given by
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where rift is a differential solid angle located in the di-

rection of propagation of the _adiation, /_, and I, =

Iv(t, _, n, R=, I?_, R_, v) is the specifc intensity of ra-

diation, or the radiant energy flux, per unit solid angle

and per unit frequency, across a surface normal to R.

For a given time and position, I, is a function of the
direction cosines, R=, Ru, R,, and of the frequency v.

Consequently, the integration in (2.5) is carried over all

frequencies and all solid angles (or directions of propa-

gation).
Expressions for the inviscid flux vectors F, G, and

the viscous flux vectors _',, G_, and details on the mod-

eling of viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion

phenomena are given by Walters et al. 12.

The mathematical closure to the system of integro-

differential equations (2.3) is provided by the equations

of state, (2.1) and (2.2), and the equation of radia-

tive transfer 14, providing a differential equation for the

space variation of the specific intensity in terms of the

gas properties.

_.3. Radiative Source Term

As previously stated, the presence of a radiation
field manifests itself into the governing fluid dynamic

equations (g'L)i as a source term. Substitution of an
expression for the specific intensity, derived from the
formal solution of the equation of radiative transfer 14,

into the divergence of the radiant heat flux vector, (2.5),

yields

V" qR __4o.apT 4

/5 c¢-- Otv _uBv e

\JO .I0

(2.8)
where cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ap is the

Planck mean absorption coefficient per unit volume,

_v is the absorption coefficient at frequency v, and Bu

is the equilibrium specific intensity (Planck function).
In the above, the notation too symbolizes a boundary

point, whereas point 0 is the point under consideration.
Moreover, to and z are dummy variables of integration,

and the boundary condition I_ = I_(co) at r = too has
been imposed. It is apparent from this form of the ra-
diative source term that its value at any point in the

flowfield at a given time will depend upon the prop-
erties of all the points that are in its "line of sight":

all the points lying in the portion of the ftowfield that

is swept by straight lines (rays) emanating from the

point under consideration, and terminating either at
solid boundaries or in the farfield.

The axisymmetric character of the problems un-

der consideration allows for some simplification of the

integrals in the radiative source term. Specifically, all
the points in a three-dimensional space (z, 1/, z) can be
considered as lying in planes (=, #), where t) is any axis

perpendicular to z. Fig. 1 represents such a point P,

which by virtue of the symmetry has the same ther-

mophysical properties as point M, which lies in the
plane (z, y). Consider a unit vector [, in the direction

opposite to the direction of propagation 1_, emanat-

ing from a point C in the plane (z, l/), and propagat-

ing in a three-dimensional space, as shown in the two-

dimensional projection of the figure. Every point en-
countered on its trip towards a boundary can be traced

back to an equivalent point in the (z, !/) plane, as was

done for point P. This fact allows the determination of

the radiative source term based upon the thermophysi-

cal properties of points in the plane (z, _/) only, as will

be discussed in the following section.

The expression for the divergence of the radi-

ant heat flux vector, (2.6), is relatively complex and
difficult to evaluate numerically. In order to sim-

plify its treatment, the 1D Slab approximation is in-
troduced and almost universally adopted in practical

calculations 15. In summary, the approximation consists

of neglecting two-dimensional (and three-dimensional)

effects in proximity of the stagnation streamline, reduc-

ing the shock-layer region around a blunt body to a slab

whose physical properties vary in one dimension only 14.

Consequently, the integration over direction of propaga-

tion is considerably simplified, and the final expression

for the divergence of the radiant heat flux vector reads

V. qR = 4crapT 4

-2_/"_,., [X,.,(-co)E_,_(-_" _ )+.,",, (+ _)E2( + ';'-7.-oo)] d.
JO

(2.7)

where Ei isthe integro-exponentialfunctionof orderi,

and _" isthe opticalthicknessof the gas

/0' JoE_(z) = to_-2e-"/'_d_, ,7"= _.d-.. (2.8)

In the above, the integration over direction of propaga-

tion fl has been simplified and is taken into account by

the presence of the integro-exponential function. The

radius = originates at one boundary point (-co, e.g.

the freestream) and ends at the other boundary point

(+co, e.g. the body), going through the slab and pass-

ing through the location of the finite volume under con-

sideration (point 0). The direction z is defined by the
local normal to the body. In the derivation of the 1D

Slab approximation, it is assumed that the flow proper-

ties vary only in the direction perpendicular to the slab
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(i.e., from the freestream to the body). It is apparent
that this assumption will be reasonable only in a small

region close to the stagnation streamline, because the

changes in the flowfield in the direction tangential to

the body, in general, are far from being negligible.

In some cases, an even more drastic simplification
is made to the modeling of radiative heat transfer: the

gas is assumed to be emission-dominated 14. This trans-
lates into the simple expression for the divergence of the
radiant heat flux vector

V . qn = 4aapT 4 ' (2.9)

which is a local contribution only, and does not depend

upon directions of propagations and/or lines of sight. A

condition for a gas to be emission-dominated is that its

optical thickness, r/v, be small for the entire frequency

spectrum. This is a reasonable assumption for some

practical problems, but not very accurate in general s.

3. NUMERICAL FORMULATION

8.1. Gasdynamic Equations

The governing partial differential equations for hy-

personic flows out of chemical equilibrium that have

been presented in §2.2 are discretized using the finite-

volume technique Is, whereby their integral form is

solved for the unknown volume averages of conserved

variables in some small, but finite, control volume. The

discretization of the inviscid fluxes is accomplished by

means of flux-split techniques, and a thorough deriva-

tion of the algorithms can be found in Grossman and
Cinnella l_. Central differences in conjunction with the

Thin Layer approximation are used for the viscous
fluxesl 2.

It may be useful to point out that the use of fi-

nite volumes simplifies considerably the treatment of

axisymmetric problems, because no additional or cor-

rective terms are necessary to "transform" the two-

dimensional equations into the axisymmetric form. The
only peculiarity in the axisymmetric case is the fact

that the volumes terminating at the symmetry axis will
have one face of zero area.

The discretized equations are advanced in time us-

ing an Approximate Factorisation scheme. More details
are given in Waiters et al. l_.

3._. Radiative Source Term

The numerical evaluation of the radiative source

terms, (2.6), involves integrations over frequency, solid

angle, and length (direction of propagation). This eval-
uation should be performed at every time step when

time accuracy is of interest. However, for steady-state

problems, the radiative source terms can be lagged for a

few time steps. It might be useful to point out that the

"ultimate" lagging, that is, the evaluation of the source
terms at convergence only, is tantamount to a fully de-

coupled approach. This is the strategy employed by

Candler and Park s , among others, in conjunction with

the one-dimensional approximation.

The integration over the frequency spectrum can

be performed in its simplest form by means of the gray-

gas approximation 14. More realistic approaches include

three-band and eight-band models s, whereby the mean

absorption coefficient is considered constant over a fre-

quency band, and the integration reduces to a summa-
tion over the bands. Presently, preliminary results have

been obtained for the one-band (gray-gas) model only,

although provisions for multiband models are included.

The double integration over the geometric param-

eters (solid angle and length) is accomplished by super-

imposing a "radiation grid" on the discretized domain.
In particular, for every finite volume in the calculation

it is necessary to define the rays that will be considered

for the integration over the angle, and the points along
each ray for the integration over the length, including

the boundary points in the farfield or at some solid wall.

Specifically, given a computational cell and a direction

of propagation, a ray is started from the celt center and

continued until a boundary is reached. ARer locating

the position of the boundary point at the intersection

of the ray with the grid boundary, the points along the
ray are distributed in accordance with the technique

chosen for the line integration. The process is contin-

ued until all directions of propagation are exhausted,

and is repeated for all volumes in the computational
domain.

The integration over the solid angle (direction of

propagation) is performed by partitioning the inter-

val [0, 4x] into equally distributed subintervals, which
translates into the requirement that the rays be evenly

distributed in three-dimensional space. This approach

is tantamonut to using a composite Newton-Cotes

quadrature. Several options have been implemented

for the integration over the length, including composite
trapesoidal and Simpson rules, the use of Richardson's

extrapolation, and the implementation of a composite
Gauss-Legendre formula.

In a previous paper s, the authors have devel-

oped numerical techniques for the simulation of two-
dimensional radiative heat transfer. While the basic al-

gorithm remains unchanghed, three new problems have

to be overcome in order _o extend the previous method-

ology to axisymmetric flowfields. The first one is to
develop a method for defining a uniform distribution of

ray directions in three-dimensional space which would

also lend itself easily to radiation grid refinement. The

second problem is to develop a ray tracing algorithm

which would accept a general 3D ray and map it back

z
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into the computational plane. The third problem is de-

termining the absolute l_ngth_of the ray. These three
topics will now be discussed.

Among all of the three-dimensional geometric fig-

ures which can be used to simulate a sphere, the icosa-

hedron is the one composed of the maximum possible

number of equilaterai triangles is. It features 20 tri-

angles, defined by 12 vertices. Ray directions can be

created by connecting a line starting at the centrold of

the icosahedron and passing through a preserved point

on the surface of one of the triangles. By uniformly

distributing points on the surface of the triangles, the
rays are approximately uniformly distributed in three-

dimensional space. A uniform triangle discretization

scheme 19,2° was employed for the specification of the

points on each of the 20 triangles of the icosaedron.

The points on the surface of a triangle are determined

from a linear parametric representation 21. A discretiza-

tion parameter, K, which varies between 2 and infinity,

is used to control the number of rays (points) in the
discretization scheme. Care must be taken so as not to

define duplicate rays from the edges of neighboring tri-

angles. The previously mentioned need for equilateral

triangles is apparent: if the triangles had an edge which

was shorter (or longer) in length than the other edges,
then the rays defined on that edge would be more (or

less)clustered.Fig. 2 shows the discretizationof one

_rianglefor K = 5. Itmay be noted that the number

ofsmallerequilateraltriangleswhich sharea portionof

one of the verticesisK - 1.

Table 1 shows differentvalues of the discretiza-

tion parameter, K, and the corresponding number of

rays (Ray3D), average angle between rays (Angle), and

maximum deviation (Dee.). There are only 2 values

of K, namely 2 and infinity, that will provide a per-

fectly uniform set of rays in 3D space. However, the

maximum deviation is small and should not adversely

affect the accuracy of the solid angle integration. Also

shown in Table 1 is a reduced number of rays (RayAX),
which is the number utilized for an axisymmetric prob-

lem. Specifically, the rays which are generated by the

discretization scheme can be divided into two groups:
the first one contains all of the rays which lie in the

(z, !1) plane, that is, rays having a zero component in
the z-direction; and the second group contains all re-

maining rays, which have non-_ero components in the

z-direction. The rays in the second group are present in

an even number, because each ray has a mirrored coun-

terpart: for each ray with direction (k_, ]_,/tz), there
exists another ray with direction (R_, Ry, -Rz). For

axisymmetric problems, the path of a ray when mapped

back into the computational plane is the same regard-

less of the sign of the z-component. This translates into

using one ray instead of two in the solid angle integral,

provided its weight is doubled in the quadrature for-

mula. Correspondingly, computer storage is reduced,
and the total number of rays utilized is close to half

the original value, as shown in Table 1.

Unfortunately, the requirements for an axisymmet-
ric calculation are heavier than those of a comparable

two-dimensional problem. For example, the calcula-

tions of Cinnella and Elbert 6 employed 36 rays for a

ray discretization angle of 10 degrees in two dimensions.

An axisymmetric calculation having the same ray dis-
cretization angle will require 193 rays, corresponding

to K = 7, and a full 3D calculation would require 362

rays.

Table 1

K 'Ray3D Angle Dev.! RayAX

12 63.43 0.00 8

42 33.86 2.14 25

92 21.94 1.86 52

162 16.63 2.07 89

252 13.20 1.83 136

362 10.88 1.56 193

492 9.34 1.44 260

642 8.14 1.29 337

812 7.20 1.16 424

1002 6.49 1.08 521

1212 5.88 1.00 628

1442 5.38 0.91 745

The next problem that has to be solved isthe

mapping of 3D rays back to the computational plane.

Fig. 3 shows a symbolic representationof a compu-

tationalgrid, with the radiationgrid for one volume

superimposed on it. The rays are straightlinesin

three dimensions; however, ifthey belong to the sec-

ond group, when mapped back intothe computational

plane they appear curved. Rays from the firstgroup,

includingthose reflectedby the axis of symmetry, re-

main straight.

Pig.4 depictsa canted view ofthe problem, with a

typicalray from the second group shown startingfrom

point C and going out of the (z, !J)plane in space.

Also representedisthe same ray mapped back to the

computational plane.The coordinateofa genericpoint

P along the ray isgiven by

zp ----_xI, -_ zC ,

+ (3.1)
zp =_zL,

where L is the Euclidean distance between points C

and P. The figure shows how point P along the ray

L •
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is mapped back into the originating plane to point M,

given by - -
_M -'Zp,

(3.2)

ZM =0.

At this stage, any point along a general ray in space

is easily mapped back into the originating plane, and

the cell to which it belongs can be found from the two-

dimensional ray tracing algorithm described by Cin-
nella and Elbert _.

The only problem that remains to be solved is the

determination of the length of a generic ray. This piece
of information is vital to allow a precise distribution of

points along the ray, which must terminate at a bound-

ary of the fiowfield grid. The mapping algorithm pre-

viously described, in conjunction with the ray tracing

algorithm, is used to obtain an initial guess for the ray

length and for the cell whose boundary contains the
endpoint. Given a ray direction, small steps are taken

along the ray, the new point is located in a cell and
the cell indices are monitored until one (or both) of the

indices exceeds the grid dimensions. At this stage, a

good guess for the length of the ray and the cell which
contains the boundary point is known. The solution for

the location of the endpoint E and the length of the ray

is now reduced to finding the intersection of a line and

a surface of revolution, as shown in Fig. 5. The surface

generated by rotating the line (1, 2) about the axis of

symmetry z can be described by a scalar parametric

representation as

z(a, b) =0.5[z2(1 + a) + st(1 - a)],
y(a, b) :0.5[y2(1 + a) + yl(1 - a)]cos(a'b),
z(a, b) =0.5[z2(1+ a) + Zl(1 - a)]sin(xb),

(3.3)

subject to

-1 < a < +1, -1 < b < +1. (3.4)

A point on the ray can be described as

+
y(0 + (3.5)

subjectto

0 <_ L <_ _. (3.6)

Equating (3.3)and (3.5),a system of 3 nonlinear

equationsisobtained forthe unknowns a, b,and L. So-

lutionsby means ofNewton's method prove tobe very

efficient,with typicallyonly 4 to 5 iterationsneeded for

convergence.

The last step necessary for the numerical evalua-
tion of the integrals that appear in the radiative source
term is the determination of the thermophysical prop-

erties of every radiative grid point. This can be accom-

plished by imposing that the point under consideration
assumes the properties of its host cell (finite volume).

At this point, it is possible to perform truly axisym-
metric simulations of radiative heat transfer.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Preliminary results have been obtained for the in-
viscid and viscous flow at Much 46.9 over a sphere in air
at an altitude of 57.9 kin. The sphere radius is 5 ft, or

1.524 m, the frecstream temperature is Too = 262.9 K,

the density is poo = 4.26 10 -4 lcg/m a, and the pres-

sure is Poo = 32.2 N/m 2. A surface temperature

Tw = 1500 K is imposed as a boundary condition for
both inviscid and viscous simulations. The gray-gas

model for the absorption coefficent in equilibrium air

given by Wang 22 has been employed.
Results have been obtained for the truly multi-

dimensional radiative heat transfer case (which will

be denoted as the Full radiative model), the 1D

Slab approximation, and the emission-dominated case.
Viscous calculations for a baseline case with no ra-

diative heat transfer have also been performed. A

Van Leer-type discretization of the inviscid fluxes was

employed Is. Unfortunately, only simulations that are
first-order-accurate in space were obtained, due to

severe convergence problems encountered at this ex-

tremely high Mach number. The thermophysical model
used is a finite-rate chemistry model for air which in-

cludes five species and seventeen reactions 12, and is

popular in hypersonic applications.

_.1. Inviscid Results

The present investigation employs a 41 x 61 grid,

which corresponds to 40 volumes in the circumferential
direction and 60 in the radial direction. The "radia-

tion grid" at every volume corresponds to a triangle
discretisation parameter of K = 5, and employs 30 in-

tervals of integration per ray, slightly clustered near

the originating cell. The composite two-point Gauss-

Legendre formula is used for the numerical quadrature

along a ray, which results in 60 points being employed

for the integration.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature along the first row of

volumes off of the stagnation streamline for the three

cases with radiation. It may be noticed that the shock

location is in good agreement, but the temperature pro-
files are affected by the choice of the radiative transfer

model. In particular, absorption is re-heating the gas

in the shock layer when compared with the emission-

dominated case. The Full radiative algorithm and the
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1D Slab approximation predict essentially the same

temperature profile. . -
The radiative heat loads are shown in Fig. 7, which

depicts the component of the radiative heat flux vector
normal to the body on the first row of volumes off of

the body. Also represented is the tangential component
for the Full radiative case. There is a significant change
between the two-dimensional and the one-dimensional

predictions. It should be reiterated at this point that
both emission-dominated and 1D Slab results are to be

considered in the stagnation region only. Nonetheless,

these preliminary results seem to indicate that the ap-

proximations made in the 1D Slab theory may produce

a significant error even at the stagnation point. More

specifically, the radiative heat flux vector at the stag-

nation point has a dimensional value of 227 MW/m 2,
when evaluated with the 1D Slab theory, and a value

of 204 MW/ra 2, when calculated by means of the Full

radiative algorithm. The difference is about 11%.

The components of the heat flux vector normal

to the body on the first row of volumes off of the

stagnation streamline are represented in Fig. 8. The
somewhat oscillatory behaviour of the Full radiative

curve is probably due to the coarseness of both flow-
field and radiative grids. Again, there is a significant

difference between Full radiative and 1D Slab results,

although the stagnation region is the place where the

one-dimensional approximation should perform best.

The pressure coefficient on the body, not shown

here, is in good qualitative agreement with Newtonian

theory tS, and is not dramatically affected by radiation

modeling.

_. _. Viscous Results

The viscous calculations employ a 61 x 91 grid,

which corresponds to 60 volumes in the circumferential
direction and 90 in the radial direction. The "radiation

grid" at every volume corresponds to a discretization

parameter of K = 7 for the Full radiative model. The

composite two-point Gauss-Legendre formula is used
for the numerical quadrature along a ray, with inter-

vals of integration slightly clustered near the originat-

ing point. In this case, 80 points per ray are employed
for the 1D Slab approximation, and 60 points per ray
for the Full radiative model.

The Reynolds number for this case is 0.59 106 ,

based on the sphere radius, or 0.815, based on the min-

imum cell width in the radial direction.

The density profiles along the stagnation stream-

line are shown in Fig. 9. In this case, both shock loca-

tion and post-shock values are affected by the radiative

model employed for the simulation. It is interesting to
note that the thermal boundary layer is present only in

roughly one-sixth of the shock layer. Also interesting is
the comparison with the no radiation calculation, where

the density does not increase after the shock, because
no radiative cooling of the flow is present.

A logarithmic plot of the total enthalpy along the

stagnation stramline is shown in Fig. 10. The signifi-
cant decrease of total enthalpy after the shock, in what

is essentially an inviscid region, is attributed to the

radiative cooling. The no radiation case, also shown

in the plot, confirms that the dissipation of total en-

thalpy in the shock layer is indeed negligible until its

innermost region is reached, which corresponds to the

thermal boundary layer.

The total(radiativeplus conductive)heat transfer

vectoralong the body surfaceisrepresentedinFig. 11.

Itmay be noted that the magnitude ofthe conductive

heat flux vectorranges from one tenth to one twenti-

eth ofitsradiativecounterpart,which confirms the fact

that at thisextreme Mach number the heat transferis

essentiallyradiative5.Moreover, the heat transfervec-

tor goes to zero along the body more rapidlythan its

two-dimensionalconterpart23,which isprobably due to

three-dimensionalrelievingeffects.Itmay be usefuflto

pointout thatthereisa 10% differenceinradiativeheat

fluxvectorvaluesat the stagnation point for thiscase

between the differentmodels (212 MW/m 2 forthe Full

radiativemodel versus 234 MW/m 2 forthe 1D Slab).

The behaviour of the skin frictioncoefficientis

shown in Fig. 12, where itcan be seen that the pres-

ence ofradiativeheat transfersignificantlyreducesthe

skinfriction,when compared tothe non-radiativecase.

No significantdifferenceinthe valuesofskin frictionis

found among the differentradiativemodels.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study has detailed the derivation and appli-
cation of numerical techniques for the prediction of ra-

diative heat transfer in hypersonic flows. A truly multi-

dimensional algorithm has been proposed for the dis-
cretization of the radiative source term in the governing

flow equations, and a fully coupled approach advocated

for the solution of flowfield problems involving a signif-
icant amount of radiative heat transfer. The present

methodology can be readily extended to three space
dimensions.

Non-negligible differences between the multi-di-
mensional model and more simplified approaches such

as the One-Dimensional Slab approximation have been

registered for a few test cases. The simplifications in the

thermophysical and radiative models (e.g. gray gas and

thermodynamic equilibrium) prevent a quantitative de-

scription of the discrepancy between the present ap-

proach and the other geometrically simpler techniques.
However, a qualitative comparison has been performed,

by keeping all the problem variables equal with the ex-

ception of the radiative discretization algorithms, and
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there is evidence that the simplified models are a po-
tential liability for accura'_e estimates of radiative heat

transfer in the hypersonic regime.

Future work is necessary in order to remove the

simplifications to the physical models, and further

validation of the present algorithm for both axisym-

metric and fully three-dimensional geometries is being

planned.
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A Multivariate PDF for Favre Averaging

H. A. HASSAN, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-7910

u . -

Abstract - Present assumed PDF approaches for the calculation of compressible turbulent

reacting flows use PDFs that do not yield Favre averaged quantities. Because of discrepancies

between results of theory that uses such PDF's and experiment, there is a need to develop PDFs

that are capable of producing Favre averaged quantities. A new PDF which combines the

simplicity of the multivariate PDF of Girimaji and is capable of providing the desired Favre

averaging is developed. This PDF is then used to calculate all necessary expressions involving

composition needed for modeling compressible turbulent reacting flows.

When the pressure is constant, the proposed PDF gives exact analytical expressions for all

averages involving chemical source terms.

INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in scramjet engines focused attention on the need to develop appropriate

computational models capable of predicting supersonic turbulent reacting flows. Because of the

high Mach numbers and sh0ix'residence times, compressibility and chemical nonequilibrium effects

play dominant roles in such engines. Understanding the roles of such phenomena is a prerequisite

for determining the performance of such engines.

When compressibility effects arc important, Favre averaging is used to simplify the

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. This enables modeling procedures developed for

low speed flows to be applied at the higher speeds. The procedure does not help in providing

simple tim¢ averages for the chemical source terms. As a result, methods based on the probability

density function (PDF) are used to calculate averages of the chemical source terms.

Calculation of PDFs from fu'st principles has yet to be carried out for supersonic flows

(Pope, 1985). Because of this, calculation of such flows have relied on assumed PDFs (Frankel

et al., 1990, Baurle, et al., 1992a, 1992b, Narayan and Girimaji, 1992). Even when an assumed

.
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PDF is employed, the resulting averages are essentially time averages, i.e., the averages of the

chemical source terms are expressed in terms of the time averaged concentrations and not the Favre

averaged concentrations. Because of this, one is somehow forced to assume that the time averaged

concentrations are essentially the corresponding Favre averaged quantities. Inevitably, such an

assumption leads to errors which, so far, cannot be assessed.

Typical of the assumed PDFs is the multivariate J3-PDF developed by Girimaji, (Girimaji,

1992a, 1992b). This is a joint [3-PDF of the scaler mass fractions Yk" For such a quantity, the

relation between a time average, denoted by "-", and a Favre average, denoted by "~", can be

expressed as

?k P'Y "- ' Yk _" Yk - Yk

P

(1)

m

where 0 is the density. Because there is no accepted procedure for modeling p"Y_, _fkwas set

equal to Yk in two recent investigations that used the PDF of Girimaji (Baurle et al., 1992b,

Narayan and Girimaji, 1992).

The object of this investigation is to remedy this situation. By definition

Ok = 0 _fk (2)

is given from the mass conservation equation. Thus, if we calculate Ps, then equation (2)

gives _fs' which is the quantity appearing in the Favre averaged species conservation equations.

The plan of the paper is as follows. First, a joint PDF for the density and the species

densities is developed. Next, equations are presented which determine all parameters appearing in

the PDF. Finally, averages appearing in the governing equations that involve chemical source

terms are evaluated.
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PROPOSED JOINT PDF

As an illustration oi' the i)roposed approach, it is insu'uctive to develop a multivariate PDF

involving the density and the densities of the various species Pk" This PDF has the form

N

I pa.l Hf -- _ exp(-p)
k=l

pl3k-18(p - Ps- ...- PN)
k (3)

t_

Ik,,J

like,

W

All densities appearing in equation (3) are dimensionless quantifies with 8 being the Dirac delta

function and C is determined from the requirement

** p P--Sm-I P--SN-I

0 0 0 0

where

m

Sm = Z Pk'

k=l

m= 1.... ,N-1

Carrying out the indicated integration in (4), we find

(4)

(5)

(6)

where

N

k=l

(7)

The average Pk and _ followfrom

and

= Pk(¢+ _')/_' (8)
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Thus

The variance of Pk is defined as

= / p f dp ... dpI,,I

= (o_+y)

Using the assumed expression for f, one finds

Bk(13k+i)(O_+ y)((X+ y + I)

y(y + I)

gg +_ +7 + I]
7+I

(9)

(10)

(Ii)

(12)

L.i
h

L

Similarly, the covariance PkPm is given by

(-+y> [- _ _m - o]
7(7+ I)

(13)

The sum of the variances, o, is given by

a = --L [__,s+1+_],
y+l

s = Z _k/_)2 = Z (qk)_- (14)

Thus, in combustion calculations, that employ conservation equations for_ and Yk, the

unknowns a and 7can be determined from equations (9) and (14) as

(I+ _)(_- (_) .@)_-(s- 1)+ ,_- ff
- , y---

_s - a _s - a

zz
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Thus, similar to the joint 13-PDF developed by Girimaji (1991a,b) an equation for the sum of the

variances is needed'to close the system of governing equations.

MODEL EQUATION FOR o

The starting point for such a derivation is the species conservation equation which can be written as

O'-t- _xj (Pk uj) = pD °_ (Ok/P) 4- _vk m Sk + Wk (15)

where uj is the mean velocity component, D is the diffusion coefficient and _vk is the net rate of

production of species k. Setting

Pk = Pk + Pk'

and averaging, equation (15) takes the form

with

If

_=_+u
J

(16)

o_, _ [_] =_ + _ (17)

PkUj = PkUj + pkU__ + p_u{_ (18)

Next, equation (15) is multiplied by Ps and the resulting equation is averaged. The result can be

expressed as

L,

([9)

The desired equation for Pkq's obtained by multiplying equation (17) bY_k and subtracting from

equation (19), i.e.,

a -,2 _ ' ' ' '
-[(_,_)n]_,+p__ [(_,_u?]= _[s_ + w] (2o>
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Similarly
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w

_xj _ _j_j_j_j
(22)

Equation (22) has terms of the type

j _i = u_

where A' is some function of the density Pk" These equations are modeled using the gradient

diffusion assumption. Thus

aX
u_A' =- D t o_xj

where Dt is a turbulent diffusion coefficient. Using equations (21)-(23), equation (20) can be

expressed as

(23)

'Ww,,,,,,
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+Dt 32 [_/2]= 3_.[D=___(-
.o_xjaxj °×JL °'xJp_/2)]- D_a×jo_xj-+ Pi__Vk

Summing with respect to k

_(a/2)3t +_-_j[ _Jfy - Dt 3(S/2)/)xj Dt 3_jxjl ~a(a/2"-'--'_)-uj _)xj

_]2(°/2) 0_j [D 3(°/2)1 ,"

when _ is the dissipation function and is modeled as

(24)

(25)

= Y.D ap_ ap_ __co,.9_o (26)

c3xj 3xj 'g

.where C e is a model constant and 't is a turbulent time scale.

AVERAGES INVOLVING PRODUCTION RATES

The chemical source terms appear in the conservation of species equations and the equation for the

total variance, o. The instantaneous production rate of species k follows from the law of mass

action. Thus, ff there are m reactions involving species k, i.e.,

• ## .

Z l_kj M k _-_ Y. Dkj M k ,

where M k designatesspecies k,then,(vk isdef'medas

j= I, ....m

_vk - W k (t_kj- t}kj) - (ps/ (27)

In the above equation, W k is the molecular weight and Kfj and Kbj are the forward and backward

rate constants of reaction j. Both rate constants have the Arrhenius representation
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Kj - Aj T c°jexp (-T/T)

where Aj, _j, and Tj ate constants appropriate for reaction j.

If the pressure is constant throughout, then the equation of state for a perfect gas shows

that T a l/p (the average molecular weight is, in most cases, not very sensitive to changes in

composition). In this case a closed form representation of _k and p_, is possible. If, on the

other hand, the pressure is not constant, one may assume that the joint PDF F(O, T, Pk) has the

representation

(28)

F(T,p,p k) = g(T)f(p,p k) (29)

where ffP,Pk) is that given in equation (3). In this case averages involving densities can be carried

out in closed form independent of averages involving temperature. The motivation for this work is

the need to develop computational approaches for the design and analysis of scramjet engines. In

such engines, the assumption of constant pressure is not appropriate. Because of this the

assumption indicated in equation (29) will be adopted. As will be seen from the following

development, the extension of the results to a constant pressure situation is rather trivial.

E' E
$ $

Setting

then _k can be represented as (Girimaji, 1991b)

KfJ s=l Ifj Kbj _I (W:_;)I'J

(30)

(31)

m

¢ - Wk (_Jkj - Dkj)

j--I

where

N
'u'

Ifj = H P s sj
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N

F(ot + 3' + mj) 1"[ F(J3s + _sj) F(3')

N
F(3' + mj) F(ot + 3') 11 F(_s)

9

(32)

with a similar expression for Ibj.

It

Because _s'p _sj are integers, above expression can be simplified

;_ (Girimaji, 1991b). Using the relations

ill..

3' + mj) =F(ot +

rCa + 3') J'_'_l
(or + 3'+ mj-r)

+ m = (V + mj - r)1-I
F(3') _l

flF(13s + _asi) = (_s + X)sj- r)
F(_s) _l

(33)

then Ifj can be written as

L.

Ifj=

T_ _ j + - r)]
[_ (Or + y + mj - r) (J3s X)sjr=l J-_l r=l

mj

11 (3' + m j- r)

(34)

j •

The term PkWk Call be expressed as

W

w

with

w

Pk_'k = Pk_Vk - Pk _/k

PkW--_--Wk_j=l 0Jk'-l}k){ _fjl_is=l W_sjJfJ-KbjI_.l W_SJJbJ t

(35)

(36)
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with

(_k + U[i) (CZ+ _, +
JfJ ffi (_, + mj)

mj)
rfj (37)

Similar relation holds for Jbj"

When the pressure is constant, Equation (28) gives

-coj
Kj ,._ p exp(- 5j p) (38)

'_,Thus, calculating the averages for _vk and Pk k proceeds as above. However, in this case, one

has to perform integrals of the type

_ . a-wJp_l. 1]exp[- (1 + _j)pJp

N

•.- 1"[ p_'sjdp ... dpN
_I S

(39)

Above integration can be written as

N
I

II r(13s + _)sj) 0"

r(_)
0

_ . a+,t-coj-I
exp [- (1 + _j)PIP dp

L

b/

1 s=l exp(-_)_ d_
a+_-_j r(_) J

(1 + 8j) 0

1

N
'.)r(a + Y- coj) lI r(j]s + Usj

s=l

(1 + 8j) °t+_'°_j r(7)

Thus, extending above formulas for _k and p_v k to the case where the pressure is constant is

straightforward.

(4O)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The PDF proposed in this work makes it possible to formulate a consistent set of Favre averaged

system of equations for the calculation of compressible reacting turbulent flows. As a result we

have a procedure to con'ecdy model the contribution of Favre averaging to terms involving the

averages of chemical source terms. Appropriate expressions were also derived for averages

involving chemical source terms in such a way that existing codes that used Girimaji's PDF can be

modified with a minimum of effort.

There are a number of combustion problems where the pressure can be assumed constant.

In this case assumptions similar to those indicated in equation (29) are not necessary and an exact

representation of both _vk and pi_vk is possible.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a control theoretic approach to modeling human response errors

(HRE) in the flight simulation domain. The human pilot is modeled as a supervisor of a highly

automated system. The synthesis uses the theory of optimal control pilot modeling for

integrating the pilot's observation error and the error due to the simulation model (experimental

error). Methods for solving the HRE problem are suggested. Experimental verification of the

models will be tested in a flight quality handling simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of flight simulator in pilot training is as old as flying itself. However, it was

not until the late part of 1940s that the human pilot was considered as a part of the simulation

model (ref. 3). In this respect, the human pilot is considered to be a complex servo-mechanical

system whose position in the simulation loop represents that of a sub-optimal controller (ref. 1,

4,5, 16).

Control theoretic models have been shown to be very robust mathematical tools for

modeling servo systems (ref. 5, 7, 10, 17). Whether the human is modeled as an observer (ref.

5, 6, 7), a controller (ref. 6, 8, 14, 21), a supervisor (ref. 9, 13), or a problem solver in fault

diagnosis domain (ref. 12, 13, 17), the most important goal is to predict the human performance

and behavior in a human-machine interaction system (ref. 12, 15, 20).

The application of control model in the human pilot training simulation have been
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promising and accepted as the conventional approach to modeling the pilot handling quality

fidelity (ref. 6, 11). There is one important drawback in the current control models for flight

simulators. That is, the performance of the model is based solely on the knowledge of the plant

response before control is applied. In this sense, the human response error is a simplistic

assumption of a Gaussian wide noise with zero mean and variance which depends on the plant

dynamics.

In this paper consideration is given to human response error (HRE) models which are

additive components of both the model representation error and the experiment error

respectively. The HRE models are conceptualized with generality in mind thereby allowing the

simulationist the flexibility to experiment on a variety of flight handling quality (FHQ) tests.

Methods for solving the HRE problem are suggested.

Symbols

aii(i=o,i;j e {m, o})

m

B_

C,

D,

d

E(.)

e

em

eo

ern

F

HRE

i

Jo

J
K

Lm(')

M

m

Nm(')

characteristic gain function of the term in second-order error dynamic

equation

control vector for simulated model

control vector for reference model

coefficient matrix for the reference system output

coefficient of error matrix for the reference system output

cardinality index

expected value operator

additive human response error term
simulation model error

observed model error

expected latent error of expected input and conditional control

cost functional of least-square equation for eo

Human Response Error

index (i --, o, i)
HRE cost functional

index operator, j e {m, o}

scaling factor

a function describing unknown dynamic input response

expected value of v 2

index for "model"

known part of system dynamics for the simulation model
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P
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V

R

r

x_
Xr

Yr

Zm0

r/m

_xfJ_)

IIt

cardinality index
index of observation in reference model

covariance matrix of error estimate

control vector for simulation model reference control vector

control vector for reference model

error term

real number in Euclidian space
reference model index

simulation model state vector

reference model state vector

output vector from reference model

response disparity distribution function

simulation error term described by neurodynamic function of the operator

auto correlation function of x(t)

cross correlation function of x and y

power-spectral density of (t)

cross-spectral density of x(t) and y(t)

THE HRE MODELING PROBLEM

A. The optimal control model for I-IRE problem (OCM/HRE)

The OCM/HRE system of interest are derived by the following dynamic equations,

2(M = Nm(X,t ) + L_(x,u,t) ÷ _ (t) ......... (i)

where X E R* is plant state vector whose components may represent aircraft dynamics such as

velocity, flight path angle, and altitude; U e R * is a control vector whose components may

represent flap deflection, pitch roll angle, and elevator deflection; N,,(x,t) is a known part of the

system dynamics in the model before control is applied (i.e., the initial system state);

Lm(x, u, t) represent (the unknown response plant dynamics when the control vector u is applied,

and _(t) is e R * is an unknown disturbance vector or the neuromotor noise of he human pilot.

The time variable t represents time. Equation (1) represents the OCM/HRE model.

B. The classical OCM

Following the classical optimal control model (OCM); see, e.g; Ref 5. Let us define a

linear quadratic time invariant reference model which generates a desired trajectory (see ref. 2)
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L
2_ = A X + B U .................... (2)

and the measurement

Yr = Cr Xr + Dr Ur .............................. (3)

L.

is observed in the reference model r, where X, is the reference plant state vector, U, is the

reference pilot control vector, Y, is the observed system output from the reference model (i.e;

output vector utilized by the pilot in performing the control task). A, ER=_ is a constant stable

system matrix, Br e R _d is a constant control vector and C, E R p_ and D, e R_d; Y, _ R". Note

that C, is a known matrix;

Let v = D r U r................................ (4)

with E(v) = o ................................ (5)

E(vv r) = M .................................. (6)

where M is a known p x p positive matrix.

C. The HRE Model

We are interested in modeling the response errors in the system. Starting from the

reference model; let us suppose that we had an estimate of the state before the simulation

(measurements) 'are made; which we will call X,, where

E [(Xr-X)r (Xr--X) 1] = j ........................... (7)

where J is a known n x n positive matrix. Observing equation (3) shows that Y, is a weighted-

least-square of the estimate vector X. The usual criterion (ref. 2, 7) is a minimization of a

quadratic form
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; = 1/2[(x,-_,)LJ-1(x,-_r)÷(YFc,x,)_ M-'(ZFCrX,)]............

To determine Xr, consider the differentialof equation (8)"

..... (8)

w

L
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In order that cLI = 0 for arbitrary dx T, the coefficient of dxT, in equation (9) must vanish:

(J-_+ cf M -_c,)x, : J-'xr + c_ M-'Y,) = (J-'+ c_ M-'C,) X--_+ C_ M-' (Y,-C,_,)

_L -L = xr + P c# M-' (Y,-c,_) .................... (lO)

s

Where p-i = j-i + Crr M-I Cr ................ (Ii)

P is the covariance matrix of the error in the estimate Xr, that we have

P = F [(;t-x,)(_-x,)7]........................ (11b)

Theorem i: The observation error estimate e o = Xr-X r (see ref.2) .

t_j

w

m

Proof:

By adding and subtracting X_ in the e,, term we have

e o = X,-X r + _r-Xr ............................ (12a)

- ; [ ]= Xr-X r + PC M -l D r Ur--Cr ,-Xr) ............... (12b)

Since X_-X, and D r U r are independent, it follows equation

E (e o ero) = (I-KCr) J(I-KCr)r + KMK r............ (13)

and I is a unit matrix.

(12b) that
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where K = PC r M -I............................ (14)

Premultiplying equation (11) by P and postmultiplying by J, we have

L
J = P + PCrr M-t C r J ........... • ............... (15)

_L

L

L_

w

or P + (I - KCr) J ............................ (16)

By using equation (16)in equation (13):

E(eoero) = p _ p CfKr+KMK r = p - PC r M -I C r P+PCf M -I C, P = P .... (17)

Thus, we have established a model for observation error, eo in equation (12b and their

computing properties in equations (13)-(17).

We are now interested in establishing the existence of model error era. To do this, we

can introduce the command vector U(t) into equation (1). By rewriting equation (1) with the

BmUm(t) component we have:

2_m = Nm(x,t ) + Lm(x,u,t )-B_U_(t) + _(t) + B_U.(t) ..... (18)

/fm = Nm(x,t ) + Z_(x,u,t) + BraUn(t) + _m(t) ..... (19)

where the term ZI(X,U,t) is defined by

Zm(x,u,t ) = Lm(x,u,t ) - B.Um(t) ...... ; ....... (20)

Bm E R _'d is a known constant matrix of rank d selected from the experimental model. Next, we

define a model error e, to be the difference between the plant state vector and the reference

vector,

b

7
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Therefore the total human response error (I-IRE) comprises of the model error and reference

error vectors respectively. That is

lille= e,. ÷ e. ................................ (22)
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D. Properties of HRE

There various properties of HRE that need to be investigated experimentally.

Case 1: If the model state vector X_ is absent, then em= 0 thus,

HRE = eo which is the classical method of state estimation.

the properties discussed under section C above.

Thus HRE has all

Case 2: If the reference statevector Xr is absent, then X_ describes the synthetic
simulation model whose validity is by experimental observation only. In this

case HRE = %. However, there is an error or experimental bias introduced by the

difference between unknown (latent) response Lm(x,u,t ) and the input control

BmU,.(t) as defined by Zm(x,u,t) in equation (20). Let _ define this error such
that

: e[(z.(x,u,t)]...........................(23)

Then, HRE = e m + _ ......................... (24)

Case 3: If em + Co = 0, then, we say that the simulation model described by X_ has a high

fidelity. This is never attained in reality.

?

Case 4: The order of the system.

From equation (21): % = X_ - X,, and the time rate of change of the error %, is

e,. = Jf - J_ . (25)/71 F" • " " " " " • " • " " • • " " • " • " • • " " " " • • • • • •

&., X,(to), X,.(to) given. Similarly;

= e., + eo ................................ (26)

is the time rate of change of HRE. Clearly, HRE can be modeled as a second-order system with

=
g-
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the minimization criterion defined by

Jo = 1/2 Ilell2....... ......................... (27)

where e = HRE.

Case 5: I/RE is a second-order error dynamic system. This property follows directly from case

4 above. Since eo and em are independent, we can define the error dynamic equations

by:

m m

_m = ai e_ + ao em = 0 ........................ (28)

0

_o + a_ 4 o = a o e o = 0 .......................... (29)

Where aix (i = o, 1; j E(m,o}) is the characteristic gain vector associated with each

system of equation.

Case 6: I__(x,u,t) can be determined experimentally as follows: using the second-order gradient

method, we guess a control parameter u(t=0) and determine X(t=0) from N._(x(t=0),

u(t=0) =0, and then L_(X(0), u(0)). We can then determine the first and second

derivatives of I__(x,u,t) with respect to u. Thus, we can approximate the (L_ vs u)-

curve by a quadratic curve:

L; =L.(Xo,Uo,O) + [_ (U-Uo)+ [_ (U-Uo)_ ....C3o)

l

Case 7: Time frequency property of t/RE

Previous human response models in the aircraft simulation domain have been described

by Taylor (ref. 18, 19) in terms of time frequency and power spectrum density functions. In

a particular case in which e, = eo, the autocorrelation function describing HRE is found by

1
_oo(r) = --

T

772

__afo(t) fo(t + r) dt ................ (31)

where fo(t) is fitted distribution describing the observation error, eo. In this case the power
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spectrum is

1
¢,,,,,(o_) -- -

T

T/2

_le_([)eJ"_.rdt .................... (32)

If eo _ e,. during the period Of observation T;

1
_moCr) = _

T

172

fo(t) fm(t ÷ T)dt ............... (33)
- 2

L

defines the crosscorrelation function of fo(t) and fro(t); and

L_

w.
W

where

q_=o(J o_) = F_(n)

TI2

F(n)F°(n) T _

Fo(n ) ........................ (34)

Exp(-j n 6om)_mo(r)dt ........... (35)

w
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The discussion in this paper is geared towards modeling human response errors in a

synthetic simulation domain in which flight handling qualities are the main tasks. The following

conceptual contributions are prevalent to this paper.

1. We model the HRE as a component of two types of errors: the model error constructed

around the simulation domain; and the reference error which is the theoretical state space

model commonly used. In addition, we introduce the concept of experimental latent

error which is the disparity between the theoretical input vector and the human input

response at a given state space.
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3.

We discuss the various properties of HRE and their implications.

We formulate a cost minimization model of a simulation environment interms of the

HRE function.

4. We demonstrate how the HRE model can be used in both the time and frequency

domains.

It should be noted here that the discussions in this paper needs further theoretical proofs

as well as actual experimentation to warrant their applications in flight handling quality

characterization.
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Information Theoretic Models of Human-Machine Interaction
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ABSTRACT

Current advances in computing technology are devoid of formal methods that describe

the theories of how information is shared between the humans and machines. Specifically, in

the domain of human-machine interaction, a common mathematical foundation is.lacking. The

aim of this paper is to propose a formal method of human-machine (I-I-M) interaction paradigm

from information view point. The methods presented are interpretation - and context - free and

can be used both in experimental analysis as well as in modeling problems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of modern information technology depends in parts on the level of

human-machine interaction. The human users of information systems (softwares) are faced with

information state space which are complex. This complexity evolves around both human

behavior and the machine state dynamics (see, e.g; [2,7]). Unfortunately, as many studies

[11,14] indicate, the level of information loading continue to be the number one problem

affecting the design of softwares. One reason to this problem is that software engineers and

information scientists seem to ignore the formal approach to the design of H-M interface in the

software development life cycle.

Suffice to say that even in a simple human-computer system environment, the i_sue of

developing a formal method (mathematical theory) of interface paradigm stiIl remains an enigma

(see, e.g; [1,5,6]). Rasmussen [14] supports this view by observing that "in human-machine

interaction, it appears to be necessary to consider the same distinction between signals and signs

for the significance of human acts as it is for the information observed by a human. This

dynamic interaction with the environment of complex behaviors calls for a very efficient feature
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extr_iction and classification and dynamic coordination of the human-machine system with the

task environment.

Most existing formal methods of H-M interaction are context specific and concentrate

more on:

(a) the allocation of tasks to human operators and machines [1,5,10,19];

(b) display design and information presentation theories [1];

(c) communication bandwidth and dialogue protocols [13,15];

(d) group behavior theory [4,18];

(e) matching human behavior maps to information load [13,17].

The citations above have a common drawback in that no general method of H-M

interaction exists. What is often described is the engineering process of H-M interaction which

lacks the rigorous scientific theories. Methodologically, information theory is needed to

characterize the H-M interaction environment. This problem is presented here in a context - and

interpretation free format. The discussions are based on elementary functions of automaton.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The human-machine interaction (HMI) problem can be stated succinctly as follows: given

a computer system C, and the human (as a controller, supervisor, user, etc.) H, we are

interested in the design d; such that

d = q_n A ¢c # 0

and D = Cn [.J ¢c

We use D to be the universe of design discourse; d to typify the interaction domain such d e D;

w



q_a and qS_ are the feature space characterizing the human and computer systems respectively.

When the word "model" is used, we shall mean the elements of the computer system. Thus,

4_o is a model feature space whereas _H is a physical feature space. We also define the general

feature space 4, by the three element grammar defined by

P}

where I is the information vector characterized by the four tupple

z--{s,M,u,v}

with S as the information source (or sensory matrix); M the information modality which assigns

"type" (logical, numerical, etc.) to the value of the information; U is the information control

vector that triggers information occurrence; and V is a matrix of input-output data defined by

v: = <1-'®z°>

T

I_is the input data usually from the physical source (user-input) and I° is the output data, usually

from the model source (computer system). The operator "®" is defined as concatenation,

operator, e.g; {a} ® {b} = {ab}.k defines the global state of the H-M system and is defined

by

where T is the task vector and E is a environment disturbance. P is a performance matrix

defined by column-wise concatenation operator I[ over the tupple elements defined by

where 5 is a Mealey automaton state-transition function [13] defined by
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is a Mealey automaton output function defined by

CO: k X V_-* I °

is a combination network on t5 and co defined by

w

2

Note thataT uniquely defines the differentialchange in the taskinformation with respectto

0V

input-outputmatrix V. For a example, in a supervisorycontrol task,thisdifferentialmay be

a change in the domain of diagnosticproblem solving such as reading pressure or temperature

gauges, dv/dI i is the qualitative change in output data assuming no new input data

3. FORMAL DESCRIPTION

The HMI system is described by the following sets:

Terminal-state function

Y: = :',_(I, P, Z )

where ad is a translation function mapping the features Ca and ¢¢ in feature space d e D.

a many-to-many corresponding mapping with P as the evaluation function.

Z ={ Z,, /3,

where Zz is the physical task vector defined by

Z2)

aD is



z1: = co(I,k)

7-.2is the model for information combination defined by

Z2:6 ( I,k )

L

%.,,.

DEFINITION. The interaction is said to be "symbiotic" optimal if

{ VC / _ d#c; Bhe CH} dPh A Oe = d#c'

The algebraic relation is that for every model feature 6 e 4¢, the human can interact successfully

to perform a defined task. The concept of symbiosis is to measure the level of cooperation

between the physical and model elements. This relation can be proved easily by invoking the

laws of absorption which argues that if 4_ c q_h, then _ A 4_h = 4_, where A is a

conjunction operator.

DEFINITION. The performance matrix is a linear manifold structure of Z. This property is

a fundamental approach to information aggregation. Note that Z = {Zt, Z2} represents

information structure associated with the physical (human) and the model (computer) elements.

If the event, say h E H occurs with observation error e_; and the event say 6'e C occurs with

model error e_. By definition, Z = { Zl "-" Z_ + eb, /_, Z2 --'Z2 + e_}.

Since the systems is considered to be dynamic, this allows us to write, Z as a time dependent

system of control automatiota:

Z=AZ+E

P=GZ

where A is the matrix derived by _ [lo_II E is the error matrix derived by concatenation of

e_ and ee, and G is a constant performance matrix. Note however that A and G are chosen to

be semi-positive definitive and the values of Z are obtained via real time observation. An
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example is the human pilot interacting with the pilot associate program in deciding on where to

t

land an aircraft during a severe storm.

DEFINITION. Let 4, be an Euclidian information space. Consider a subspace 4,, such that

4,, A 4, = 0. Then 4, can be represented in the form

F .

= _ (z) +N

where z e 4,,, _(z) e 4,, and N is orthogonal to _p(z). The property of 4, is such that

=

m,,,,w

= :

• o

Further, the distancebetween 4>and any point p in _(z) satisfies

E {(__p)2} > E {(_-_(z)) • _(z)} = O.

with the equality if p -- _(z); _ (z) is known as the projection of 4, on 4,,. This definition

stipulates the relationship between the human observer trying to project his or her corporal self

into the domain of a model state space. An example of ¢(z) is a pilot undergoing a flight

handling simulation exercise and _b, is the model information characterizing the aircraft

dynamics. The orthogonal vector N may represent the actual observation data during the

experiment.

DEFINITION Let r(D) be a measure of H-M interaction design effectiveness. Then we define

Min {(4_ A q_h), 4_h O}
r(D) =

Max {#c, _bh}

PROPOSITION. Let r(4,_)and r(4,_)representthe design effectivenessof model and human

elements, then r(4,o A 4,¢ < r (_o) + r(4_0

Proof. The result above follows the triangle law of inequality and the law of conjunction

operator.
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DEFINITION. Let m(D) be a measure of H-M interaction design efficiency. Then we define

60 (Ih, _h)

re(D)=
Max {ZI,Z2); for all h _ H

Note that efficiency is used here to measure the human elements that have been tested and

validated for the system.

DEFINITION. Let s(D) be a measure of interaction "symbiosis" b_tween H and C. Then s(D)

is related to r(D) and m(D) by s(D) = r(D)/m (D); s(D) >__0 and m (D) _ 0.

Note that if s(D) = 0 then r(D) = 0 implies that 4,° A 4'h = 0.

DEFINITION. Let Up be an information mapping function on the universe of design discourse

D such that the probability ^ (D) exists. ^ (D) follows the usual definition of probability

axioms, such that

E _(D) = 1.
d_D

We can therefore define the mapping function C_D(4,,, 4,h) by the relation

=-=

!.-

Om(q_c,qSh) = min_/_(#h) , 7_(_c) , 7_(q_ h /k q_c)}

DEFINITION. Assume thatinformationvalue can be measured on some distance metric n(4,).

Further, assume the existence of optimal policy

!

4p" E q_h A _pc V h e H; Vc _ C.

Define the design error ea by ed = 4h - 4,_.ea can be writtenin terms of 4,"by

ea = (4b + 4") - (4,¢ - 4,'). If there are d design variables observed in 4; then the d - norm

error distance n(4,) is defined by

n(_b) = Ildll , that is
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PROPOSITION. If 4,"- 4,_= 0, then the distancemeasure n(4,)is said to be regular with

respectto the human observer. In thiscase, the human issaidto "gain" allthe information in

Proof. If 4" - 4_ = 0; then 4" = 4,_.By definition,4,"= 4'hA 4,_

thatis4,_= 4h A 4,_.By rules of Boolean algebra;4_ _c 4h; and 4' = 4'histhe universalset.

Therefore 4' A 4,_= 4'¢.Hence, n(4')= {(4h + 4'')d},/d= 4'h+ 4"; thisimplies that4" = 4,_

is the gain. An example of this proposition is used in developing decision support systems.

Here, _ is what the person using the system had known already, 4," = 4,_ is the decision support

information from the computer which is new to the human. If at the end of interaction, the

human has learned all 4,o, by the proposition, information gain has taken place.

PROPOSITION. Let HI be experimental or observation matrix which is a positive definite.

Then HI = 4,h" 4'-1¢

Proof. Let the matrix function H_: R ® J --, R be induced in the natural way by multiplying the

design matrix R by a unit matrix J'. R is defined such that

R®J: = < 4'h, 4_,J >,VheH, VceCwiththedefinitions:

Ch " = 4'h ® J_ _ 4'h

4'e " -- _e ®Je"_4'h

J: -" Jh [1 I_, when "II" column wise concatenation. Without loss of meaning. Let us

assume the relationship: Jh and J_ to be unit matrices defined on 4% and 4'_ respectively.

_h " 4Pc" q_"cI = _-h I (dPh" Jh q_ c Jc) _bclq_h I Jh

w

The left hand side of equation is equal to 6_ • J,. And the right hand side is simplified to
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J_. _)_.HI.. Thus, _h'Jc = Jb _c HI Jh

If we post concatenate Jh on both the left and right hand side of the equation above, we have

_h" J=Jb_oHIJ

_h = Jh _o HI

Hence H, = (_h'J-h')_-c I

HI = Oh'_-c' (since Jh' = Jh)

Note that the model information matrix has become a weighted matrix for the observation

matrix. We assume that ¢h and _ have the same cardinality.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The development of information theoretic models based on abstraction and automaton

theory, provides a framework for measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of human-machine

interaction design. In addition, a general framework for formal methods of modeling H-M

interaction is suggested.

As a prolegomenous discussion, the basic definitions and some propositions with proofs

are presented. Specifically, the formal descriptions rely more on abstractions and equivalence

formulations of formal method rather than inductive hypothesis. The presentation is open-ended

in format. Thus, the concept presentation are useful in disciplines such as software engineering,

fuzzy models, and decision support system (expert system) techniques.
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ABSTRACT
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/

Recognition of partially occluded objects has been an important issue to airport security because occlusion causes

significant problems in identifying and locating objects during baggage inspection. Neural network approach is suitable for

the problems in the sense that the inherent parallelism of Neural Networks pursues many hypotheses in parallel resulting in

high computation rates. Moreover, they provide a greater degree of robustness or fault tolerance than conventional computers.
The annealed Hopfield network which is derived from the mean field annealing(MFA) has been developed to find "global

solutions of a non-linear system. In the study, it has been proven that the system temperature of MFA is equivalent to the

gain of sigmoid function of Hopfield network. In our early work, we developed the hybrid Hopfield network(HI-IN') on the

purpose of fast and reliable matching[l]. However, HHN doesn't guarantee global solutions and yields false matching under

heavily occluded conditions because HHN is depending on initial states by its nature. In this paper, we present the annealed

I-Iopfield network(AHN) for occluded object matching problems. In AHN, the mean field theory is applied to the hybrid

Hopfieldnetwork in order to improve computational complexity of the annealed Hopfield network and provide reliable

matching under heavily occluded conditions. AHN is slower than HHN. However, AHN provides near global solutions

without initial restrictions and provides less false matching than HHN. In conclusion, a new algorithm based upon a Neural

Network approach was developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the automated inspection of threat objects from X-ray

images. The robustness of the algorithm is proved by identifying occluded target objects with large tolerance of their features.

1. INTRODUCTION

z

w

L...¢

Pattern recognition and computer vision theory has been considerably improved during the last decade such that the

appearance of an automated vision system seems very close to our future[2,3]. However, because of the higher computational

burden of image understanding algorithms, use of object recognition from an image is still limited to the restricted

environment. In the mean time researchers developed a new idea of computation which imitates human brain structure, called

a neural computing[4,S]. Techniques in neural computing are based on a new concept of distributed parallel computation, and

applicable to any number crunching objectives. Hopfield network, one of the neural computations is very popular in real world

application due to simple architecture and well defined time domain behavior[5-9]. The Hopfield network is composed of

single-layer neurons with fully connected feedback connections. The neurons have the sigmoid gain characteristic, while the

connectivity matrix corresponding to the connection is symmetric and the diagonal terms of the matrix are zero. Such networks

always move in the direction of decreasing the energy of the networks and get stable states at the local minimum of the

energy. Since the energy function of a Hopfield network has many local minima, the resultant network output is usually the

closest local minimum to initial states. This nature of the Hopfield network must be the demerit in solving an optimization

problem. In our early work, we developed the hybrid Hopfield network algorithm to improve deficiency of the original

Hopfield network. The method yields a good solution by adding an adjusting procedure for the output neuron states of the

lThis research has been supported by FAA under Contract DTF A01-87-c-00043, NSF under Grant ECD-8212696,

and the NASA Center for Research Excellence of North Carolina A&T State University under Grant No. NAGW-1924.
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Hopfield network. However, the method still does not guarantee global solutions. Simulated annealing is one heuristic

technique to help escape the local minima by perturbing the energy function with the annealing temperature and artificial

noise[10]. It is proven that the solution obtained by the simulated annealing is independent of the initial condition of the

network and is usually very close to the global minimum[9]. Since the network should settle down at each temperature and

the temperature decrement is very small, extraordinarily long time is required in the software computation. The mean field

theory(MF) has been applied to the simulated annealing in the effort on reducing the computational time and many impressive

outputs in image processing area have been reported. The MF has the analogy to the Hopfield networks[l 1]. It was proven

that the system temperature of MF is equivalent to the neural gain. D. E. Van den Bout et al. also developed a new algorithm,

the mean field annealing0VlFA) which merges many features of simulated annealing and Hopfield networks[12]. They does

not use a sigmoid function but use the normalization technique. However the normalization technique can be applied to the

case in which the sum of a normalized subgroup is equal to I. An occluded object matching problem is the one which can be

cast into an optimization problem when the graph theory is applied to the problem. MFA can be used to solve the occluded

object matching problem. Unfortunately, the problem is not suitable to normalization technique because the sum of normalized

subgroups is zero or one. Thus, we use the sigmoid function, which is one of the important characteristic of Hopfield

network. We can do an hardware implementation as well as an algorithm approach. We call this technique as the annealed

Hopfield network(AHN).

2. ANNEALED HOPFIELD NETWORK

2.1 Feature extraction and graph formation

In boundary based approaches, comer points are important since the information of the shape is concentrated at the

points having high curvatures. From the comer points, we can extract useful features such as a local feature of an angle

between neighboring comers and relational features of distances between the comers. These two features which are invariant

under transnational and rotational changes are used for the robust description of shape of the boundary. Comer points are

usually detected in a curvature function space by capturing the points whose curvature values are above a certain threshold

value. We developed a new comer detection algorithm which provides reliable and invariant comers for a matching procedure

in the early study[9]. A graph can be constructed for a model object using comer points as nodes of the graph. Each node

has a local feature as well as relational features with other nodes. For the matching process, a similar graph is constructed

for the input image which may consist of one or several overlapped objects. Each model graph is then matched against the

input image graph to find the best matching subgraph.

==

2.2 Hopfield Network versus Mean field theory

The continuous Hopfield network(CHN) is a deterministic model which retains the significant characteristics of the

discrete Hopfield network. The discrete network(DHN) uses binary states. However, real neurons and real physical circuits

have integrative time delays due to capacitance, and the time evolution of the state of such systems is represented by a

differential equation, so called the equation of motion. The continuous network has flow of neuron states in a continuous
domain while the discrete network has flow of neuron states in a discrete domain. It means that CHN is better than DHN for

the optimization problems since CHN has a smooth energy function surface. A two dimensional array is constructed to apply

a matching problem into the neural networks. The columns of the array label the nodes of an object model, and the rows

indicate the nodes of an input object[14,15]. The number of column n is the number of nodes of a model object and the

number of rows m is the number of nodes of input image. Therefore, the state of each neuron represents the measure of match

between two nodes from each graph. The matching process can be characterized as minimizing the following energy function:
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where V_ is a variable which converges to "1" if the ith node in the input image matches the kth node in the object model;

otherwise, it converges to "0". The first term in Eq.(1) is a compatibility constraint. Local and relational feature which have

different measures are normalized to give tolerance for ambiguity of the features as follows:

%, = w,x F0';, L) + x FG . ./;) + v,',x ,-,,,) (2)

The fuzzy function F has a value 1 for a positive support and -1 for a negative support. The value of F(x, y) is defined such

that if the absolute value of the difference between x and y is less than a threshold 0, then F(x, y) is set to 1, otherwise F(x,

y) is set to -1. The sum of the weights is 1. In our early work[], we uses two features such as angle and distance, Angle

helps us to recognize the shape of object. However, false segmentation cause to generate different angles from those of

original segmentation. In this paper, relational features are more emphasized than local features. AHN even works well

without local features. The last two terms are included to enforce the uniqueness constraint so that each node in the object

model eventually matches only one node in the input image and the summation of the outputs of the neurons in each row or

column is no more than 1. Some papers concerning a matching problem with the Hopfield style neural network have used

EE(1-VtO z as an uniqueness constraint. This term implies global restriction. However, matching of occluded objects will not

guarantee that every row or every column has only one active neuron. Thus the energy function of the occluded matching

problem excludes the global restriction condition in Eq.(1). In a traveling salesman problem, uniqueness coefficient q is more

weighted than the coefficient of the compatibility term because q contributes yielding valid solutions. However, conditions

of valid solutions in the matching of occluded objects are indefinite, so the coefficient A is supposed to be more weighted in

the matching problem. Eq.(1) can be cast into the discrete Hopfield energy function(DHN) as follows:

1

y _ y

TajI = Co_ -q (6 U + 8_ - 8o_)

where 8U =1 when i = j,otherwise8u=0. Hopfieldproved thattheenergy functionisa Liapnov function.Thus theenergy

functionconverges to a localminimum when the statesof neurons converge to stablestates[13].Unlike the other

application[14,15],theconstraintthatEEV a isequaltothenumber ofcolumn can notbe used intheoccluded objectmatching

problem sinceoccludedobjectscan losea lotofsegments oftheoriginal.The matching processof CHN can be characterized

by the same energy functionas thatof DHN. Only an integralterm isadded tothe energy functionas follows:

v,

Where g is a sigmoid function and R_ is the input resistance of a neuron. This term comes from the point of view that neural

input state u_ will lag because of the existence of capacitance in an analog electrical circuit. Thus, there is a resistance-

capacitance charging eq_tion, called the equation of motion that determines the rate of change of u_[14]. It is the first order
differential equation. _I'he equation of the motion is as follows[9]:

where

1
g(u_) = (6)

i + exp[-u a /hi

Now, let us consider MFA application. A motion equation is shown in Eq.(5) with the sigmoid function g. Our

energy function of the matching problem is organized as Eq.(1). The output of each neuron for the matching problem has

the value of 0 or 1 to represent measure of similarity. We will call output of each neuron a spin for the mean field annealing
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approach. It was assumed that the spin interactions T,_ are symmetric and have no self-interaction (i.e.,T_ = 0). The state

space of each spin is: . . _

s_ E {0, 1} for 1 < i,k < N (7)

where N 2 = m x n. In simulated annealing, random perturbations move the system towards its thermal equilibrium at the

current temperature. Assuming that all the spins are at equilibrium, one can determine the equilibrium spin average of the ith

spin <st_ > from the Boltznmrm distribution and the change in the average system energy as st_ flips from 0 to 1. To illustrate,

let H o = < H(s) > [ s_-o, 111 = < H(s) > [ sa-_. Since the system is Boltzmann distributed, the equilibrium value of <s_>
is calculated as follows:

<s_> = Pr{su=O }×0 + Pr{stt=l } ×I

•_ exp(- _)
I

= {1 + exp[-(H°-H_)]} -' = {1 + exp[-_-]} -_
r 1

z

=

s

=

We define ua to represent the quantity H o - H I, which is the mean or effective field experienced by the ikth spin.

Unfortunately, it is in general difficult to compute u_ for large N:

<-(,)> I +
I J k 1 I k

- EEEEr ,<s::> +
i It j 1 l k

(9)

The difficulty arises from the fact that s_ and sj_ are not independent, so that their expected values are not separable in the
above equation. However, when the number of interacting spins is large enough that the effect of any single spin on any other

spin is very small in comparison to the total field, then the mean field approximation can be used:

<H(s)> =E E E E T_<sa> <sjt> + _ E I.,<s_> (10)
I It J l l It

The Eq.(8) and Eq.(10) has the same structure as Eq.(3) and Eq.(6). In addition, random perturbation to move the system

towards its thermal equilibrium in simulated annealing is the same as updating rule of the Hopfield network. The only

difference is that ), in eq. (6) is replaced with temperature T. It means that given T, flow to thermal equilibrium in MFA

is the same as the flow of Hopfield network given ),. Therefore, if we find the stable points of states by slowly lowering ),

from the high value, then we will find global solutions or near global solution of the network without initial restriction. We

call this algorithm as the annealed Hopfield network(AHN).

2.3 The Critical Temperature(T,) and Uniqueness Coefficient(q)

Setting the operating parameters for the annealed network significantly affects a final solution. Starting at too high

a temperature above the critical temperature is just time-consuming since no progress is made toward a solution until the

critical temperature is reached. Starting at too low a temperature can quench the system and quickly force it into a poor

solution. In addition, neural networks often enforce problem constraints through penalty functions which must be weighted

in importance against the remaining cost components of the objective function. Weighting penalties too heavily leads to valid

but poor solutions, while reducing the penalties permits infeasible solutions to arise. In this section, techniques for estimating

T_ and q are explained. D. E. Van Den Bout et al. use normalization technique to improve solutions of TSP[16]. However,

the technique is hard to implement hardware since it is not natural flow in biological neural networks or the analog Hopfield
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network model. In this paper, we use the sigmoid function and derive critical temperature from the function.

perturbations near T, are small enough so that all the spins remain near their high temperature average of 1/N.

assumption, the effect mean field changes have on the spins are found from the sigmoid function in Eq.(8) to be

Ost_ (N-I)

au_ APT

The spin
With this

(11)

From Eq. (5),

, ik ,, flOu_ TOtal ik # jl
05,

.s

The change of sa, Asa cause the change of inputs of the other neurons Auj_ as follows:

_"J,_ o.j, "'_ouj,, _J,
asu, Astt + 1t_'_1 t

= T, tAst_

Now, the change of sit, As, from the change of ujl is:

_j,-- aS.__A,a,,j, - iv- 1
Oujt NZT

(12)

(13)

(14)

From the change of sjt, &sit, the new input of ikth neuron Aua b is calculated:

0ut_ autt

_- a.,, + X %,js_a as_t (15)

Finally, we get the new perturbation As_ from the Eq.(15)

Os_ _ (N-I) (N--1)As _ E :i_,
As_ - Out_ Aut_ N=T N'T t_ - (16)

In fact, the Hopfield network in the object matching problem is a fully connected network and the flow of the output

change of neurons are very complicated. The result is based on the assumption that output changes of all the other neurons

caused by the change of the ikth neuron As_ are fed back to the ikth neuron and force the change of the ikth neuron to be

accelerated when a temperature is near Tc. Therefore, we ignore the effect of other neuron outputs to simplify this problem.

Let an average of connection strength be w. At the critical temperature, the spin pertairbation must persist so that As_ = As a.
This results in:

N'I"

At T= T,, &sa _ = As a

L _ -_twl = Iwl (18)

for N > > 1. q is not emphasized because valid solution is not quite definite in this problem. Therefore q has relatively small

lb...



tara value as itdoes in the TSP problem, q is set to the unit value in the energy function.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several models are obtained and used in the matching procedure to test the new algorithm. Figure-1 shows images

of model objects and occluded images. Once images are obtained, boundary is extracted by the chain code method. After

extracting the boundary, comer points are obtained by using the optimal boundary smoothing method based on the constrained

regularization technique. Figure-2 shows the boundary and comer points of the model objects. The number of segments of

the models and occluded images ranges from 6 to 25. From each segment, features are extracted: an angle as local feature

and the distance between nodes as relational feature. The boundary segmentation algorithm is very reliable in the sense that

it is not noise dependable and it keeps detecting the same comer points from an object in different scenes. However, some

models in occluded images are occasionally oversegmented or lose some comer points under the same threshold value. They

affect matching procedure as occluded parts does. A matching algorithm should be tolerable for the false segmentation

occurred in preprocessing stage as well as occlusion. AHN shows good performance in the above situation. Fig.-2(c) and

Fig.-3(d) shows robustness of the algorithm under over-segmentation as well as occlusion. The number of the model is 8 but

in the occluded image, the model has 14 segments. 8 nodes of the model are exactly matched with those of images. Figure-3

shows output plots of AHN. Star signs indicate matched nodes between model and occluded images. The results show the

desired matchings are successfully obtained.

We also experiment on the critical temperature to see if the parameter estimation is correct. As shown in Figiare-5,

annealing through the higher temperature is wasted work since it has no effect on the energy function. Instead, most of the

optimization occurs near the critical temperature. There is a precipitous drop in the energy function around the critical

temperature where a coagulation starts. Annealing through the low temperature does not improve the solution but serves only

to saturate the neurons at 1 or 0. As shown in Figure-4, the experiment result of Figure-3(a) was 0.45 of Tcwhile the estimate

of Tc was 0.7. This discrepancy may result from the small number of neurons of the example since we assume that the number

of neurons are very large for mean field approximation. Therefore we have the Tc be the half of the estimated Tc to get a valid
solution.

w

4. CONCLUSION

Issues related to the reliable matching have been discussed in this paper. Annealing the network allowed convergence

to begin close to the critical temperature such that good solutions were found. By estimating the critical temperature, we can

get a near optimal solution by few steps decreasing temperature. In conclusion, AHN gives a reliable matching of the

corresponding segments between two objects. The method eliminates possibility for a part of an object to be matched to

similar segments in a different object. We conclude that AHN is a robust approach to solve the two-dimensional occlusion

problems.
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Figure-l: Model Images and Occluded images
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Figure-3: Matched Nodes in Occluded images(continued)
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